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Foreword

It had been a busy summer. As the train trundled across the Tay Bridge, Bob was on his own for the

first time in months and he had a chance to reflect as he embarked on this next stage in his life.

He was the first person in his family to gain a degree. He had worked hard for it but he knew that

for someone born in 1945, it was the circumstances of the time that made it possible for him to go

to university. No sacrifices were necessary and he was able to live comfortably off his student grant.

His parents and their friends constantly moaned about the wastefulness of the Welfare State but they

were not slow to partake of the benefits it offered. Their children took these benefits for granted.

The government of Harold Wilson tried to tell the country that there were serious economic and

financial problems threatening the prosperity of the country but many people did not really believe

them. It felt like a good time to be a young person. Jobs were easy to come by and young people

had spending power. They were important consumers and this was particularly evident in the

proliferation of bands set up by people of Bob's age, for people of Bob's age. They were often said

to be the expression of a new generation that was different in its expectations from earlier

generations of young people. Bob wasn't sure about that. Music which reached him from the USA,

from the likes of Bob Dylan and Joan Baez, was very direct in articulating expectations about the

future of the society they were living in but no one could really argue that about Procol Harum. He

was sure that he would remember A Whiter Shade of Pale for years to come but it was a seductive

sound rather than a statement of social intent.

Bob had always followed the news. He could be said to be a well-read boy. When he was at

secondary school, he used to pop along to the local library at the Meffan Institute to read different

newspapers from the ones that were available at home. He continued to read prolifically at

university and began to subscribe to theManchester Guardian and the New Statesman. Much of his

reading was a solitary affair but when he joined the Labour Club, he was pleased to find that there

were reading groups based around themes like race relations.

When he decided to work abroad, his parents accepted this plan but they never really asked him

why he wanted to go. His mother had many uncles and aunts and cousins who lived abroad, in



countries which were once colonies of the British Empire. She wrote regularly to them and they

were as real a part of her family as her cousins who lived ten miles away. His father had, in his

twenties, been offered a job as a tea planter in Malaya but his family had intercepted the letter and

turned it down without telling him. He may well have felt that Bob was following the path which he

had not been allowed to pursue but he never talked about it.

At Dundee station, his mother's last words to him had been, 'You will write to us, won't you, and tell

us what you're doing.' He promised he would write.
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Chapter One

Karibu! Welcome!

I really don’t know where I’m going. It's past sunset. We're in a lively neighbourhood but there’s no

electric light. People have oil lamps to help them see what they’re doing. The car speeds up and we

leave the houses with corrugated iron roofs behind. We head out to a neighbourhood by the sea and

my new home turns out to be a smart stone villa with Art Deco windows in a large, neglected

garden. There is a smaller house at the back where the houseboy lives. I hadn’t given any thought to

the implications of having a servant to wash and cook and clean for me.

‘You realise that if you send him away, he will become homeless as well as jobless,’ says our new

neighbour, apparently reading my mind.

Juma keeps his job and smiles politely at his latest white masters.

*****

‘Hodi! Hodi!’

I had only been in Tanga for a few hours when I learned my first word in Kiswahili. None of the

houses had doorbells and visitors announced their arrival at their neighbours' houses by calling out

‘Hodi’. It was difficult to translate but it was such a widely used word that you soon forgot there

was a time when you never knew it. The reply, ‘Karibu’, was easier to translate as ‘Welcome’. In

the Scottish farmlands where I had grown up, it might take people twenty years to visit their new

neighbours; here, it was more like twenty minutes. The expatriate community in Raskazone might

be shrinking but it really wanted to make its newest recruits feel at home.

A rather charming, privately educated Englishman called Hugh acted as my mentor. He was a

volunteer, like me but he seemed at home in the town's yacht club. He introduced me to some of his
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friends who gathered there regularly but they were rather older, rather richer and rather less

supportive of Tanzanian independence than I felt happy with.

'It's a bit of a madhouse here these days but Hugh will show you the ropes. If you're lucky, he might

even take you out snorkelling in that yacht of his.'

In the midst of all the chatter, I couldn't take my eyes off the local children hanging on to the

boundary fence to peer through at us. I didn't say anything but my face must have told a story.

'You'll get used to it and you'll soon forget they're there. And they will be there every night. Anyway,

let me buy you a drink to welcome you to the yacht club. They have a fine collection of whiskies

here.'

This stranger beckoned to a waiter to bring me a whisky while he went on to tell me that he found it

very profitable being a dentist in Tanzania. Better than Ayrshire, apparently.

And I learned a lesson in how to turn a colonial blind eye.

*****

I am not sure exactly what I had expected when I volunteered to become a teacher in Tanzania. I

had been motivated by a sense of idealism about the changes that had been taking place in Africa

since the Gold Coast became Ghana in 1957. I had corresponded – and disagreed – with relatives in

South Africa about the ability of African people to manage their own affairs and that family

connection had heightened my awareness of the whole continent. It was not surprising that I had

chosen to go to Africa but Tanzania had been chosen for me. It had been a German colony up until

the end of the First World War; it then became a League of Nations territory administered by the

British; at the time of my arrival, it had been an independent country for six years and a leading

proponent of what it called African Socialism. I was posted to Tanga, the country's second largest
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city; the population was said to be around fifty thousand but constant arrivals from rural areas

meant that it was always growing. After my interview with VSO (Voluntary Service Overseas), I

read some notes, which I was probably not supposed to see; they described me as a pleasant young

man who had not yet been tested.

I had signed up to an initial fifteen-month contract, from September 1967 through to December

1968. The school year began in January and so these first three months were a bit of a dress

rehearsal for me. Adjusting to the heat so near to the Equator took some time. Going back for

afternoon classes at 2.30 pm with temperatures around ninety degrees was particularly sweat

inducing. When the rainy season came along, I just had to learn to respect it and find shelter until a

downpour was over. That was one reason why so many houses had verandahs – for strangers to

shelter in during the rains.

*****

The secondary school where I was teaching had about a thousand pupils and was one of the largest

in Tanzania. It was an H-shaped complex of two parallel sets of classrooms linked by the admin

area. It had been established by an Asian philanthropist and while it was open to children of all

races, there continued to be a large minority of Asian students. Something like twenty-five percent

of the students were girls, which was unusually high in Tanzania. Some of my fellow volunteers had

been sent to single-sex boarding schools in the bush but I was relieved to be in an urban setting.

The power structure in the school felt like a microcosm of a newly independent African country,

insofar as the head teacher was an African but most of the other managerial posts were held by

Europeans or Asians. The head had only been teaching in the school for a few months when he was

promoted. He had enjoyed teaching Physics but he accepted the government policy to have as many

Tanzanians in management positions as quickly as possible. The managers around him varied –

between those who behaved as professionally with him as they would have done with anyone else –

and those who were waiting for him to fail. I was sure his shortcomings, especially his willingness

to cane his way out of any student discipline problem, were the subject of gossip among everyone

connected with the school. His disciplining style even featured in a poem by a fourth-year student in

the school magazine.
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His famous punishment is the cane,

Which can cause one unbearable pain,

With a swish of his long stick,

Which moves faster than the clock can tick,

Striking one's pants like a steam hammer,

Making an unfortunate victim trying to remember,

What a fool one had been to talk like a nit,

And after this he would hardly be able to sit.

He was always in a rush. He would have done well to heed the Kiswahili, saying, ‘Haraka haraka

haina baraka’ (Hurry hurry brings no blessing). But it was doubtful if he would have paused long

enough to hear it.

I began to get some insight into the group dynamics of the teaching force and the connections and

silences between different groups of teachers. There were two staffrooms in the school; one always

seemed quiet, with nothing louder than the low hum of gossip being exchanged; the other, more of a

melee, with a cyclone of last-minute planning and colourful language. It would have made sense for

all teachers to spend some time in the quiet staffroom and some in the more vigorous staffroom but

it didn’t really work out like that. There were little informal workplace rituals too; some colleagues

took me along, after the Saturday morning classes to a café, with the fine Swahili/English/Gujarati

name of Duka ya Keke, where I drank passionfruit juice, ate samosas and learned to moan about the

hardships of being a teacher.

*****

Fresh off the plane was how I looked, with my bright white East of Scotland skin and new shorts

and new sandals. Fresh off the plane when it came to teaching too. Inexperienced and untrained,

apart from a two-week summer course, I was stumbling along in the classroom in the hope that I

wouldn’t fall over. There were some teaching materials available but there was no consensus or

advice about how best to use them.
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My real Tanzanian teaching experience began when I met my form class, 1D, at the beginning of

1968. It was a mixed school but this was an all boys’ class. There were thirty-one pupils and they

came from a variety of backgrounds; most of them were African but some of them were coastal

Waswahili and some from up country; there were many Asians, from a variety of religious

backgrounds; there was one mixed race boy who was white in appearance, although his body

language was similar to that of his African classmates. Access to primary schools was a matter of

luck and geography and it was quite common for village children not to go to school until they were

about ten, so some of the students were much older than you might expect to find in the first year of

a secondary school and the class prefect was probably older than me and definitely married.

There was a ritual to the day. When I entered the room, all the students stood up; I said, ‘Good

morning, Class’ and they responded, ‘Good morning, Sir’. Then I took the register, in strict

alphabetical order from Abdallah and Abraham through to Yasini and Yusuf. Once registration was

over, their first class began; I taught them English some days and fellow teachers came to their

room to teach other subjects.

One day when I was absent, another teacher took the register in my class.

'That's a very impressive class you have there, Bob,' he said the next day in the staffroom.

'Thanks very much,' I replied, feeling just a little bit proud.

He laughed. 'The only people in the whole of Africa who can pronounce the letter R with a thick

roll are in that classroom and they owe it all to their Scots form teacher.' He laughed a bit more.

I was very keen to use the groupwork methods, about which I had learned a little on the summer

course. One of the principal attractions for me was the fact that this approach encouraged everyone

in the class to speak. I had experienced a silent, book-learning approach when I had been studying

French at school and it had not helped me to use the language when first I went to France. There

was to be no chance to hide behind a book at the back of the class on my watch. Some of the more
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middle-class Asian students spoke a certain amount of English at home and without a consistent

system, it would have been easy for them to dominate any English lessons. As far as possible, I

wanted everyone to have a chance to take part.

I used teaching materials which were available in the school but I also drew on other more locally

based stories which I came across in the newspapers or in African history books. Role play became

one of the norms in my classes and students stopped being afraid to speak up. There was also a lot

of laughter during the role plays. The prefect did not really approve of this approach; he would have

preferred a more authoritarian method where the students sat silently with their heads down in the

classroom. His name suggested that he was not a Presbyterian but had he ever gone to Scotland he

would have felt at home in some of the pre-Enlightenment areas.

When they discovered at the beginning of their second year that I was to be their form teacher for

another year, they cheered. Learning English was important for their future job prospects and not

only were they doing so in my class, they were also enjoying themselves. Learning through laughter.

*****

There were problems about the teaching of history, as there always are when nations – and their

narratives – are in a period of flux. I had a confrontation early on when I was teaching an older class

about the slave trade and its triangular nature. I had read works by the radical anti-colonial historian

Basil Davidson and I had begun to understand some of the complexities of the trade.

'The ships came to the coast of West Africa from Europe and they bought slaves from African

traders who had captured them in the interior for this very purpose.'

This was the first time I had ever taught this topic and I was nervous about getting it right. But I

was surprised when this normally deferential group of students started to mutter discontentedly in

Kiswahili. The muttering became louder until eventually one boy said: 'African traders did not sell

slaves.'
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His friend joined in: 'No Africans in slave trade. Only wazungu – only Europeans!'

The rest of the class seemed to concur and the noise level rose. These angry students were not

aware of the anti-colonial school of history which had written about the destruction of strong West

African cultures by the slave trade. I had only been three weeks in the country and I was not up to

the kind of conflict which could have ensued. We had been advised to be sensitive to the political

viewpoints which might be expressed in the newly independent countries where we were to be

working. We were told about a volunteer who had been expelled for writing something politically

critical on a postcard. I didn’t want to be expelled and so I let it go; thankfully, the students did the

same.

There were very few resources to help me with teaching A-level History. This was very much the

gold standard of English post-16 education and reflected all the values of that system, from the

curriculum design through to the marking criteria. Someone, somewhere, had decided that it would

be a good idea to have an A-level syllabus that engaged with Africa. The only thing African about

the syllabus chosen was that it had Africa in the title and even that appeared after the words,

‘Scramble for’. This was not a syllabus that had been influenced by the works of Basil Davidson. It

was a syllabus that focused on empire building and allowed no agency at all to African people. I did

my best, in a rather dogged uninspiring way, but I was rather disappointed when one of the most

hard-working students came to tell me that he was abandoning my course.

'I am going to change to Physics. I can see nothing good in the Scramble for Africa. But I can see

many good things in Physics.' I could see that his mind was made up and I was unlikely to be able

to convince him to stick with a syllabus which I did not really respect myself. 'Thank you,' he said,

politely, as he left the classroom.

*****

The Tanzanian government expected their schools to do much more than provide traditional

education. A few months before I arrived in the country, the President, Julius Nyerere, had made the

Arusha Declaration in which he had committed the country to a war against poverty and oppression.
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While he proposed a socialist model of government, his particular model was based on African

notions of extended family and was called ‘ujamaa’.

Schools were encouraged to become self-reliant. As the head teacher explained in the school

magazine: 'We have the dedicated task of making this institution beneficial not only to us here but

to the whole nation at large, not forgetting that we shall do so through socialism and self-reliance.'

In that spirit, some schools produced food for their students and staff and sold any surplus on the

market. A boarding school on the edge of Tanga had a very successful small farm in its grounds.

Our school hadn't got round to anything like that.

There was an expectation of dialogue between those in positions of authority and the citizens over

whom they exercised that authority. There was a very lively discussion in the school assembly one

morning when the head announced that no hats were to be worn by students in school. A fairly

uncontroversial ruling, in many ways, and one that I was later to encounter in schools and colleges

in the UK. Concerns were expressed, however, about the views of Sikhs or Wasinga Singa. Were

their turbans to be regarded as hats and, if so, should they be removed? Some students felt that if

hatlessness was a universal principle then there should be no exceptions. Others argued that it was

against the religious values of Wasinga Singa to remove their turbans and minorities deserved to be

protected in the Republic of Tanzania. The head was clearly not expecting this level of debate but

he did engage with the students’ questioning and, although he eventually shut down the discussion,

he did not do so quickly. One reason why he may have been unprepared for this debate was because

there were, at that time, no turban-wearing Sikh students in the school. But the debate had been

about principles and everyone understood that they were important.

*****

Once I got my own piki piki (motorbike), I was able to explore the city and the areas around it more

thoroughly. Tanga had been an important seaport for centuries. German colonisers had been very

meticulous planners and there were several parallel streets in the town centre and many of the

buildings had rather elegant balconies on the first floor; there were a number of Asian-owned shops

and cafés; there was a market where fresh fruit, vegetables and fish were sold by African traders

who come into town on a regular basis. Juma, the houseboy, was able to go there to buy foodstuffs
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like papaya, avocado or swordfish – foods that I'd never heard of before. On the other side of the

railway tracks, literally, was the busy, overcrowded and relatively impoverished area known as

Ngamiani. This, too, had been designed by the Germans and it was composed of a grid of parallel

streets. There was less space between buildings and it had been intended for a poorer population.

There seemed to be palm trees everywhere; children were always climbing up them to harvest the

coconuts for milk. Near the library, they provided shade for people sitting watching the dhows

coming into the harbour from Arabia. A local story had it that baobab trees were upside down

because they were thrown down to earth by god when he was angry. The one in the town centre

really did look as though its roots were sticking up in the air. It was probably around thirty metres

high and half as wide again. It provided good shelter for people trying to keep themselves dry

during a monsoon. It had been there for hundreds of years and looked as though it intended to stay

for hundreds more. Outside the town, I came across sisal plantations; there was something quite

surreal about seeing thousands and thousands of these cactus-like plants growing in long regulated

lines, reminding me of a scene from the Hitchcock film, North by Northwest.

*****

That sounds like Beethoven. I am on a road I've never used before. I can see a settlement where the

houses are occupied by expatriates but they look less well established than the stone villas of

Raskazone; they might well have been built the day before yesterday and it would be no surprise if

they fell into a state of disrepair the day after tomorrow. I can’t decide if I'm surprised because

Beethoven seems out of place away from Europe or because the setting enables me to hear the

music in a way that I’d never heard it before. There are no other sounds of human activity and the

music is ringing out across a plot of half cultivated land that seems to be waiting for change of some

kind.

*****

I wrote letters back home, of course, where I tried to make sense of a situation that was not yet

making much real sense to me. None of the people to whom I wrote had ever been to Africa and

they all saw things from a Scottish perspective. My mother had never gone abroad and her state of
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health meant that it was unlikely that she would ever do. She was a good letter writer and often

wrote while she was at the hairdresser, sometimes to cousins in Canada, New Zealand or South

Africa; also, to women friends whose husbands worked in the jute industry in Bengal or the tea

estates of Assam. She seemed to get vicarious pleasure from reading about my Tanga experiences

but she wanted more detail about some features of my new life and, implicitly, less detail about

others.

‘It's fine to hear you're settling in well. Your new housemate, Dennis, sounds like a nice chap. It'll

be good to have someone to talk with at the end of a long day. Did you say he came from Leicester?

It used to be well known for making shoes and hosiery but it's maybe different nowadays. Maybe

when you've more free time, you'll be able to tell us a bit more about the flora and fauna there. You

have that camera that Auntie Betty gave you for your twenty-first birthday and it'll be grand to see

some pictures of the country that you're living in.’

I didn't really take as many pictures as she would have liked but I sensed that she was very pleased

when I sent her a photograph of myself standing next to a jacaranda. When I first got here, it was

harvest time in Forfarshire and while the days of collective stooking and stack building were

vanishing, the farm would have been dominated by people working long hours on combine

harvesters and bailing machines. She was particularly curious to find out about Tanzanian seasons

and to hear about my experiences with the monsoons.

There were lots of unresolved issues that I’d left behind at home when I flew off to Africa. Moira

had been my girlfriend for a year or two but I had made no promise that I would ever return to her.

I had no inner conflict about staying with her or going to Africa; Africa was always the priority.

Some other volunteers paired off with each other during the preparatory courses which we attended

and one of the reasons why I didn’t do so was because I did not feel at one with my sexuality. I had

had a sexual experience with a young American man at the Edinburgh Festival a couple of years

previously but then everyone had adventures of some kind during the Edinburgh Festival, or so I

heard. There was a man at university on whom I sometimes used to call late at night when I was

drunk and horny but I told myself that alcohol can do terrible things to your consciousness.

Christopher Isherwood seemed to have gained greater insights into his sexuality when he went

abroad but I saw his writing as an exotic text that had nothing to do with me and my uncertainties. I

was just waiting for the right girl to come along.
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Kiswahili was both the main language in Tanga and the lingua franca in Tanzania, and although

VSO did encourage us to learn it, they did so in a rather diffident, half-hearted way. ‘If you must …’

Many expatriates spoke (ungrammatical) kitchen Kiswahili and there was a lazy consensus that that

was really enough. I had benefited a lot from learning Italian when I had been working on a work

camp the previous summer; the kind of conversations I had with Italians would have been

impossible in English and the fact that I was willing to learn the language generated a sense of trust.

I came across a Kiswahili language programme which has been left in our house by an American

volunteer and it was far more energetic in its approach than VSO had deemed necessary. But it

became clear to me that I needed some kind of conversation classes with a native speaker if I was to

make any progress.

*****

The house where my new teacher lives is in a neighbourhood called Chumbageni; it's detached and

looks well built. I take my piki piki up on to the verandah and nervously look around for him.

Raymond is one of my students, around the same age as me and very bright. He had been surprised

when I asked him if he would give me conversation classes twice a week but he said that the extra

income would help with his social life. It's obviously a cause of some curiosity to have a ‘mzungu’

(European) in the house and two children appear from nowhere to have a look at me, giggle and

then disappear. A young man comes out of the house and greets me, in English.

'My name is George, like George Jackson.'

The only George Jackson I know is an imprisoned black American radical but I don’t get a chance

to ask him any more about this before he ushers me into the house.

'Karibu,' he says, 'Welcome.'

Raymond emerges from somewhere out the back where I can hear children playing and their

mothers shouting at them. He's probably as nervous about taking on this teaching role as I am about

being his student and we both laugh because neither of us is quite sure what to do next. I am just so

relieved that the atmosphere is friendly; we stumble into a simple conversation in Kiswahili. I don’t

think I’ll be going back to the yacht club.
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Chapter Two

Rural roots

Forfarshire was very different from Tanga. I was born in Dundee in 1945 but I was brought up in

the depths of Forfarshire, where my family were tenant farmers. It was fine arable farming land but

no outsiders ever went there unless they were lost. Some folk have claimed to have seen a road sign

to the place where I lived but few have admitted to following it.

The farm had one hundred and eighty acres and was cultivated on a three-year rotational system of

root crops, grain and grass. There were sometimes as many as one hundred cattle. At the time of my

birth, ten men and one woman were employed on the farm; the farm grieve and the land girl lived in

the farmhouse with my family and three or four of the other men lived in a bothy just next to a burn,

well populated with trout. When I was about four, my father had an electricity generator installed

and we were able to stop using oil lamps in the houses on the farm. By the time I left home in 1962,

only three men were employed there.

The countryside was not a quiet place back then but human beings were only one of the groups that

made a noise. There was the screaming of the starlings, the chattering of the spuggies and the

squawking of the seagulls. There was the honking of geese flying south in their elegant V-shaped

formation. There was the occasional hoot of a solitary owl after dark. My mother always listened

out for the first cuckoo of spring and she and her friends used to phone each other when they had

heard them in their various parts of the county. My own favourites were the lapwings with the

distinctive cry that gave them their more popular onomatopoeic name of peewits; the sound of the

peewit or peesie has a solitary echoing quality that perfectly evokes the farm land of my childhood.

Lewis Grassic Gibbon’s trilogy, A Scots Quair, ends with Chris Guthrie returning to the Mearns

farm where she had grown up. ‘And she’d open her eyes and see only the land, enduring,

encompassing, the summer hills gurling in the summer heat, unceasing the wail of the peesies far

off.’ The sound of the peesies was never far away.

The relationship with the land shaped everything else, just as it had done for Chris Guthrie, forty

years previously. There was religion, there was education, there was sex, there was music, there was
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sickness and health, there was alcohol but all of these were of secondary importance to the land.

The land was the thing. You just couldn’t choose to ignore the land unless you decided to walk

away altogether. The land changed depending on the seasons and farm folk had to adjust to the

demands that the seasons made on them. Respect for the land ran far deeper in our consciousness

than almost anything else; the land could be harsh but it was at the centre of everything that we did.

The cleverest could predict the way in which the seasons would develop from their study of the sky

or the strength of the rivers but for most of us, the seasons felt like a dance of unreason, however

much we tried to shape them to our needs and desires.

Sometimes, I think of the seasons by their colours; green for spring; bright reds and yellows for

summer; rusty gold for autumn; white for winter. But these are no more than easy prompts to trigger

comforting memories of the best of times of each of these seasons. Many folk appeared not to see

the changing colours around them but whether or not they did, they certainly never talked about

them. A far more accurate, less comforting way to recall the seasons is through focusing on the

tasks that had to be completed to ensure that the life of the farm went on.

The first of the four seasons began in winter and everything was a preparation for what came later

in the year. The stubble in the fields where there had been grain the previous year was ploughed up

for the grass or potatoes or whatever crop that was to follow. When I was wee, before the coming of

the tractor, this was done with horse-drawn ploughs and all the horses had names, like Clyde or

Dora, so that they felt more like friends than agricultural instruments. The working day was

organised in such a way as not to exhaust either the horses or the men who were in charge of them.

Work began at 7am and continued until 11.30 when everything stopped for dinner; the afternoon

session began at 1pm and finished at 5.30. There was a break in the middle of both these sessions,

known as a midser; folk would have a home-made snack, like a jeely piece and a flask of tea, if they

were lucky. In fields without stubble, the horses would be sent out with harrows to loosen up the

hardened soil, once the frost was over. There was enormous love for the horses and they were

always well treated; I knew of one farmer who used to give his horses extra celebratory oats on

New Year’s Day. Although I have had nothing to do with horses since then, the respect I learned

was deeply engrained in me; I remember being very moved in the film, Atonement, by the tender

way in which the horses were treated before they were shot at the mass evacuation from Dunkirk.
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In some fields, it was necessary to remove stones so as not to break the ploughs later on; while most

of the work on the farm was hard, it was also capable of providing some satisfaction; there was no

satisfaction to be had from the back breaking, demoralising work of removing stones. When I was

about twelve, and still wearing shorts, I was once accosted on a bus by a man who shouted about

the fact that one of the workers on our farm had been sent out, day after day for two weeks, to

remove stones; this may well have been true as it would have been possible for everyone on the

surrounding farms to see whatever work was being done in our fields. It was the farm grieve who

made decisions about each day's work allocation but my father had overall responsibility for the

way that the work was carried out and could have made it clear that the work of removing stones

should be rotated. I don't think I said anything but I know for sure that I did not defend these work

practices. Years later, once I had learned about the importance of speaking up, I wished I had asked

the man if he had had the courage to say to my father what he had said to me; one man in long

trousers to another man in long trousers, so to speak.

The snow and the wind and the rain were not under human control and whatever the weather

conditions were like, some work had to go on regardless. Whatever the season, there was always

rain and I have vivid memories of mud in each of the seasons. As a child, I was expected to do some

work at the weekends and during the school holidays; I have distinct memories of topping and

tailing turnips on a dreich Christmas Day when I was eight. I was regularly involved in assisting

with feeding the cattle which were kept indoors for the winter months. When I was still in primary

school, I was taught by one of the farm workers how to milk a cow manually; holding the top of the

teat between the index finger and the thumb and running the other fingers down the teat in a

squeezing motion. It was a skill that was on the way out and very few people younger than me

would know how to do it. It’s also a skill that I’ve never been required to use since then. Manual

milking of cows rests as a memory in my head, alongside wind-up gramophones and hand-knitted

jumpers.

'You fucking cunt! You’re fucking late for your dinner! Have I no told you before no to keep your

mother waiting, you fucking cunt! Get inside now, you cunt.’

I was six years old. The whole family had been to church and I had gone over to the farm steading

to play until my mother had put the finishing touches to the dinner. I had been enjoying myself and,

although I was normally a well-behaved boy, I had not been thinking about the time, I didn’t have a

watch and had indeed stayed outdoors longer than I should have. For the next ten years or more, my
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father would launch these verbal assaults on me and on other members of the family, not so much

for anything that we had done, but because of the mood that he was in. I never argued against him. I

adopted the biblical strategy of giving a soft answer to turn away wrath, but it was not successful.

Out of the blue, this intelligent, energetic, highly motivated, charming, Kirk elder would tell me that

I was a fucking cunt. I withdrew into my own world of imagination; I already read lots of books and

newspapers and now did so even more. I learned about the importance of kindness from my mother

but was perpetually in a state of fear about him. Even when he was not in one of these towering

rages, he never made time to spend with me to compensate for the rage; I cannot remember him

ever holding my hand; I cannot remember us ever sharing a joke. Sometimes, he would drive the

family to the beach and then leave us building sand castles while he went to attend to more

important matters. When he and my mother married, he had promised her that 'we would aye hae

wir meat'; he kept to that and we were always generously fed with good quality food but his notion

of a family contract seemed to end with the dinner plate. Historical, psychological and sociological

insights help me to understand it more clearly, and more compassionately, now but it was hard for a

six-year-old to see it as anything other than hatred and rejection. When I was about thirteen, the

court case about the publication of Lady Chatterley’s Lover was widely reported and there was

media outrage at the use of the words, ‘cunt’ and ‘fuck’. I said to my mother that it was difficult for

me to understand the uproar given that these were words which my father used to describe me. I

would never have dared to say anything like that directly to my father; though he delivered

sometimes amusing monologues, he never engaged in discussion. The breach between us was never

resolved but it is ironic that I was the last member of the family to feed him and speak to him in the

cottage hospital where he spent the end of his life; his last words to me related to the fact that I was

holding a spoon which he was no longer able to hold steadily and they were, in fact, ‘thank you’.

The second season began in what I would call late spring. The clocks had changed and the

countryside was coming into bloom. However beautiful the countryside was at that time, it was

there to be worked rather than admired. Coping with the hard nature of the work was the

predominant emotion of people working on the land and there was also an unspoken view that there

was nae need for men to be talking about things just because they were bonny. There were a lot of

ash trees and several beech trees on the farm but they were never discussed except in terms of any

impact they might have on the process of farming. There was a sense that some things in nature

were so obvious that there was almost no need to name them. There was one beautiful avenue of

twelve beech trees at the north end of the farm where there had once been a church and manse;
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these buildings had been demolished in 1822 and the trees must have pre-dated that. I was upset but

not altogether surprised when these trees were chopped down in an unsuccessful attempt to drain

the land where they had been situated.

The task which I particularly associate with this second season was neep clatting, which occurred in

June. The turnip seeds had been sown in long drills in the early spring but the emerging shoots had

to be thinned to enable usefully sized neeps to grow. I was required to do this in my teens, when a

group of us would go out into the fields with our clats and walk up and down the drills, thinning out

redundant shoots and leaving a minority to grow. There is a photograph called ‘Hoeing,

Aberdeenshire’ (1962) taken by Oscar Marzaroli and it captures perfectly the collective nature of

this task. It was a great time for conversation and all the ills of the world could be put right in one

clatting session.

The wireless was our main means of communication with the outside world. Sometimes, we sat

down as a family to listen to programmes like Wilfrid Pickles' Have A Go.

Have a go, Joe
Come and have a go
You can't lose owt
It costs you nowt
To make yourself some dough

My mother listened to music on the Light Programme while she was doing housework. In the

evening, she enjoyed The MacFlannels, which was the nearest thing in those days to a soap opera.

She sighed about the fact that, like most Scottish programmes, it came from Glasgow. That might as

well have been a foreign land and I never went there till I was about twenty.

Vans were another source of contact with the outside world. They came around regularly selling

bread and fish and groceries and my mother enjoyed catching up with all the latest gossip from the

van drivers. The woman who drove the fish van was unusual for wearing a collar and that, I was

told, was because she was a lesbian.
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The wireless seemed adequate till the time of the Queen's coronation in 1953 and everyone seemed

to be clamouring to find somewhere to watch it on television. We didn't have a television then but

we went to watch it at the home of one of my father's business colleagues; there must have been

twenty of us crowded together watching the day's events on a small black and white set in the

corner of their living room. The local newspaper ran a limerick competition, where the prize was a

trip to London to watch the coronation procession going through the streets. My mother didn't win

the competition but I was proud of the fact that she had entered and I would have given her the prize.

There was a young man from Kirkbuddo
On the farm was a bit of a duddo
He ate hay with the cows
And mash with the sows
And now he is chewing the cuddo.

The third season began with the agricultural shows that gave the farming community a chance to get

together; a chance to socialise with other folk just like themselves. There was a formula for these

shows whether they were local, like the Fettercairn Show, or countywide, like the Forfarshire Show,

or national, like the Highland Show. Competitions involving the display of animals; competitions

for the womenfolk involving farm produce and cookery; displays by cadets; food tents; beer tents.

Flattery and free offers of unnecessary objects from companies trying to draw folk into paying for

opportunities to transform their lives. Old rivalries revisited among the older farmers seeking small

glories whose significance only their rivals would understand. Gangs of smartly dressed young folk,

always strictly segregated and always shoving and laughing. A chance to impress, to admire one

another and to dream about ways of meeting up again.

I was about thirteen when I remember seeing these two groups of young folk jousting around with

each other at the Forfarshire Show. There were about seven young men, all in well ironed short-

sleeved shirts and smartly pressed casual trousers; there was another group of young women in

fashionable dirndl skirts. Much laughing and shoving but, as they moved backwards and forwards,

there was an invisible line that kept the two groups separate from each other.
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'That's a braw skirt you've got on there, Wilma!'

It was unclear which woman was Wilma and there may, in fact, have been several Wilmas but there

was much blushing and shoving in response.

'C'mon, Wilma! Show us the leg under that skirt.'

A collective cry then went up from the whole male group. 'Show us yir leg, Wilma. Show us yir

leg!'

The leg was never shown and no one expected it to be shown. It was all a chance to impress, to

admire one another and to dream about ways of meeting up again.

Good-natured times but class ran through all the festivities; the show jumpers would never socialise

with the ploughmen nor the farmers’ wives with the farmworkers’ daughters; clear boundaries

between the landowners and the tenant farmers might be disguised behind cheery waves and a

round of drinks but lines were not to be crossed. Relief at the end of the day when the need for

bonhomie was over; till next year.

Harvesting of the grain and then the potatoes began sometime after the shows were over; that was

the busiest time of year on the farm. If the weather was good, the hairst might begin in early August

but it was usually later than that. The farmers had to predict the likely patterns of rain and sunshine

and it could be just as damaging to start the harvest too early as it might be to leave it too late. The

whole process began with the grain being cut and bound into sheaves by a machine known as a

binder, led by either a horse or a tractor. When the sheaves fell on the ground, they were placed into

formations known as stooks (picture available); each stook had about six pairs of sheaves which

propped each other up in an A shape and this ensured that they did not become too wet as they

would have done if they had been left lying on the ground; every able-bodied person was expected

to take part in the stooking and I began to do so while I was still at primary school.
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Days after the stooking had been completed, the grain was taken into the farmyard on carts and the

sheaves were built up, with some considerable skill, into interwoven round stacks which were about

eight foot high.

The potato harvest began later on and often involved people from Dundee – toonsers – as well as

more local people. This was a task where women and school children were employed in large

numbers as tattie howkers. The schools closed down for two weeks holidays to enable the school

children to take part, but much to the chagrin of some teachers and parents, the dates of these

holidays were only set after agreement with the farmers about the most suitable timing for the

harvesting process. Each field comprised several lines or drills which had been created when the

field had been ploughed earlier in the year. Each drill was divided into smaller bits and the

workforce gathered the potatoes in their bits after the harvesting machine had gone down the drill.

The potatoes were placed into baskets which were then thrown on to a bogie which went up and

down the drills. The task of driving the tractor was not complicated and was often given to boys as a

sort of reward or incentive to strive for greater masculinity. The potatoes were then put into storage

until such time as they could be bagged up into jute sacks. The place at the end of the field where

the tractors turned as they came down one drill, prior to going up another, was known as the endrigg,

a word whose sound never ceased to fascinate me.

The Dundonians were regarded by country folk as being coarse and I certainly heard more sexually

explicit language and conversation among them than I had ever done previously; it was striking, too,

that the women took part in these conversations in a way that I do not recall rural women doing.

There were often disagreements at the end of the day about how many potatoes it was acceptable

for the howkers to take home for their own use. They saw this as part of their entitlement, a

payment in kind, but, if a Dundonian was involved, the farmers were quick to treat this as theft. In

such heated moments, the dialects of Forfarshire and Dundee sounded more like foreign languages

rather than the patois of two places only ten miles apart.

‘Eh jist want some tatties tae mak chups fur meh bairns.’

‘Awa to hell, ye thievin bugger.’
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Harvest was a very intense period and after it was over, there was always a variety of ways of

celebrating its conclusion. Local churches held thanksgiving services, with sheaves and fruit

decorating the altar, as we all sang appropriate hymns. There were more secular celebrations in the

village halls and sometimes in the farm buildings themselves. Amateur bands of fiddlers and

accordionists would play traditional tunes as the crowd danced familiar group dances, such as

Broon’s Reel, Dashing White Sergeant and Strip the Willow. The Lancers often brought out a

macho tendency in the men as there was great prestige to be enjoyed by lifting the women’s feet off

the floor during one section of the dance that involved all eight dancers linking arms in a circle.

'It's Joan,' she says. Mum has something important to tell me.

'She was taking a shortcut across the railway crossing near where she lived when she was hit by

train. And she died...'

I find it difficult to take it all in and I start to cry. Joan is only thirteen and I have never heard of

people dying when they're only thirteen. It's just a few years since my grandpa died but he was

seventy. Thirteen is just not possible.

'Can I go to the funeral?'

I am told that children are not allowed to go to funerals.

Joan was the only child of Auntie Meg, Mum's closest friend, and we were a bit like cousins. I

wanted to say something more but the words that came out didn't make any sense. Looking back, I

would say that I needed a hug but Mum didn't do that and I just stood there in the kitchen, crying

and unheld. People didn't hug each other in Forfarshire in those days. Later, we drove down to

Carnoustie to see Meg and my father and brother and I sat in the car while Mum comforted her

friend; I am sure they didn't hug each other either.

*****
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'Where's Frank?' I ask my teacher on the first day back after the school holidays.

'He's gone to another school – the Dundee High. Now sit down and pay attention.'

Frank and I met on the very first day of school and we became firm friends. He had rather a

distinctive style and wore a scarf wrapped round his neck like none of the other boys did. I don't

really know what we talked about but neither of us was keen on playing football. He didn't seem to

have a father and I first heard the word, divorce, used about his mother, although I never knew if

that was any more than idle gossip. He never told me that he was going away but then maybe he

didn't know himself. Years later, I heard that his absent father may have been Burmese and while

that too may have been idle gossip, the rumour just added to the mystery of his disappearance from

my life. I didn't cry about his departure in the way that I had done about Joan but he was someone

with whom I had spent time on every school day and I felt the loss strongly.

I am eight years old and I have just discovered that people can be in your life one day and gone the

next. I don't know what to think but I do know that I am not supposed to talk about my feelings of

loss.

The fourth season fell mostly in winter. All the cattle were brought into the farm and had to be fed

and watered every day; the straw on which they rested became fouled and had to be replaced every

three or four days. There was a lot of work involved in keeping one hundred cattle indoors and this

was probably the activity which I enjoyed most. More of the work outdoors was being done with

tractors and other machinery but I preferred the business of being with living creatures; it wasn't a

sentimental relationship which I had with them but the push and shove of making my way through

them at feeding time had a tactile pleasure to it; I was never scared by them. One of the

farmworkers was devoted solely to working with these cattle and, whenever possible, I was sent to

work with him; it was labour intensive and tiring in a wholesome way.

In the middle of the winter, a contractor would come round with a threshing machine which was

used to separate the grain from the straw in the stacks which had been built at the end of harvest
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time. I vividly remember the numbers of rats which emerged squealing from these stacks; we were

expected to kill as many of these as possible.

We celebrated the New Year, not long after the shortest day, and we always looked forward to the

coming year with the hope of something better in our lives. First footing was a genuinely friendly

custom where people welcomed friends and neighbours and strangers into their houses; everyone

was offered some whisky and black bun and a toast was made to the future. Once New Year was

over, attention turned to the stubble and the ploughs were dusted down for the return of the first

season of the year.

For thirteen years, I ate a plate of porridge every day before catching the 8.10 bus to school; it was a

convoluted thirty-minute journey that picked up children at all the farm road ends and crossroads on

the way. I came back on the 16.05 bus. The majority of the passengers were school students and on

the first day of the school year, we chose a seat to sit in and a companion to sit next to; we never

budged from that for the rest of the school year.

There was a strict timetable in Forfar, not just for the school bus but for the whole town. Every day

at 13.55, a horn would sound across the town to call workers back to the textile factories. These

were known as the bummers and there was also an earlier sounding before 7am to wake up the

workers and the rest of the town for the start of a new day.

Over the years, I began to pay more attention to other bus times and they began to shape my social

life. On Saturdays, when I was about fifteen, I began to catch the 16.40 bus to go to the cinema with

a handsome guy who sat at the next desk to me at school. He looked as though he could have

become an understudy for Troy Donahue. He was very successful at whatever sport he turned his

hand to and won the local golf club championship at the age of seventeen. I remember him as the

Golfer and I became quite mesmerised by him. We went to see whatever film was showing and the

only choice was between the rather grand Regal Cinema, which had a restaurant, and the more

downmarket Pavilion, known locally as the Gaff. That was when I first became aware of Alfred

Hitchcock and Rodgers and Hammerstein. After the film was over, we usually walked up North

Street to the fish and chip shop and then I caught the 21.00 bus home. We didn't go to see Victim,

even though I was both horrified and thrilled by the idea of it. I can't imagine who would have
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chosen to go and see it in Forfar, although many picturegoers were creatures of habit as much as I

was and would have gone to see whatever was showing.

One conversation which I had with the Golfer sticks out in my mind. It was just after the

Sharpeville massacre in 1960 and, while I had nothing good to say about it, he saw things rather

differently. Neither of us knew any black people.

'Shooting sixty-nine protestors in the back is just murder.'

'They were threatening to make trouble – something had to be done to teach them a lesson.'

'They were only asking for the right to vote – something we take for granted.'

'They were breaking the law and they had to be stopped from doing that. You don't know what it

was like for the police.'

The worlds which I enjoyed, whether at school or in the cinema, were worlds which took me away

from the demands of the land. I never loved the land nor did I hate it but I wanted to be away from

it. In my mind, I was planning journeys far longer than those I made on the local bus. I had read

widely about different times and different places and I wanted different experiences. I had been

brought up as a farm boy and the farm was the only home I had known but, whatever the risks, I

wanted to leave it behind me and begin to belong to a bigger world. My parents had wanted to go

out into a wider world themselves but both had been prevented by their parents from doing just that.

They were supportive of my plans to go to university and probably a bit proud of the fact, although

they never said so to me. They had created a home for me but it was a home that I had to leave. I

didn't really understand how deeply that home had shaped me.
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Chapter Three

The company I kept

There are probably two hundred of us heading off to be volunteers in East Africa and we are all

white. Most of us have been through Higher Education and that was largely free. We share a sense

of optimism about the world we are living in and the African experiences which await us. It feels

like an adventure. No one has mentioned the White Man's Burden.

'Mr Martin Sexton – your flight is ready to depart – last call for Mr Martin Sexton.'

*****

We were never told why Martin didn't join us but I got some sense of the dilemma he was having

about going to Africa the night he took me to UFO. It was a druggy club in the centre of London

and my visit there taught me the meaning of the word, psychedelic; the atmosphere there was

exciting and mind blowing. He introduced me to some of his close friends that evening and I

realised that he was torn between the world he was leaving and the world he was going to in a way

that I was not. I don't imagine that he wanted to spend the next few years in a cellar off the

Tottenham Court Road but the London of the Swinging Sixties offered a different range of

opportunities from those that would have been available to him in Tanzania.

I had made a number of friends on the preparatory courses and it was enjoyable spending time with

people who had made the same sort of decisions as I had about where to spend the next few years.

We exchanged addresses and promised to visit each other during our holidays. I really did intend to

visit one of these new friends in Zambia. But, more than anything else, we wanted to get to our

placements. It had been over six months since our interviews and we were ready to go.

Apart from anything else, this would be my first full-time job. I was reasonably well prepared for

the job of teaching but I hadn't a clue about the web of friendships and intrigues and jealousies and

assumptions that surround any workplace. There was no end to these networks; some of them were

generationally based while others had more of a national focus.
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In the short term, I was pummelled around from place to place outside work by kindly folk who

recognised a lost soul when they saw one. I was invited to drink tea; invited to listen to music;

invited to go for day trips into the mountains; invited to sunbathe at the swimming club; invited to

visit a restaurant to eat lobster. There was no end to it. I felt quite overwhelmed by all this kindness.

It came from all directions and from all sorts of groups which, I soon realised, had very little contact

with one another. I had very little shared history with any of them and I must have seemed to them

like a blank sheet on which they could draw whatever features they wanted.

*****

I hadn't been prepared for such a strong American presence. There weren't actually that many of

them but those who were there were inescapable, full of self-confidence, hard working and loud.

They were mostly young Peace Corps volunteers and, as an expression of their idealism, they had

become fluent in Kiswahili. Despite the contribution they were making, the Tanzanian government

had decided not to accept any further Peace Corps volunteers because of the war in Vietnam. Prior

to going to Tanzania, my knowledge of the USAwas rather fragmented and superficial. I had

watched Hollywood films for years; I had listened to American pop music; I remembered the Cuban

Missile Crisis; I had been horrified by the assassination of President Kennedy. Then there was the

social upheaval of the mid-Sixties and I saw violence inflicted on Civil Rights protestors. I heard

the voices of some of that unrest through the music of Bob Dylan and Joan Baez. The Peace Corps

volunteers who had appeared were definitely supporters of Civil Rights and, generally speaking,

most of them were, along with the Tanzanian government, opposed to the American involvement in

Vietnam. They all had a clear worldview and, unlike the English, they let everyone know what it

was. I gradually began to realise that the Civil Rights movement was about much more than legal

rights; it was about a vision of what a society could be for all of its citizens, whatever their

background. The optimism of this latest incarnation of the American Dream was very attractive to

young Tanzanians who were enjoying the optimism of their own post-colonial dreams.

*****

I don't usually listen to the BBCWorld Service but for no particular reason, I tuned in this morning

and heard the terrible news about Robert Kennedy. The news is so shocking that I can hardly

believe it. Assassinated, just as he was moving another step nearer to winning the Democratic

nomination for the US presidency. It's less than three months since Martin Luther King was killed
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and I can't begin to understand what's going on. When I reach school, no one is talking about it and

I can't talk about it because I have to attend to my form class. At the break, I see Helen, one of the

white Peace Corps teachers, and I can see from her brisk, cheerful body language that she hasn't

heard the news either. I move towards her, where she's taking the mail out of her mailbox.

'Helen,' I say, stumbling and hesitating,' I don't know if you've heard about Robert Kennedy?'

She looks directly at me but, though she says nothing to me, the shape of her face is changing

before my eyes.

'I don't know the details but he was shot yesterday in California and he didn't survive.'

It feels brutal coming out with the facts like that but they were brutal facts.

I had known that she was a supporter of Civil Rights but it's only now that I can see how much all

that matters to her. She is putting her hands to her mouth as if she wants to prevent it from

dissolving. I have never had to tell anyone that a close relative has died suddenly but I imagine that

this is what it would be like. I feel I am getting an insight into the meaning of the Civil Rights

movement to her; it was far more a way of life than just a political commitment. Her trembling,

cracking, fearful, facial expression is noiseless but it looks like a howl of pain.

*****

Weeks later, I saw newsreels of the train taking Robert Kennedy's body from California to the East

Coast and the crowds watching as it passed their homes looked as stricken and bereft as Helen had

been when I broke the news to her. Watching these faces was like looking at an open wound.

There was just one African-American Peace Corps volunteer in Tanga and we only overlapped for

three months but I was aware of what a major impact he had had on the town. Jordan was probably

best known for his multiracial stage production of Alice in Wonderland and Kiwetu, a bank clerk
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with whom I became friendly, was proud of the fact that he had played the Mad Hatter. Jordan

wanted to ensure that there was some continuity to his work and one of the things which he asked

me to do was to support the English Speaking Society in the school.

He also asked me to befriend William, a local carver. A number of people in the town earned a

living from selling artefacts, some of which were based on the increasingly popular Makonde

carvings, while others were tiny ornaments of African animals of a size which tourists could easily

fit into their suitcases. Jordan recognised the talent which William had and he also recognised the

pressure which he was under to produce things quickly for the growing market.

'I want you to take care of him. He's really talented and he could easily be exploited,' said Jordan.

'He likes to do carvings based on pictures he finds in books about African art in the library. His

carvings are more works of his imagination than they are imitations of what he sees in books. They

are all unique.'

Jordan felt that a man with such an outstanding artistic talent needed a protector against exploitation

as well as an agent. For the next two years, William sold his unique teak carvings for something like

seventy shillings each, about two weeks’ wages for an employed person in Tanga. I never knew

where he lived but when he was ready to do more work, he always found me and I always found a

customer for him.

I realised how wise Jordan had been to be concerned about William when I was stopped in my

tracks by one of my English colleagues just a couple of days before I was due to leave Tanga. Lots

of things had been left to the last moment and I really didn't want to make time for this particular

teacher who had always patronised me. He often suggested that I would grow out of my idealism

and, presumably, turn into an idle time server like himself.

'Bob,' he called out. 'I just wanted to let you know that you've been done by that carver lad of yours

– the one that calls himself William. He's been charging you seventy shillings for a carving but I

beat him down to five shillings. Yes, five shillings. You need to learn to bargain with these guys

otherwise they'll just take you for a ride.'
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This guy earned an unimaginable salary in Tanzanian terms and he was proud of having forced

William to work on terms that would destroy him.

My colleague's mouth twisted into a sneering rictus of greed. 'You've been done, Bob. You've been

done.'

I tried to control my words but I knew that my body was twitching with rage.

'I've got to get back to Raskazone to pick up some stuff for my flight. I can't stop.'

As I rode off on my piki piki, I was angry with myself for failing to find another protector for

William. It was too late by then. If word got out about these low prices, he'd be forced to produce

his work like some kind of machine. I had let William down.

*****

I was quite clear that I did not want to become involved with the British people who socialised at

the yacht club and after one initial visit, I was never asked back. There were very few British

settlers in Tanzania in the way that there were in Kenya and most of the British networks consisted

of people who were on short-term contracts. I had no desire to slip into the cosiness that they

offered to newcomers from the UK but there was a similarity about our backgrounds that would

have made it difficult for us to ignore one another completely. Most of the people in these networks

were people who had gone to the same kind of state school as I had done; although their reasons for

going to Tanzania and their political outlooks might have been different from mine, they were

trying to get by as best they could in a situation that they found difficult to understand.

When Dennis and I heard about a social evening which some of them were organising in a local hall,

it was a sense of duty and a desire not to offend that took us along there rather than any expectation

of pleasure. It was only a few months since the government had closed down the old European club

and this event was seen as an attempt to show that 'we' had not been defeated by the closure of the

old colonial club. Are we downhearted?
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It actually reminded me of nothing more than a jolly evening at a village hall in Forfarshire.

Everyone who took part was applauded more for their willingness to stand up before an audience

rather than for the quality of their performance. The one exception to this was a soprano, whose

rendition of Schubert's Sylvia was received in admiring silence and even some tears. Several people

mentioned that she could have been professional Back Home. The UK was what they meant when

they said that, but she would have been unlikely to see that as Home. She had spent her earliest

years in Germany until her family came to East Africa after the establishment of the Nazi

government in 1933. They had put down roots and she had married an Englishman who was then a

colonial officer. Her performance that evening was definitely uplifting and was just what was

needed, the organisers said.

While she was singing, her brother was driving back to the farm where he was the manager when

his car was stopped by a group of drunks who pulled him from the car and hacked him to death. The

feeling of relief which there had been after the concert was shattered. It proved to be an isolated

tragedy but no one knew that at the time. There were fears that the kind of violence which had

overtaken the Belgian Congo might have reached Tanzania. The conversations among the middle-

aged expatriates about going Home became louder and more frequent. The British networks which I

had been avoiding were disappearing – or certainly becoming less visible – and there were no more

concerts.

The networking among expats continued but it was much more localised. I was asked to a lot more

sundowners than I had been previously and, while they were very sociable, they never involved

more than five or six people at a time. There were also parties at the weekends and more alcohol

was consumed there than was the case with the sundowners. Everyone there was white and childless

but some of them belonged to networks that were unfamiliar to me.

These parties were the only occasions when I met any of the German expats. Despite the fact that

Tanzania had previously been a German colony (or perhaps because of it) there was a relatively

small number of young German expatriates but none of them were teachers. My first reminder of

the German presence in the country had been when I chanced upon a graveyard with the names of

around twenty young German men who had died during the First World War. I never really got

close to any of the German expats but at the end of one or two of these parties, I did have

conversations with Klaus, a scientist around my age, when we were both a bit pissed. He was the
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first German who had ever said anything remorseful to me about the behaviour of the Hitler regime.

Without going into any details, he told me that his family had always been opposed to the Nazis, as

had many of their friends. I believed him.

I felt that his German colleagues were rather disapproving of him but I was never really clear about

the reason for that. Was it because of his politics and his willingness to speak about them to non-

Germans? Was it because he drank too much? A couple of years later, one probable reason became

clear to me when I discovered that he had taken a young Tanzanian man back with him to Germany.

I knew that young man and he had given me the impression that he was willing to sleep with me. I

was not surprised to discover that Klaus was gay but neither had I picked up any clear signal that he

was gay. The signals that I was giving off about my own sexuality were pretty confusing and I don't

know if he initiated these few conversations with me because he recognised them or because he felt

that I was someone who would listen to him without being judgmental. It is a good illustration of

the way in which the closet worked inasmuch as gay people, who were not sexually attracted to

each other, had little space to get to know each other.

*****

People from several Indian backgrounds were prominent in the life of Tanga. They were well

established communities and most of their families had been in East Africa since the beginning of

the twentieth century when the British Empire was in an expansionist period. They came from a

variety of religious backgrounds but, as a group, they were known as Asians in English or Wahindi

in Kiswahili. Some of them ran their own businesses and some of them were middle managers in

the public sector. They had done the kind of jobs which Africans had not been trained to do and,

even after independence, they were still fulfilling that role. But they knew that this was likely to be

a kind of interregnum until such time as Africans had obtained more qualifications. They accepted

the reality of independence but they all knew that this transitional period would come to an end. A

cloud of insecurity hung over them.

At the time of independence in 1961, there were around one hundred and fifty thousand Asians in

Tanzania out of a population of ten million. I got to know some individual teachers from the Ismaili

Muslim community, the Goan community and the Hindu community and although the political

future was only one of the things which we discussed, I was aware that they felt a greater sense of

uncertainty about their futures than they were willing to share openly with me. Events in the Congo
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had contributed to fear of similar killings; the socialist elements of the Arusha Declaration had

contributed to fear about expropriation of property. They all had community meeting places but,

with one exception when I was invited to speak at a debate, I was never invited into any of them.

The Ismailis had followed the instructions of their leader, the Aga Khan, and taken out Tanzanian

citizenship. They were Shia Muslims and while I never did learn very much about their religion, I

did pick up a very strong sense of the value they placed on participation in the communities where

they lived. As citizens, the younger members of this community had to do two years national

service along with other Tanzanians of their generation. I sensed from individual conversations that

there was considerable interest in going to an English-speaking country where their education and

knowledge of English would allow them to prosper. I don't recall any of them expressing any

interest in going to the UK but Canada had a reputation as a country which welcomed immigrants

from a variety of backgrounds and it was discussed in very positive terms.

The Goans I knew entertained a number of options for their future but they were all clear about the

importance of speaking English and their children were brought up to speak it as their first language.

They were Roman Catholic and some of them entertained ideas of going to Brazil but since none of

them spoke good Portuguese, I suspect that this was the kind of idea that made perfect sense at the

end of an evening in the bar but rather less at breakfast the following morning. I met a number of

Goans at a restaurant where I often went for an evening meal; it was owned by a woman called

Gracie who went out sea fishing in her boat to catch the fish which featured prominently on her

menus. The bar had been known as the Lusitania but, after independence, it changed its name to the

more innocuous-sounding Avenue Bar.

Most of the Hindus I knew had UK passports and imagined that they might go to the UK if the

situation changed for the worst but they too did not discuss it very much with me. Some Hindus

whom I met not long after I arrived were very keen to introduce me to their music and dance. I

visited one house where I saw a group of women rehearsing garba, a circular dance with rhythmic

clapping, for the festival honouring the god Raam; the woman organising this event had a kind of

bossiness which reminded me of an aunt who organised Gilbert and Sullivan productions in

Edinburgh. I visited another house where my hosts were playing the tabla and the sitar right there in

their living room.
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One of my Hindu friends at school was a science teacher called Miss Patel. She belonged to rather a

progressive family and she and all four of her sisters had been educated to Higher Education level.

They wanted their daughters to have arranged marriages but they encouraged them to meet suitable

young men before any decision was made. She seemed to spend all her holidays travelling around

East Africa visiting families of the appropriate caste and status which her own family – and quite

possibly an auntie – had found for her. The first day of term in the staffroom was when we heard the

feedback about the prospective fiancés.

She turned to me, shaking her head in exasperation, 'Sometimes, Bob, I think there are no men in

East Africa.'

But there was a kind of satisfaction to the despair which she was expressing. She clearly felt that the

ball was very much in her court. She readjusted her sari and went off to teach her students

something about the principles of kinetic energy.

I had not yet heard the term, ‘drama queen’, but when I did, I thought it might be properly applied

to Miss Patel. (I was pleased to hear, after I left, that she had found someone who was suitable both

for her and her family and married him.)

The Bohra Muslims (another branch of Shia Islam) were one of the most prominent Asian groups in

Tanzania. They pre-dated European colonialism and the first of the Bohra families was said to have

arrived in Zanzibar in 1818. Many of them were rather like merchant princes and over the years,

they had made their fortune trading in cloves, ivory, groundnuts, sisal motor care and shipping lines.

I never met a Bohra Muslim who was a teacher. I remember going to a party given by a younger

member of one of these families who had been privately educated in England.

'Here come the white trash.'

There was an ironic edge to our host's greeting to the arrival of the young volunteers at his party but

it was indicative of an attitude that was not uncommon in that community. They had seen off the

Arab traders and the German colonists, and the British colonists too. A group of short stay young
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European volunteers was hardly worth his attention. The Bohra families were great philanthropists

and one of them had founded the school where I was teaching. They played an important part in

Tanzanian public life but their wealth was, as it always had been, spread throughout the world. If

the worst came to the worst, they wanted to be in a position to see off any political upheaval that

might follow the arrival of independence.

*****

It took me some time to realise that there was also a small Greek community but it was in a

different league altogether from any of the Asian minority communities. The first of them had

arrived in the late nineteenth century from Egypt and Sudan where there were sizable Greek

communities; they were both adventurers and entrepreneurs. Many others had arrived, mainly from

Greece itself, after the conflicts with Turkey and the dispersal of populations in the early Twenties.

Tanganyika, which had previously been German East Africa, was to be in the care of the League of

Nations; land was cheap during the transition period and some Greeks were able to purchase

enough to open up sisal farms. They were often seen as intermediaries between the dominant British

class and African workers. The late Sixties was a time, once again, of uncertainty for them; they

were not sure what the future in a socialist Tanzania would hold for them and, additionally, the

bottom had fallen out of the international sisal market. Few of them actually lived in Tanga but I

discovered that their main meeting place at the weekends was the Planters Hotel, one of the oldest

hotels in the town. I don't recall hearing any Greek music when I visited there. There were some

Greek students at the school but no Greek teachers and I never became friendly with any Greek

adults.

There were also some solitary figures who did not belong to any of the established communities or

networks. I had several conversations in a bar with a man in his mid-fifties who had been part of the

Nazi army during the Second World War. He was Estonian and had grown up there in that twenty-

year period after the fall of the Romanovs when it was an independent country. He told me his story

about the Second World War; it had the air of something he had often told to people whom he did

not expect to know much about his country.

'When the war began, there were two foreign armies in my country – the Russians and the Germans.

You had to support one or the other. I went with the Germans. I was taken prisoner and was sent to

Siberia. I was able to escape and for a year, I walked back home. When I got there, I found that
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everything had been destroyed. My wife and my two children were dead. The university where I

had studied had also been destroyed and so there was no proof that I had obtained a degree there.

The whole country was devastated. That was when I decided to go to Africa and I spent years in

Sudan.'

It was a well rehearsed story and there were no chances to ask him questions. He described the two

foreign armies by their nationality rather than their ideology. He gave me no clue as to how he had

made the decision to join the German army; perhaps, the choice was made for him by circumstances.

He said nothing about how he had survived while he was walking back to Estonia. He said nothing

about how he went to Sudan. I let him talk and asked him very few questions. He had become a

primary school teacher in Tanzania but he was concerned about what he would do when the

medium of education changed from English to Kiswahili. He had led a solitary life for many years

and there was nowhere which he regarded as home. After all his experiences of war and upheaval, it

felt to me as though his main criterion for choosing a place to settle down was the absence of

military conflict; survival without danger was what he hoped for. He spent many evenings in hotel

bars; he did not drink heavily but he was always alone, except when he allowed someone to share

his loneliness for a time. He could have been a character in a Graham Greene novel. He came across

to me as someone who could be kind. He told me his story, or parts of it, on several occasions but

he never asked me anything about myself, nor did he tell me his name.

I heard that there were some political refugees from South Africa who had been involved in the

struggle against apartheid but I never met any of them and didn't know where they lived. A

Tanzanian friend who had met them said that it was difficult to communicate with them because his

English wasn't very good and the South Africans didn't speak Kiswahili.

*****

Tanga was far more cosmopolitan than anywhere in my previous experience. It proved to be a very

sociable place to be a volunteer and I would never have met such a diverse group of people had I

been placed in a bush school. Previously, I had only lived in places with very static populations

where everyone seemed to know everyone else's grandparents but here the population was always

changing.
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The Tanga which I am getting to know is very much of its time. It would have been different ten

years previously in 1959 and will doubtless be different again in 1979. Older expatriates paint a

picture of a white community back then that was stable and self-confident. There had been talk of a

move towards some kind of self-government but no one really knew what that meant and they

continued working, socialising, complaining about their servants and sending their children to

school as they had been doing for years. My first house in Tanga was symbolic of some of the

changes that had taken place over that decade. It was quite grand and it had a large garden which

had been cultivated and cared for; there were fruit trees but since people like me had moved in, the

garden had become neglected and the fruit went unpicked. I have become aware at work that the

presence of young inexperienced teachers like me is a kind of interregnum between the colonial

period and the blossoming of uhuru. As the Tanzanian government Africanises its institutions and

nationalises its economy, we will be replaced by a new generation of young Tanzanians. Who, I

wonder, will be living in this house? Perhaps, the family of a senior civil servant will move in and

because of the size of the house, it will be possible for him to bring members of an extended family

with him. A world away from both my generation and the colonial middle class of 1959. The only

constant will be the sound of the crickets in the garden. Will the proposed national changes satisfy

the expectations and aspirations of the long-term supporters of uhuru and the emerging young

generation who have no memories of anything different? These changes will have a wide impact

throughout Tanzania. How secure will the Asian middle class feel about them? Will the young

Ismaili graduates make their way to Canada? Will the Asians with UK passports make their way

there to settle down and will they feel welcome? Some of the older whites who couldn't imagine not

living in Africa will make their way south, perhaps to Southern Rhodesia or even South Africa itself?

One British woman told me, in a slightly embarrassed way, that she had become used to having

servants, in a way that would have astonished her own family in the UK. I can't imagine what the

Greeks will do but there are well established Greek communities in Australia and that might attract

some of them. The loners, the people without any communities to support them, will scatter abroad

to other places where they can go on living out their Graham Greene lives. I have no idea what my

nameless Estonian friend will do but I am sure that he will not return to the Europe whose wars

destroyed his family. My imagination goes round and round as I try to recall what I had not known

from the past and try to foresee what I could not know about the future.

It was while I was living in this fluid situation that I began to realise that I was a part of history. The

way I was living my life in 1969 would not have been possible in 1959 and would probably not be

possible in 1979. Once upon a time, a white man in Tanzania would have been seen as a settler;
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years later, he might have been seen as a tourist or a technical expert. I wouldn't have accepted any

of these labels for myself but lacking the kind of overview that comes with time, I continued to

plough what I saw as my own furrow as best I could. There was certainly no script for me to follow.

Some of these thoughts I had at the time; some many years later; some only now that I am writing

this memoir. It's difficult to step outside what you are doing and reflect on it in a general way.

What I did realise was that it would be possible to spend my time in Tanga without having any

contact with Africans, other than as servants or students. I didn't really think about the wider

patterns of history but I wanted to step outside of my role as an observer. I became eager to find

ways of making some African friends and decided that the best way of doing so would be through

learning Kiswahili.
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Chapter Four

The consequences of learning Kiswahili

There's a whole lot more to learning a language than getting to grips with unfamiliar words and

unfamiliar tenses. Twice a week I sit in Raymond's house, working my way through exercises from

a tattered old text book and struggling to build the confidence to say things that I want to say in

Kiswahili.

I particularly like the way that a word generates extra syllables as its meaning becomes more

complex. Quite different from my memory of French or Italian. So:

‘Kwenda’means 'to go'

‘Ninakwenda’means 'I am going'

‘Nilikwenda’means 'I went'

‘Nilipokwenda’means 'When I went'

But structure aside, my real progress is measured by the extent to which the language features in my

everyday life. The learning is moving beyond the one-to-one sessions on the verandah and other

people are becoming involved as well. I am getting to know Raymond's housemates; I have met

members of his family. Learning Italian in Italy one summer had been a social experience and

learning Kiswahili is even more so. I am becoming involved in a network of people who expect and

require me to speak Kiswahili.

*****

George, the guy who had introduced himself to me on the day of my first lesson, became

particularly important. When VSO gave me a piki piki, he could see how nervous I was about riding

it; I had never been responsible for anything more than a bicycle before and this was a big step up
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for me. He rode the piki piki out to a secluded road next to the mangrove swamp where he

explained to me in Kiswahili all that I needed to know about it.

'Moto, moto,' he shouted, as he encouraged me to move beyond a snail's pace. He shook his head at

my timidity.

I don't think he ever asked to borrow it more than once or twice in the next two years; he seemed to

get satisfaction just from helping me to get around more smoothly than I had been doing. He was

always on the move, always gesturing about something or other and I don't ever remember seeing

him sitting down. He was never tactile with anyone.

He liked organising small group outings and one day, he asked me to join him and some of his

friends on a picnic. Kiswahili was the language we spoke and, because they were all Tanga born and

bred, it was their first language. He brought along a container full of rice and meat and we were

invited to help ourselves, using our hands. I was just about to do this when there were cries of

distress.

‘No, bwana, no!’ ‘Aiyee! Aiyee!’

George saved the day when he grabbed my wrist – and I was just inches away from the food – and

explained that, even though I was left-handed, the left hand must never be used with food because it

was considered to be unclean. Had I put my hand into the food, no one else would have been able to

eat it. There was a great deal of muttering and expostulating and it was probably just as well that my

Kiswahili was not yet good enough to understand what they were saying. Somehow, a spoon – or

maybe it was a fork – was found and I was able to eat without upsetting any of George's incredulous

friends. Social organiser that he was, George had managed to ensure that everyone, including this

socially inadequate mzungu, had a good time.

George lived in the same house as Raymond and after some months, I discovered that one of the

women whom I often saw in the backyard was George's wife and the mother of his son. It was not

clear how much time they actually spent together; they appeared to get along well with each other
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but most of George's waking hours were spent in the company of others. He had some kind of

clerical job at the Boma (the town hall) and that finished at 2.30 every day. For most of the rest of

the day, he spent his time with his male friends and that was where he fitted me in. He seemed

happy with his lot but he was open to doing more adventurous things with his life and he and a

friend once tried, unsuccessfully, to get a place on a dhow to take them to Saudi Arabia.

He explained to me that he had chosen to use the name, George, in honour of George Jackson, the

African-American radical who was becoming famous around the world for his political writings

from a prison cell. His given name was Mohammed but I never heard anyone use that with him.

George didn't discuss the writing or the politics of George Jackson but he let me know that he had

chosen the name as a means of identifying with a well-known black man. One of his friends chose

to go by the name of Martin, in honour of Martin Luther King, and he too never discussed the

politics of civil rights with me. It was an expression of a kind of black solidarity to choose the name

of a famous black man and many of the most famous black men in the world were American. There

was a fair bit of name changing happening around this time and Cassius Clay changed his name to

Muhammed Ali for rather different reasons from George and Martin. Another friend had an Afro

hairstyle, which he had copied from current African-American fashion; African-Americans chose to

grow their hair in this way as a rejection of European hairstyles but people in Tanzania did not

normally wear their hair like that unless they were imitating someone from the States.

While George hardly ever discussed politics with me, Raymond liked to do so in our Kiswahili

classes. He appeared to be well read. He understood the iniquity of apartheid and was a great

admirer of Nelson Mandela. One of the few occasions when he spoke English in our classes was

when he quoted Mandela's speech at the end of the Rivonia trial, four years previously: 'I have

fought against white domination and I have fought against black domination. I have cherished the

ideal of a free and democratic society in which all people will live together in harmony and with

equal opportunities.' Although neither he nor any of his friends was politically active, the values of

what can loosely be called black liberation formed part of the common sense of their lives. They

were proud of being Africans and, like most other Tanzanians in this post-colonial period, they felt

optimistic about the future of their country. Kiswahili was their first language and anyone who

wanted to speak anything else changed the dynamic within their group. Admission to this world

enabled me to learn Kiswahili and make it part of my everyday life.
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While I was happy to take part in George's friendship circle, the situation with Raymond was

different. Although he was virtually the same age as me, he was, in the school setting, my student

and before we got to know each other personally, I had sensed that he was one of the stars in his O-

level English class. As we became more relaxed with each other, he began to realise that he could

improve his English by meeting and talking with my white friends. As far as I know, most of his

previous contacts with white people had been with teachers and other people in positions of

authority. Now he was able to meet English-speaking people who treated him as their equal. He and

I began to have a kind of bilingual friendship – Kiswahili in some settings, English in others. He

was also rather a charismatic man and he succeeded in charming several of my women friends. He

was sexy and sexually confident and while I don't know if he had sex with any of them, it would not

have surprised me if he had.

*****

I went along with some white friends one night to see The Dirty Dozen at the Majestic cinema.

'Shikamoo mzee,' a voice said to me from the noisy queue.

I was rather surprised to be addressed as 'mzee' because that was a word of respect normally used

with old men. But when I saw who was speaking to me, I realised that he was using it because I had

briefly been his teacher. He was dressed quite smartly and so I guessed he must have a reasonably

well paid job.

'Marahaba, Salim,' I replied.

I was going to the cinema just for the sake of something to do that evening but for Salim and his

friends, the interest was rather different.

'Jim Brown bwana mkubwa,' he said, excitedly, as the queue moved in. Then, as if remembering

that I had been his English teacher, he said in an over literal translation, 'Jim Brown big man.'
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I knew that there were famous Hollywood actors, like Lee Marvin and Telly Savalas, in the film but

I had never heard of Jim Brown. When he appeared on the screen, there was a roar of recognition

from the front rows of the cinema where Salim was sitting with his friends. There were very few

black actors in Hollywood films then but Jim Brown was one of them. He was greeted as though he

were an old friend. Every time he appeared in the film, the crowd at the front went wild. He was

cheered; he was cajoled; he was given advice; he was lauded. He was them and they were him. His

opponents were jeered at and insulted. Participation wasn't an adequate word to describe what was

happening; Salim was in the front row and he and his friends seemed to want to get on to the screen.

Their response was sometimes more absorbing than the film itself. When the Jim Brown character

was killed, the cries of anger and outrage were so loud, they must have been heard on the other side

of town. Afterwards, I saw Salim and his friends acting out their favourite scenes on the street.

*****

My social situation changed at the end of 1968, after I had been in Tanga for a year. Dennis, my

housemate, returned to England and Raymond went looking for work in Dar es Salaam. I was

rehoused in a less upmarket house beyond Chumbageni and, for the first time in my life, I was

living on my own. I was fairly competent, but not yet fluent, in Kiswahili and so it became easy for

me to go out in the evenings to places where it was the normal language.

I began to go more and more frequently to the Wananchi Bar; it was a bar but it was much more

than a bar. Most days of the week, a sizable band from what was then called Congo was playing

music (which I later discovered was called soukous); although it originated in Congo, it was the

most popular form of music then throughout East and Central Africa. There were long, all

enveloping, almost hypnotic sequences which begged people to take to the dance floor. It was

acceptable for people to dance alone or in groups. I began to think that contemporary European

dancing was, whatever the music, like some kind of pre-courtship ritual. It involved one man and

one woman and that was that. Dancing in the Wananchi seemed to me to be more communal.

People joined groups and danced with them without question. In time, I felt able to join in too.

There was a roof over the bar area but the dance section was outdoors and surrounded by trees. The

same band played every night and I can still hear the haunting sound of Sharifa Mama, the song

which the band's singer had written in honour of his girlfriend who worked in the bar. It was a

good-natured atmosphere and it was somewhere that people went to relax rather than to drink
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heavily. I was a regular customer there and chatted away, on a friendly but superficial level, with

others who were there as often as I was.

One night I had a conversation with a man who was selling hard boiled eggs at the entrance. He

must have known that I thought I was a bit of a hot shot with Kiswahili because he refused to sell

me two eggs until I used the correct phrase in Kiswahili. Many wazungu would have asked for ‘yai

mbili’ but that ignored the way that the prefix of the adjective should match the prefix of the noun. I

tried to remember what I had learned about this from my classes and came up with the phrase

‘mayai mawili’. That was correct but it wasn't enough to satisfy the linguist at the gate. I had to

clarify that they were boiled and to do that, I had to take the passive tense of the verb, to boil, and

attach the appropriate prefix and suffix at the beginning and end of the word. The adjective which

emerged from this was ‘mayoshemshwa’. A few other people had gathered round to watch and there

was laughter and applause when I finally completed the phrase and then purchased the eggs. The

whole thing was a performance and I enjoyed showing off my knowledge of the language; there

probably was no more linguistically perfect way to describe two boiled eggs. ‘Mayai mawili

mayoshemshwa!’

It was during this period when I began to have sex with men. The first one was a man I met outside

the Seaview Hotel in the centre of the town after an evening drinking with two white friends. He

was standing beside my piki piki and he indicated that he had been waiting for me. He didn't say

very much but I was surprised that he seemed to assume that I spoke Kiswahili fluently.

I understood instinctively why he was waiting and I took him up to a field with banana plants near

my house and we wanked each other off in the grass. I can still recall lying there, looking up at the

sky, with such a sense of joy. It was the first time I had had sex with a man in two years and it felt

absolutely perfect. His name was Ali and we had sex again several times over the next few months.

I never gave him any money but he seemed to enjoy the comfort of my house and he was

particularly happy to have long showers.

Banana leaves continued to play a part in our lives and one evening, during a rain storm, he turned

up on my doorstep, using a banana leaf as an umbrella. I think I was preparing something for an A-

level class but it would have been rude and inhospitable not to have asked him in. He was often
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waiting for me, beside my piki piki, in places where I happened to be eating or drinking. He had

developed a skill of standing in the shadows until the moment was right and he never approached

me when I was with other friends. I don't know how long he had been waiting for me that first night

but I sensed that he had had an eye on me for some weeks. He told me about a Scandinavian man

with whom he also had sex; I knew this man by sight because he and his wife were always with a

younger man, who was very attentive to the woman. I knew that wazungu could be the objects of

attention of young Africans but this was the first time that I realised that I was subject to this kind of

scrutiny.

I met several other men in a similar kind of way, on the streets, near the library, and we often went

back to my house to have sex together. One Congolese guy made it clear that he expected me to pay

for the sex before it had happened and when I refused to pay him, he refused to have sex.

One of the others whom I saw a few times was called James. In truth, I don't know if that was his

real name or if he had renamed himself in honour of James Bond; he was certainly very proud of his

007 belt.

*****

This part of the road is rather bumpy and I always have to take it slowly. There's a young man

trudging along in front of me – and trudging really is the right word – he looks completely worn out.

As I draw near to him, he turns round and I realise that it's James; I've not seen him for some weeks.

I pause to greet him and while he exchanges pleasantries with me, I can see that he looks tired and

drawn.

‘Nina njaa!’ ‘I am hungry,’ he tells me.

He hasn't had any food for days. Any food which he has been able to find he has given to his wife

and child. He's never mentioned them before but that's hardly surprising. I take him back to my

house to see if there's any food for him. All I can find are tomatoes and cream crackers. He looks at

them and I realise from his eyes that this is not the kind of food he feels comfortable with. Then, he
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reaches forward to me. He begins to embrace me as if to have sex with me. This is not about desire.

It's about some sense of obligation or something more complicated than that. I hold my hands up to

spurn him.

‘No, bwana, no! Kula chakula!’ ‘Eat the food!’

It may not be to his taste but he devours it, forcing one tomato into his mouth before he has even

had time to swallow the previous one. I realise that I have never been so close to real hunger before.

I gather together some more food into a bag for him to take home to his wife and child. I take him

on the piki piki to an area I've never been to before; it's difficult to see much in the dark but it has

the air of somewhere that's been forgotten.

*****

At the weekends, I was a young man having a good time. I was able to forget that I was a white man

in an African city. But no one else forgot. Several men approached me with sex in mind and

although I never went with any of them, it felt good to be desired. One man made a pass at me in

the school on the night of the visit of the minister of education and although nothing came of that, it

made me realise that my sexual interests were not as secret as I thought they were.

Then George said that he would like to come round to spend a night with me. Although I believed

him to be primarily heterosexual, in this part of Tanzania, men did have sex with other men and that

was well known. But knowledge about a social phenomenon is one thing and relating that same

knowledge to someone I knew well was something else. I knew that he had taken the opportunity to

have sex with one or two young women in the time when I had known him; these had been one-off

opportunities rather than affairs. I knew that he had been friendly with an American Peace Corps

volunteer who was fluent in Kiswahili and liked taking photographs of young men. George made

the most of opportunities in which he found himself and the possibility of sex with me probably

seemed like another opportunity to him. I didn't say no but I didn't encourage him because I was so

torn. The night when he was due to come over, I stayed out somewhere else very late. The next day,

he told me that he had waited for me – exasperated rather than hurt or angry.
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‘Nilikusubiri mpaka marehemu.’ ‘I waited until late for you.’

I mumbled something that made very little sense and we resumed our friendship as though nothing

had happened.

I am just about getting used to the idea of having sex with men without feeling too much guilt. My

Presbyterian upbringing has not stopped me from enjoying the pleasure of sex. But I still think of it

as something that happens in another place, away from the mainstream of my life. I never think of

discussing this with any of my teacher friends. They probably think I am just waiting for the right

girl to come along. George's proposition has made me realise that I am brushing all these

inconvenient thoughts about sex under the carpet. My rejection of his offer is not about him. George

is a good friend but somehow not for sex. I don't really know what to do but, for now, I'll just keep

things in separate boxes.

George was very kind to me and he could also be a bit bossy; he decided to organise a party for me

before I left and he probably had the right temperament for that. He didn't earn a great deal and

didn't go out much to bars or clubs; this was a chance for him to do something different of an

evening. He didn't think my house was big enough for the kind of party he had in mind and he

persuaded someone he knew through work to let us use a larger house in Raskazone. George and I

organised the food and the drink and the music; those who could afford it were asked to bring a

bottle with them. I asked fellow teachers and other volunteers but I didn't ask my sexual partners;

no Ali and no James; George invited a wide range of his friends from all the different parts of his

life. It was the most multiracial party which I ever attended in Tanga and one of the most multiracial

social events I ever attended anywhere. Usually, I have found in multiracial events that one group is

dominant and sets the tone for everyone else. At this party, George and I were the hosts and we

seemed to have set a tone that encouraged everyone to mix with everyone else. The party was

bilingual insofar as both English and Kiswahili were used throughout.

'I wish I had a camera,' said George. 'Ingekuwa nzuri sana kuwa na picha za kila mtu kujifurahisha.'
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It would have been very nice to have pictures of everyone enjoying themselves. Despite the lack of

pictures, I know it was a good night. George was over the moon; the whole thing had really been his

concept and it had come off perfectly.

*****

Learning Kiswahili was much more than learning the right words and phrases. It wasn't just a matter

of translating things from English into Kiswahili. Languages have a life of their own and speaking

them can take you into another world. The language I used when I was having sex was always

Kiswahili but I was nowhere near understanding the significance of that. Would I really stop having

sex with men if I was in an English-speaking country?

Somewhere along the way, I discovered that there were two Kiswahili words for homosexual men.

One was for the 'real man', the one who takes what they call the active role; the other was for the

'real homosexual', who takes the passive role. One word was 'mshoga' and the other was 'mbasha',

but I am not sure exactly which was which. I don't know if anyone who's having sex actually used

them but I heard them used as low-level terms of abuse. Homosexual activity in Tanzania, just like

homosexual activity in Scotland, did not seem to be discussed by those taking part in it.

I also discovered the varying meanings of the word, ‘bwana’. Most Europeans/wazungu believed

that when African servants and shopkeepers addressed them as ‘bwana’ it was as a term of respect.

When someone said ‘ndiyo bwana’, it was believed to mean ‘yes sir’. But over time, I realised that

when Africans addressed each other as ‘bwana’, as they often did, they were using it to mean

something like mate. The way in which Africans addressed wazungu began to take on a different

significance altogether.

A few weeks after the party, I came home one evening to find that my house had been burgled. They

had taken only some clothes but it made me feel uneasy and I decided to report it to the police.

After I had explained the situation in Kiswahili to the police officer, he told me that it would be very

difficult to catch the thieves but he wanted to take down some details about me for his records.
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'Dini?' he began. ‘What's your religion?’

'Sina.' ‘I don't have one.’

'Huna?' ‘You don't have one?’

'Sina.' I repeated.

'Haiwezakani.' ‘It's not possible.’

He then proceeded to tell me that I could choose from one of three religions: 'Mwislamu. Mkristo.

Mpagani.' ‘Muslim, Christian, Pagan.’

Going along with things, I replied, 'Mpagani.'

He didn't reply this time. He was becoming exasperated with this mzungu.

‘Mkristo,' he said, writing it down on his record without looking at me.

But after our ten-word exchange, we remained on good terms and shook hands as I left. 'Asante

sana,' we both said. ‘Thank you.’

'Kwaheri.' ‘Good bye.’

*****

Despite the fact that I was an English teacher at school, probably the highlight of my career there

was a play which I produced in Kiswahili. The Minister of National Education was to visit the

region and each local secondary school was asked to put on a play of about ten minutes duration for
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his entertainment. I got together a group of students who were interested in taking part and they

decided that they would like to perform a play based on the supernatural story, The Monkey’s Paw,

by WW Jacobs. They liked its theme about the dangers of getting what you wish for. We rehearsed

for weeks, with all the attendant emotion and door slamming that you would associate with any am-

dram production. But, eventually, we had a fine ten-minute play in Kiswahili for the minister’s visit.

There was no script on paper but the dialogue ran smoothly; almost like Rattigan, if he were ever to

be translated into Kiswahili, I mused to myself. On the night, I felt very proud of what my group of

enthusiastic young actors had put together but not a little anxious. I decided to sit in the audience

rather than hover around at the back of the stage.

I felt myself relaxing as the first few minutes went to plan.

What is Hamida doing? She seems to have abandoned our script and is moving towards the front of

the stage; she’s beating her breast and delivering a monologue to the audience.

Here comes Omar – he’s usually a sensible guy that I can count on but he’s doing the same –

another heartfelt monologue.

It's been running for ten minutes now. We're nowhere near the end of the play but we're at the end

of our allotted time. Even Joseph has adopted the new style. There's no pretence at dialogue. I

shouldn't be sweating this much at eleven in the evening.

Twenty minutes now and they're still in full swing. I have heard of the mashairi, the local way of

telling stories, and this must be an example of them. There is a repetitive element and a distinct

rhythm to all the speeches. Perhaps, if I am arrested for wasting a government minister's time, I can

say in my defence that I was just reviving an ancient tradition. One bit of me just feels doomed but I

emerge from my panic for long enough to realise that the audience is just loving the play. They are

cheering the cast along, almost as if they want to join in. But I still daren't look around to where the

minister is sitting.
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After thirty minutes, what amounts to both an ordeal and a triumph for me came to an end. I was

relieved but still gripped by anxiety and confusion. The audience was on its feet, applauding and

shouting. The minister didn't stand up but he was smiling and waving vigorously. I tried to relax

and let myself enjoy the moment.

My feelings at the end of the evening were mixed. We didn’t win. The winning play came from an

upcountry boys’ school and it conformed more closely to the governing party line. I felt pleased that,

in terms of audience response, we had been streaks ahead of anyone else. The head congratulated

me and encouraged me not to feel too disappointed about not being the winner. More than anything

else, I felt bamboozled. The storyline of the play was no different from the one that we had

developed in rehearsals but the form was totally changed. It was a form that was beyond my

experience but the audience response suggested that it was one that they were familiar with. I

couldn’t even say that I had sown a seed that had grown into an exotic plant because the seed had

been there long before I had been aware of it. Perhaps I was the gardener responsible for watering

the already fertile ground. I was proud of my fluency in conversational Kiswahili and it had given

me an entry into another world but the success of this play showed me that I had barely crossed the

threshold into that world.

*****

Sometimes, I thought about Martin Sexton and I wondered what he had been doing in the last two

and a half years while I had been getting to know the city of Tanga.

*****

It's the 14th of December 1969 and I am almost ready to make my departure from Tanga. It's been

two and a half years since I arrived here and my whole view of the world has changed completely. I

don't have time to think about that at the moment because I am focusing on the practical elements of

leaving the country. There were lots of farewells yesterday. There was a hurried tea and cakes

session at the school, with a short speech of appreciation from the head teacher. Some students

came to see me in twos and threes to give me small presents, like pens and decorative fly whisks.

There is a longstanding custom whereby volunteers hand on useful objects to the next generation of

volunteers; when I got home, I was able to give all my pots and pans and kettles to a graceless

Scotsman who refused to take a hundred paperback novels inherited from earlier volunteers. I went

off to have a final sundowner with two old friends in Raskazone and we promised to meet up in
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London the following year. I went to my favourite restaurant, the Avenue, to have prawn masala for

the last time. I finished off the evening in the Wananchi bar with Kiwetu, and we talked about sex

and travelling abroad.

I sometimes leave things to the last minute and today has been no exception, but my packing is now

complete and I have one suitcase to take with me back to Forfarshire. I had intended to take a bus to

Nairobi but I had agreed to take a lift with some friends of friends who were going up to Mombasa

on a day trip. Yesterday, they decided that they would leave earlier than planned to give them more

time in Mombasa. I said that I would do my best to get there on time but, in truth, it wasn't a priority

for me.

I had to see George to say goodbye. He, more than any other individual, had helped me to enter a

Kiswahili-speaking world and that had defined my experience of being in Tanzania. I was an hour

late arriving at his house. He laughed at me.

'Zamani saa kizungu – siku hizi saa kibantu.' ‘It used to be European time with you – but now it's

African time.’

We both know that it will probably be the last time we will see each other and there's a lot of

emotion in the air. He has given me two presents – a kanzu (cotton robe) and a kofia (hat) – as

symbols of my time with him in Africa. The kanzu was beautifully folded. I had never felt so much

respect about any gifts which I had received from anyone. I wish that I had hugged him. ‘Tutaonana

baadei’ was what you said to someone whom you expected to see again soon and although that was

what we said to each other, we knew that we probably never would. He had, for a year or two,

shown me a world which I would not have expected to enter.

‘Dear George!’ ‘Tutaonana baadei!’

*****

The night before I left, I had a dream about a well tanned man getting on a plane to go back to his

homeland, fluent in a language that no one spoke there.
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Chapter Five

Home sweet home

Bob had thought that he was lucky to be offered a teaching job within hours of arriving back from

Tanzania. But once he realised that there was a desperate shortage of teachers in London, he began

to wish that he had taken more time before he agreed to take up the post. He was working in a boys'

secondary modern in West London and the pupils were not motivated in the way that his Tanzanian

students had been. Most of the problems related to the chaotic way the school was organised rather

than difficulties in their home background. Staff were not supported when they experienced any

difficulties and so the turnover was very high. The cane was used widely as the main source of

discipline; much as it went against his principles, he decided to use it with one disruptive boy. He

only used it once but word must have got around that he was not the softy they had thought he was

and he had no serious disciplinary problems after that.

After only a few weeks at the school, he fell ill with bronchitis. It was a terrible winter and a big

shock to his body after all that time on the Equator. He was fortunate to find a GP who was very

curious about some of his symptoms and eventually persuaded him to go to what he called ‘a

special clinic’. He had never talked about VD with anyone and, until he went along to that clinic, he

didn't even know that you could catch any diseases from homosexual activity. The medication they

gave him cleared the problem up. But he was very embarrassed and he didn't tell his flatmates that

there was more to his illness than bronchitis. He didn't even pretend that he had been infected by

heterosexual activity. He just remained silent.

He exchanged a few letters with George but it soon became clear that this was going to be

challenging. He already knew that letters between the UK and Tanzania went missing. His written

Kiswahili was very stilted and George's written English was very stilted. Bob sometimes wondered

about going back on holiday but that would have cost a fortune, which he didn't have.

It had been his plan to stay in London for eight or nine months before returning to Scotland to do a

professional teaching qualification at either Edinburgh or Glasgow University. Despite his degree

and three years teaching experience, neither of these institutions even offered him an interview. It
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felt like parochialism and it was certainly excluding. He heard about a suitable course at the

University of London and he decided to apply there. He knew that his mum would be disappointed

if he stayed away from Scotland any longer but they spoke on the phone every week and it wasn't

difficult to make visits.

But the visits there were no longer as warm and friendly as they had been when he first came back

from Tanzania. He got the feeling that his old school mates were surprised by how much he had

changed while he had been away. They were changing, too, because some of them were settling

down to get married and start families. Staying on in Forfarshire felt like a rut that Bob was keen to

avoid.

There was, on top of it all, a total break with the Golfer, who had so mesmerised him years before.

They had argued about apartheid before he went to Tanzania and another conversation about

apartheid finished the friendship off. The difference this time was that Bob was able to draw on his

personal experience of having lived in an African country. The Golfer seemed angry but that anger

was clearly about more than apartheid. It was years before Bob recognised the roots of some of the

problems about their friendship. He had been to university and the Golfer had not; he had lived

abroad and the Golfer had not; by 1970 he was living in London and the Golfer was still living in

the same room, in the same house as he had been ten years previously. It was a house without a

telephone and he shared it with his widowed mother and younger brother. He was 25, without a

girlfriend, and he had been the breadwinner for nearly five years. He resisted all Bob's subsequent

attempts to make contact.

Bob moved house in April. His flatmates in Ealing were very nice but he wanted something a bit

more exciting than life in a suburb where there seemed to be nothing to do after the door was closed

at the end of a working day. He found a new flatshare near Notting Hill Gate and, although he didn't

have a lot in common with his flatmates, he liked the feel of the area. It was only five minutes away

from Portobello Road and he began to get used to hearing the sound of reggae.

A friend who had also been in Tanzania invited him to join an education project set up by the Anti-

Apartheid Movement; their aim was to produce materials which were more critical about the history

of South Africa than seemed to be the case in mainstream school textbooks. He began to feel he was
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making a meaningful and political contribution to the world that he had moved into.

On 20th May 1970, he had an interview for a place on a postgraduate teaching course at the

Department of Education in Tropical Areas in the University of London. He actually enjoyed the

interview because it gave him an opportunity to draw upon what he had learned while he was in

Tanzania. He was offered a place, there and then.

Circumstances seemed to have led him to settle in London for the foreseeable future.
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Chapter Six

The value of values

‘In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.’

I heard this quotation a lot as a child. My family used to go to church most Sundays and there was

no question of questioning the word of God. It was just there and I accepted it; it was a given. It was

repeated again and again and I just learned that that was where truth came from.

When I was thirteen, a lay preacher came from Dundee to take our church services for around six

months and my views about God and his Word began to change. He spoke to people in the

congregation as if he was trying to communicate with us rather pouring his message over us. Young

people, who had previously only been in the church when cattle-prodded by their mothers began to

attend of their own volition. There was a new sense of life in the building, as well as some laughter.

My father was an elder and he and the other middle-class men on the Kirk Session nodded their

heads in approval at this new turn of events.

The particular sermon which was a turning point for me was about Jesus' parable of the loaves and

fishes. We were all familiar with this story of a miracle but Ken Mathers told it rather differently.

'There were all these folk gathered together – it was a day out – a public holiday – and everyone had

brought along some sandwiches and some food and drink. They put everything together and once

they had shared the food, there was enough for everyone. There was no need for anybody to grow

hungry and nobody did.'

I had never wondered about the truth behind these parables, because they were all about the Word

of God and that was untouchable. But this telling of the parable was about human activity – about

folk coming together to make a better world. It set my mind racing. Everything could now be

questioned. I was still a Christian but I began to understand its messages about things like 'loving

thy neighbour as thyself' in a totally different way. We were all God's children and we all deserved
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to be treated equally. Once that had just seemed like a slogan on a plaque on a wall but now, it had

become a practical guide to the way that I tried to live my life.

That was around the same time as I began to write to my great-aunt Nellie in South Africa;

alongside stories about our lives in Forfarshire, I told her how much I deplored the apartheid regime.

She, feeling that I might be a bit soft in the head about Africa, used to write back, explaining that

the Africans really weren’t up to the job of governing themselves and that ordinary 'blacks', like her

house servants, were happy with the way things were. I never got around to asking her what she, or

her house servants, thought about the Sharpeville massacre.

The preacher, it transpired, was a member of the Iona Community, an organisation which had been

set up on the fringe of the Church of Scotland to spread the word that Christianity was about social

justice. It was evangelical in its approach and it had been set up to take the message of the Gospel to

the working class in a way that made sense in their lives.

*****

My contact with this way of thinking set my mind free to explore the world around me in a way that

questioned everything. Previously, I had felt like someone whose role in the Church was to obey

and repeat but now, I was a participant in a project to work out the principles by which I might live

my life. I had been emancipated. Living in the countryside, I didn't have much social life outside

school and so this process was a solitary one which I didn't share with anyone else. It was all about

ideas and sometimes, I found myself arguing about these precious ideas at school with my friends

there.

We ranged over all the high profile issues of the day – nuclear disarmament, capital punishment,

trade union militancy, immigration controls, colonial independence. These were all themes beyond

the scope of our own experience but the arguments could become heated and I was often in a

minority of one. The case of Timothy Evans, and the possibility that he might have been executed

for a crime he did not commit, was much discussed. I thought that wrongful execution was a good

argument against capital punishment but the comfort of casual social conservatism led many to

believe that Evans was, 'of course', guilty; some argued that 'the police would never lie'; some
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claimed that we should just 'wait and see'. But running through all these assertions was the

belief, chanted like a line from the chorus in a Greek tragedy, that there needed to be a

deterrent; the word ‘deterrent’ seemed to ring out across the whole playground; deterrent, in

fact, seemed to be the justification for all the things that I disagreed with. A wittier person

than me could have played havoc with that idea but, far from being witty, I felt harassed and

overwhelmed. Keith was the only person who ever supported me and I wished that I could

have been as cool as he seemed to be about being in a minority. He was also an artist and I

wonder, now, if his endless sketching and painting acted as a kind of therapy to protect him

from these ideological ice-blocks. In any event, I was proud of my ability to develop ideas

but I was disappointed that I could not find a way of discussing them without becoming upset.

I had left school when capital punishment was finally abolished after the election of the

Labour government in 1964. I was impressed by the thrawn commitment which Sydney

Silverman MP had shown in making this reform happen but also pleased to learn that the

Labour Party had people who felt like I did about this issue.

*****

My faith was steadily moving in the direction of the values of the Iona Community and I

hoped that when I went to university, I would meet people who would share some of them

with me. People who might be interested in building a World that was Worth Living In. On

my first day at St Andrews University, my commitment to the ideas of the Iona Community

was put to the test.

I was unpacking my case, pondering on which event to go to that evening, when I heard a

knock on the door of my room.

'Hello, my name's Thomas and this is Hamish and we'd like to welcome you to St Andrews.

We hope that you'll have a very fulfilling time here. We wondered if you might be interested

in coming along to a meeting for new students that we're organising at the Christian Union.

It'll be a chance for you to meet some new people who can help you settle in.'
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'What's the Christian Union? I am a Christian but I've never heard of them.'

'It's an organisation that believes in following the word of the Bible,' said Hamish. 'It's a

confusing world that we live in today but following the word of the Gospel can guide us

towards …'

Thomas nodded in agreement. 'We have a free booklet here that explains what our beliefs are.

The scriptures show us the way to truth and …'

I hadn't really learned how to politely dismiss people who were trying to sell me something

that I hadn't expressed an interest in buying but I sensed that this was very different from the

Christianity of the Iona Community. 'No thank you,' I said and blushed, embarrassed by my

own forthrightness. 'No thank you.' I held open the door, still blushing.

Hamish was willing to continue but Thomas, sensing that I was a bit of a lost cause, steered

him out of the room.

'We're always here for you, if you are ever in any need.' His parting words rang out down the

corridor.

I was amazed at myself, as I made my way into the secular world that was waiting for me.

In fact, the first organisation with which I became involved was the Student Christian

Movement (SCM) but that was because it belonged to the social justice wing of Christianity.

There was a major debate going on about Honest to God, a new book by the Bishop of

Woolwich. I was particularly drawn to his argument about the way in which Christianity

reshapes itself depending on social circumstances. It was through such discussions that I

encountered the name of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. He had been a theologian in 1930s Germany

who wrote about the need for an ethically informed Christianity and he later died in a
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concentration camp. It made me think about how to respond to unjust laws and that brought

me back to what I knew about apartheid.

The unjust laws that prevented black people in the USA from accessing many public services,

and from taking part in elections, took up a lot of our attention in SCM. I learned that there

was a whole culture of violence that ensured that black people knew their place and I began

to realise that even if the laws were removed, there would still be a body of hatred that would

discriminate against black people. Society, in my view, ought to be working towards a

situation where people could live together despite the differences in their skin colour. Like

many others of my generation, I listened to, and admired, the culture-changing music of Bob

Dylan and Joan Baez and I felt that perhaps that had as great a potential to change minds and

behaviour as law reform did. In the summer of 1965, I went to hear Joan Baez perform live in

a small underground venue in Edinburgh and I enjoyed the fact that the music helped me to

feel that I was in an atmosphere where I belonged.

My interest in the potential of people from different backgrounds being able to live together

harmoniously made me think afresh about my mother's attitude towards Jewish people.

Despite the Holocaust, there was still quite a bit of low level, mostly verbal, anti-Semitism

among people of my parents' age but I never heard my mother using that kind of language.

She was more likely to talk about Judith, her Jewish friend whose family had moved from

East London to Carnoustie. My mother had visited their home and found them warm,

welcoming and funny. I didn't know any Jewish people at school and it was important for me

to learn, from her direct experience, that they were more than either the stereotypical sons of

Shylock or the tragic victims of the Holocaust. I began to understand that they had a

complexity beyond these one-dimensional images. People did not have to be exactly the same

as you to be worthy of interest. In the language of today, I would say that I learned to respect
difference but at that time, the lesson learned was about the importance of meeting people

from different backgrounds and spending time with them.

I began to re-examine some of the stories which I had heard at home about how the world had

changed since 1945. The defeat of Nazism, the British withdrawal from India and the

establishment of a free national health service all featured in the stories although there was
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always a sense that the time that was known as ‘before-the-war’ had been much happier. It

seemed to me that, in fact, the world had become a much fairer place or, perhaps more

accurately, it was on the way to becoming a fairer place. I became interested in finding out

about or making contact with people who would allow me to take part in efforts to bring

about that fairness.

I became aware of organisations like Oxfam which were fundraising to provide food and

other necessities for people in need in Africa and Asia. I had grown up learning about the

grandeur of the British Empire and in primary school, I remember maps of the world in

which all the countries in the Empire were coloured pink. I liked the fact that there was a

continuing sense of responsibility towards the people of these countries even though they

now had governments of their own. I was in no position to understand the politics of such

countries but I was drawn towards the fact that some people in the UK were willing to do

what they could to address these needs. It felt like the kind of fairness that I was interested in

and I looked forward to the time when I could take part in schemes like those organised by

Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO). I got together with other students of a like mind and we

organised activities to raise funds for famine relief. I no longer felt as though I was in a

minority of one about my views.

After I had been at the university for about two years, I realised that I was no longer a

Christian. There was no Damascene moment when I leapt into a world of faithlessness but

there was a gradual process which saw the erosion of my religious beliefs. My faith just

ebbed away. The values which I had learned from the Iona Community did not disappear and

I was still looking for a forum in which to express my desire for social justice. Perhaps that's

what I was doing when I joined the Labour Club. Many students in other parts of the UK

were turning their back on the Labour Government but at a right-wing dominated university

like St Andrews, we had different choices to make. The Tories were the largest student

political society and at their annual dinner, when they toasted absent friends, they included

Enoch Powell, Ian Smith and Milton Friedman. Joining the Labour Club felt as momentous

as joining some underground revolutionary cell. In fact, they organised study groups and I

remember taking part in one on the Race Relations Act. I remain friends with people whom I

met in that group.
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*****

There was one area where my quest for social justice went blank and that was sexuality. I was

willing to struggle with all kinds of difficult concepts when it came to racism, capital

punishment, colonialism, the Cold War, women’s rights but, when it came to sexuality, there

was something like a locked door. I had read all that the Courier had to say about the

Wolfenden Report on homosexuality when I was around 12 or 13 but while I understood it, I

also filed it away somewhere at the back of my mind. I was confused about the way that my

sexuality was developing. My mother gave me a copy of a book about sex education for

teenagers, which was called He and She, and although it was very instructive and very

readable, when it came to ‘homosexuality’, it assured its readers that this was usually nothing

more than a passing phase. I asked for a copy of the plays of Oscar Wilde as a school prize

and, although I didn’t know what I expected to find there, it was something rather more

specific than the wit displayed in Lady Windermere’s Fan or An Ideal Husband. There was

certainly no sign of that WORLD that was WORTH LIVING IN.

I did not articulate this but it felt as though my body was not my own. My penis was

particularly demanding but it could hardly be seen as a friend. In line with the

recommendations of the Wolfenden Committee, I supported the idea of decriminalising

homosexuality but I never had arguments about that. I suspect that there were as many people

willing to argue that the law was a useful deterrent when it came to homosexuality as there

had been proclaiming the same case about capital punishment and nuclear weapons. But the

silence about homosexuality also suggested that the topic was actually unspeakable.

The Act which decriminalised some homosexual activity in 1967 did not apply to Scotland.

The media said that that reflected public opinion in Scotland and I couldn't imagine that there

would be any demand to change the law there. Rather than getting upset about it, I suppressed

all my thoughts about homosexuality or at least I tried to.

*****
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By the time I made my way to Tanzania in 1967, I knew that values were important and my

own values became stronger and deeper while I was there. By the time I found myself in the

midst of GLF in London in 1971, I knew that values could be a key part of the new world that

I belonged to.

Now the WORD was OUT and this was a word where I was one of the narrators.
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Chapter Seven

September 1971

September 1971 was, in the language of the time, a bit of a gas for me. That's certainly what I

feel when I look at my over-flowing diary for that month.

In the summer of 1971, I went to North America for six weeks. My plan was to divide my

time between the USA and Canada but I was rather seduced by New York City and spent

much longer there than intended. I had one gay friend, Milton, an artist, when I arrived in

Greenwich Village but dozens more by the time I left. It was only two years after the

Stonewall riots and, although hardly anyone spoke about politics these gay men were full of

life and self-confidence. And they all had plans! Plans to make a film, plans to travel to

California, plans to reduce time looking for sex on the waterfront, plans to open a coffee shop.

There seemed to be no limits to their hospitality and I was taken to restaurants and bars and

museums and galleries every day. I heard Roberta Flack live in Central Park. Milton took me

to Queens to visit his Czech grandmother just so that I could taste her traditional dumplings. I

was befriended, desired, embraced, entertained, escorted, guided. I particularly recall being

hugged by a tall, sexy Cuban. I was never ignored. It was a full-on experience. My diary was

full of notes about what I had been doing but there was no space for any reflection.

When I returned to London in September, my diary felt cramped by my attempts to record

everything that was going on in my life.

Sex was the big thing. Not just any old sex, but definitely shame-free sex; probably not

shameless sex but sex to be enjoyed without question. Most of my time in New York had

been spent with other gay men who were living their lives to the full, without any signs of

inner embarrassment about their sexuality. I wanted some of that for myself and within

twenty-four hours of my return to London, I was heading off to Earls Court to visit The

Coleherne, the only openly gay pub I'd heard of. I had been there once before, in a touristy

sort of way, to check out the lay of the land. I'd been an observer of a world of which I was
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not a part. This time was different. I was very much part of the action and that must have

been what my body language conveyed. That evening, I met someone with whom I had sex;

he wanted to see me again but I was more interested in finding a different man. Not

necessarily a better man, just someone different.

Two nights later, I met Scott, a blondish New Zealander of my age, who swept me away to

somewhere rather wonderful for the next three weeks. Sexually, we were very much into each

other. That kind of intimacy was completely new for me; it was on a different plane from my

previous sexual encounters. He made it clear that he wanted to fuck me and, as I'd never been

fucked before, that was a really big deal. Men from Presbyterian Scotland who never talk

about sex or about their masculinity do not get fucked easily, unless they're drunk and Scott

and I did not get drunk together. The time was right for me. Even though I was twenty-six, I

wasn't accustomed to thinking about sexual innovation and I was quite slow to come to terms

with the possibility of getting what I had wanted for so long. He also took his time to

persuade me. He could be said to be a horny opportunist but he also was caring and

considerate and patient. He took his time. On 14th September, on our eighth meeting, he

finally fucked me. Then he fucked me a second time, just to make sure … I saw the world

through different eyes. This really was the be-all and end-all. I wanted to remain in that place

forever but then he began to tell me something else.

'You would like Gay Liberation Front meetings – they meet in a hall just near where you live.

They're very political and I know you would enjoy that.'

'Well, maybe,' I replied without any enthusiasm. I wasn't sure if this kind of thing was what I

still thought of as 'real politics'.

'You'd meet lots of other guys on the same wave length as yourself. I'm sure you'd get a lot

out of it.'

He didn't suggest that this was something we could do together.
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I had, of course, heard of GLF but it was mainly something that I associated with New York

rather than London. On 21st September, he split up with me; I was upset and rather weepy.

But on the 22nd I went to my first GLF meeting. I feel lucky to have met someone who treated

me so well while he was ridding me of my virginity. We both got what we wanted and we

remained friends, in a stoned sort of way.

*****

The GLF meetings take place in the All Saints Church Hall, which is about five minutes away

from my flat. I don't know what to expect but I walk around the building a few times before I

venture in. I have been to some very busy, very buzzy places in New York and at first, I feel

as if I've been transported back there. It's full of young people; most of them are white men

and most of them look like the kind of ex-students whom I have mingled with in other

settings; some are older; some wear suits as if they had just rushed in from the City. There are

very few women.

'What's that smell?' I ask myself. 'Dope? Patchouli? Unwashedness?'

There's a lot of long hair and everyone seems to be wearing loose tops which are not quite

kaftans and not quite shirts. There are accents from all over the world and I can make out a

disembodied Glaswegian voice in the distance. It feels exciting to be surrounded by other

men with whom I imagine I might feel at home. It's gay. I'm gay. This is the Gay Liberation

Front.

What's more difficult to engage with is the fact that there are a large number of men dressed

in women's clothes. Not just any old clothes, but frocks! I had encountered this in New York

but so many of them seemed to be acting out dramas from films and TV programmes that I

wasn't familiar with. It was just a spectacle to be viewed. This, perhaps because of the fact

that it's nearer home, is definitely disconcerting. It also strikes me that many of them are

wearing clothes that might have been worn by their mothers. I just don't know what to make

of this, but I was told that it was something to do with challenging notions of gender and

normality. Growing up in Scotland, I don't remember seeing any men cross dressing, except

in pantomimes, and this is not a pantomime.
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There must be several hundred people in the room but it has a different atmosphere from

other crowded events that I've attended. It's different from the buzz and the roar of a football

match; it's different from the passivity of a church service; it's different from the impatience

of a political meeting. Perhaps, the nearest equivalent is a rock concert; everyone shares an

interest in something that makes them feel positive and they like to believe that there's a

connection between themselves and the performers at the front. There's one guy, a Canadian,
I think, who talks a lot and seems to have some kind of leadership role. When he talks, there's

a fair bit of discussion about what he's saying; no one tries to shout him down, even when

they disagree with him, and quite a lot of people do. He may be a bit of a loudmouth but he's

our loudmouth! It feels as though there's a lot of trust in that room. I've only been here for an

hour and already the nerves I had before I walked through the door feel like ancient history.

I go along to a group for people who have never been to GLF before. There's a lot of noise

and someone is shouting about cottaging (whatever that is) but I just sit there silently. I don't

know if I had expected a nice clear presentation from an expert but that's not what I am

getting. I think that this group, whatever its form, would have gone over my head. But I am

sucked into its ambience. This is a critical mass. It's not a question of learning the rules and

norms (if there are any) so much as being one small part of something which is living and

breathing and changing all around me.

I hear about smaller groups where you get a chance to share experiences and raise your

awareness about the world as it has been, the world as it is now, and the world that you aspire

to belong to in the future. The whole rationale for coming out. I must find out about how to

join one of these groups. This is just what I want for myself; a chance to talk things through

with people in the same kind of situation as myself, without any experts telling us what's right

and what's wrong. It sounds rather hippyish but I've known hippies and they haven't caused

any problems in my life. It sounds, too, as though it could be rather spiritual, with shades of

one of the oriental cults. I have heard, too, that there are consciousness-raising groups in the

women's movement. There are all kinds of possibilities but, more than anything else, it feels

like a chance to explore what this new life might be all about. There's a real buzz about GLF

and I want to be part of it.
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*****

Any grief I was feeling over the departure of Scott was short-lived and just a few days later in

The Coleherne, I met a short blond Californian guy called Ben. We saw each other a few

times over the next six weeks but, although he had heard of GLF, he was much less

enthusiastic than I was about its potential. I was very excited about the GLF publication,

Come Together, but when I showed it to Ben, he wasn't really interested. He shrugged – a
friendly shrug but still a shrug.

He had been part of the gay scene, first in the States and then in London. Apart from The

Coleherne, I wasn't really aware of what the scene was. GLF, for me, was a completely new

beginning; this was the first place where I had had the opportunity to be honest about my

sexuality.

'Did you ever go to GLF events back in the States? It must have been amazing to have a gay

organisation. Breaking new ground.'

'No. Not really. There had been other organisations like the Mattachine Society that were

pushing for law reform long before GLF. I read about them but I guess I'm just not much of a

joiner. I'd rather go see a movie.'

As we set off to go to the cinema, I realised that while GLF was something of an earthquake

for me, it was no more than a slight change in the weather for Ben.

I was just picking up the idea that there were mixed opinions about the gay scene. At the

beginning of the month, the only pub I knew was The Coleherne and I had never had a bad

time there. But on my first night at GLF, I heard someone say that he was pleased to be away

from the scene. He wasn't specific but others in the group nodded their heads in agreement.

Despite that, when I heard about the predatory atmosphere of a local pub called The

Champion, I put aside my political misgivings and made my way there. Nervous as I was, I

enjoyed myself and several men were very welcoming. I may have been experiencing what
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someone at GLF had called ‘Fresh Meat syndrome’. There was a discussion at one meeting

about organising some kind of happening at The Champion in protest at the hostile way they

treated customers who clearly were part of GLF. This was difficult. GLF and The Champion

were very different places but it felt OK to be gay in both of them. I couldn't really see the

problem. I was able to be openly gay in more places than I had ever imagined would be

possible. Why couldn't we all get along with each other?

*****

Coming out was one of the key tenets of GLF. There was a slogan that went: ‘Come Out,

Come Out, Wherever You Are.’ I was really not ready for that degree of emancipation but I

felt that the honesty at the core of coming out was a good thing. I became more and more

intolerant of situations where I felt I had to be dishonest about myself. Only two years

previously, I had sometimes used a false name with sexual partners and now I was able to put

that behind me. I liked the fact that I was sharing good news about myself. I knew of people

older than me who had broken down in tears with friends as they revealed the terrible

affliction of their sexuality. I felt that I was talking about the most exciting, the most

important thing in my life. In September, I came out to nine people, some of whom I had

known for many years, as well as my two more recently acquired flatmates. There was no

retching or vomiting or running out of the room screaming; no one told me not to darken their

doors again but that might have been because everyone was the same age as I was (roughly)

and we were not in possession of the kind of doors which might have been darkened. No one,

including me, was sure about what should happen next. Someone said, kindly, that it would

make no difference to our friendship but what did that mean in practice? I think that if I had

been able to unveil a boyfriend at that point, it would have been well received but if I had told

them about cruising around the bars of West London, they might have felt sorry for me and

they would certainly not have known what to say.

One friend could only speak about physical acts. 'Thinking about the way you might be using

different parts of your body – doing things that most of us have never even imagined – well, I

really don't know what anyone would think.'
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He wasn't at all hostile; more than anything else, he was just taken by surprise. But he

expressed his distaste – or whatever it was – vicariously. I was cool enough at the time and

there were no bad vibes between us but, a few hours later, I burst into tears as the impact of

what he was saying sunk into my still rather confused consciousness. I felt that he wanted me

to explain things more than I had done and, if there was a reason for my tears, it was on

account of the pain of feeling that I had to explain the centrality of my being. I often had a

delayed reaction to things which I found difficult and this particular conversation had been

rather difficult. I am sure he was not the only one who was thinking what he was saying.

I tried to speculate about how I might have responded to someone coming out to me one year

previously. I am quite sure that I would not have said that I had had several homosexual

experiences which I found it difficult to come to terms with. I might well have fallen back on

politeness and at best, sympathetic listening. But I would have remained apart from what I

was being told and that was exactly what most of my friends were doing with me.

At the very end of the month, I came out to Hazel, a woman friend from my university days,

who was on holiday from her new home in Australia.

'At last! I've known for years and I wondered when you were going to tell me.' She hugged

me enthusiastically. 'I know loads of gay men and they're happy about being gay.' We didn't

go into details about where these happy, gay men were to be found but I gathered they were

somewhere in Sydney.

Being a fellow ex-Presbyterian, she was relieved that I was breaking away from the burden of

Presbyterian guilt.

The others were all rather more cautious. None of them mentioned other gay people whom

they knew; no unmarried aunties; no work colleagues; no old school friends; nobody at all. It

was clear that most of them felt at a loss about what to say. It was a strange experience. I had

heard about people whose coming-out stories had generated responses about the ancient

Greeks but at least I was spared that. All my friends seemed happy to go on meeting up with
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me and one of them asked me to be the best man at his wedding later that year. Coming Out

was, for me, an important social and public experience but for them, it was more a matter of a

secret being shared and respected.

I was cautious, myself, in terms of the way that I recorded these coming-out experiences in

my diary. The term, ‘coming out’, did not appear there but the word, ‘confession’, did.

Presbyterians don't do confessions and so the term did not have the same resonance that it

would have done in the diary of a Catholic or ex-Catholic. I was not being as open in my

diary as I was in my conversations with my friends. Much more coded. I don't think this was

because I feared that my diary would be seized and read by some kind of morality police.

Much more likely that it reflected an ongoing sense of uncertainty about my openness about

my sexuality. One year previously, I had not come out to anyone although I had had sexual

experiences with several men. The word, ‘confessions’, was a reflection of the fact that while

I was happy about the process I was going through, there was still an aftermath of guilt or

fear of being exposed lurking somewhere under the surface.

*****

The same month as the beginning of shame-free sex, I also started working full time in a

college of Further Education at the Eastern end of the Central Line. Many technical colleges

were near the sites of the industries whose workers they educated but this one was a Sixties

red-brick building with lots of green space around it. It was only a few years old but already

it was overcrowded and some of my classes were held in what we were told were temporary

portacabins. It was in the middle of a post-war housing estate built by London County

Council and it was rumoured that a number of residents continued to be admirers of Oswald

Mosley as they had been in the East End thirty-five years previously. This was a time of

unprecedented expansion in the FE sector and three other new white lecturers started in the

same department, on the same day as I did. It was a very cool, up to the minute place

educationally and all the new lecturers were thought to be cool and up to the minute as well. I

admired the second chance ethos of Further Education and I was pleased to find that one of

the courses I would be teaching was an O-level programme for mature students. Although the

college was only five years old, the staffroom was already overcrowded. Collaborative
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approaches to working were the norm and while that was going well, the closeness of the

staffroom was an asset but when it was problematic, the lack of space had the potential to

become nightmarish.

On a personal level, I liked the fact that I would be able to grow my hair long and dress

casually. Students and staff used first names in conversation. On the educational level, I was

being introduced to innovative ways of working with students and assessing their work. I

found myself sharing a desk with Joe, another young history lecturer with longish hair. He

immediately came out as a socialist, sold me a socialist newspaper and began to encourage

me to think about joining Rank and File, a grassroots socialist caucus emerging in our trade

union.

'What's that all about?' I asked. 'Surely unions are there for their members anyway.'

'That's the theory but it's the case that in lots of unions – not just ours – ordinary members are

beginning to feel that there's a growing distance between them and the leadership. The people

who are supposed to be negotiating for us often have more in common with the employers

than they do with the actual members.'

I'd been reading about the work-in at Upper Clyde Shipbuilders in Glasgow and that seemed

like a grassroots initiative to me. I would like to hear what Joe thought about that.

'I'd love to talk more about this but I have to go and teach a class about the early days of the

Industrial Revolution.'

Joe groaned. 'The good old three field system! We can carry on with this in the pub some

time.'

No one else had done VSO but my new colleagues reminded me a lot of the other young
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white idealistic graduates who had gone to East Africa with me. It felt like a great time to be

young and politically active. There were other departments which taught the more traditional

technical college subjects, like Business Studies and Engineering. They had a less relaxed

attitude to hair length and overhearing their staffroom conversations, the topic was more

likely to be mortgages than social change.

Everyone seemed to agree, however, that teachers were paid a lot less than they deserved. At

my first trade union meeting, I picked up a sense, from both the long-haired members and

those with more traditional coiffeurs, that the pay scales and their impact on living standards

were problems that were affecting everyone. I could sense that there was a bread and butter

element to trade unionism that had not previously been part of my politics.

I did not make a confession about my sexuality to any of my new colleagues. They behaved

as though they expected all their colleagues to be heterosexual. They probably would have

agreed that the decriminalisation of male homosexual activity four years previously was a

good thing but they still felt free to make mildly anti-gay jokes. There was no intention to

offend but the joke-tellers were confident in the absolute knowledge that there would have

been no one gay in the room when they were gesturing with limp wrists or declaring the need

to keep their backs to the wall. They were never original. It was as though they were dipping

into a tub of well worn, totally unsurprising jokes. I don't remember any set-piece jokes; the

jokes were so repetitive that it was almost like learning a language. If you use a phrase often

enough, you just begin to think it's normal. Despite my honesty in other parts of my life, I

laughed along too. None of the jokes in that staffroom were horrendously cruel but the

accumulation of them could be wearing. I had seen how feminists who dared to question

humour were punished for disrupting the banter both when they were doing so and once they

had left the room. It felt a bit like being an alien in a strange land but one where no-one knew

that you were an alien. Here, everyone behaved as though I was heterosexual and until I

declared otherwise, that was how I was treated. To some extent, that was how I behaved,

insofar as it suited me to be able to pass for what I was not. Was this my Imitation of Life?

My diary also tells me that I went to the cinema a lot that month. I went several times with

Ben but also with old friends from my earlier life. Living as I did near Notting Hill Gate, I
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was in easy reach of a number of cinemas. At the beginning of the month, I saw Gone with

the Wind. The next day, I saw Andy Warhol's Flesh. That was followed in quick succession

by Praise Marx and Pass the Ammunition, Orson Welles' Chimes at Midnight, Le Chagrin et

La Pitié, The East is Red and Morgan: A Suitable Case for Treatment. I shifted to a more

popular genre with You Only Live Twice. Then it was Hamlet, with Nicol Williamson in the

title role, Les Enfants du Paradis, Closely Observed Trains and Polanski's Cul de Sac. I don't

understand how I had the time to see all these films on top of transforming my life but it

seemed to be a case of energy creating more energy. I don't remember being too tired to do

anything if I wanted to do it.

It is September 1971. The world is changing and I am changing that world with those around

me.
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Chapter Eight

Coming Out – a kind of honeymoon

We had discussed the problem of objectifying other men in my awareness-raising group but

that was what Pedro and I were doing when we met late one Saturday night. I was from

Scotland and he was from Chile but cruising seemed to be an international language that was

familiar to us both. I was returning home from the National Film Theatre where I had seen

Last Year in Marienbad. We went back to his room, where he had a poster of Angela Davis

on the wall.

He had two records: Maggie May by Rod Stewart and Tommy by The Who.

'Which do you prefer?' he asked.

I wasn't really sure that I preferred one over the other but the first time we had sex together, it

was to the sound of The Who. Wicked Uncle Ernie!

Despite the music, it was clear that we liked each other and wanted to meet again soon. The

following week, we met on the Tuesday and the Thursday and the Saturday. He had the long

hair of a hippy and the beard of a fashionable follower of Che Guevara. I soon realised that

he was a couples sort of guy. He was three years younger than me and had had four major

relationships. The day we met, he had been at the airport to say goodbye – and I think it was

goodbye rather than au revoir – to Major Boyfriend Number Four. I quickly seemed to

become Major Boyfriend Number Five. We were soon living in a cocoon of intimacy.

We both loved the cinema and, living near the Electric Cinema Club, we sometimes went

there three times a week. He introduced me to the cinema of Satyajit Ray. In March 1972, we

seemed to be having an Eisenstein period and we saw Battleship Potemkin, Strike and A Time
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in The Sun, his Mexican film. In April, we had moved on to the capitalist beast that is

Hollywood and we sawWhatever Happened to Baby Jane?, To Have and Have Not, The

Petrified Forest, The Maltese Falcon among other things. In May, we went to the NFT to see

Quatre Cents Coup and after the film there was a Q&A session with Truffaut himself. Pedro

took me to see Bunuel's Un Chien Andalou and as he had not told me about the opening

sequence, I was able to gasp, as one should. It was many years before I discovered that the

title of the film was Buñuel's possibly homophobic allusion to Federico Garcia Lorca.

Our musical tastes developed way beyond what had been available on our first night together.

We went to concerts by Santana and Quintessence. David Bowie was our real star. We knew

that he was singing for us (as well as several thousand other queers) and we sang along with

him to the Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust. But though he was our singer, we knew that he

was not so much promising us an easy life as suggesting to us that we could shape a world on

our own terms with people like ourselves. I was aware of the political horrors going on

around us and Five Years, in particular, seemed to be as long as we could expect this enclosed

wonder world of ours to last. The longings and the passions and the fears which he fostered in

us were often fuelled by various illegal substances. I was a bad inhaler and often people

complained that I was wasting their precious dope by blowing it all into the air.

I must have been inhaling well on 3rd June, the day we made our way to a garden party of

some of the greatest music of the time at Crystal Palace. Each ticket cost £2. There were

thousands and thousands there when we arrived.

'Don't worry, Pedro,' I say. 'I can see a space down at the front.'

Pedro's being sensible. 'That is very far away. We can't get past all these people.'

'Don't worry,' I say again. 'Just follow me.'

Because we were so high, it was almost as though we thought we could fly. Perhaps we were
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flying. We must have made contact with some of the people on our way to the front but none

of them complained. Were they all as high as we were or did they think we were angels

passing overhead?

'I told you there was a space at the front. We can sit down here. We'll have a really good

view.'

Pedro is giggling but he's not complaining.

Richie Havens comes on just as soon as we've sat down. ‘God bless the child that’s got his

own.’ I just can't believe that such a sound could come from the strings of a guitar.

'I don't think I will be able to see him again, Pedro.'

'Why not? He is wonderful.'

'But he might not be so good ever again and I wouldn't want the memory of this performance

to be tainted by something that was less than this.'

Then we saw Melanie followed by the Beach Boys. But the other star of the day for me was

Joe Cocker. A totally surreal line-up.

By the end, it was pissing down but no one seemed to mind. Maybe it was the dope helping

us to ignore the rain. Maybe it was just the music. Music doing one of the things that music is

supposed to do and obliterating the great Unpleasant that the world can be.

Once or twice, we took substances that were stronger than dope and didn't involve any

inhaling. The first time I took LSD, it wasn't planned in advance. A friend of Pedro's turned
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up with a tab and we split it in half. For the next eight hours, I was transported to another

planet altogether. I realised that it was having an effect when I saw that the circular patterns

on the paper on the ceiling were moving and sometimes, they were taking the shape of the

sort of collars that people wore at the court of Queen Elizabeth the First. And so it went on.

Nothing was static. Every image changed shape every few seconds.

The most memorable moments are in the kitchen. Pedro and I are sitting at the table and he is

beginning to make grasping gestures with his hands; back and forward; back and forward. He

comes right up to my face and his hands seem to be about to swallow me.

'I am a piranha – and I am going to eat you,' he cackles.

'What is a piranha?' I ask, trembling with fear and excitement.

'A piranha is a very greedy South American fish that eats everything – and now it is going to

eat you!'

The piranha is coming towards me, snarling and groaning, and then it turns back into Pedro.

He puts his arms around me and holds me tight against any monsters that might threaten my

world.

'Oh, Pedro, I love you. And I love the piranha too – dear piranha!' Then we dissolve into

something else.

Around four in the morning, we went outside to examine the textures of the leaves on the tree

outside our front door.

That evening we went to see Alexander Nevsky and the horses, as ever, slithered across the

ice to the sound of Prokofiev.
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*****

The sex continued to be good but it was through my connection with him that I began to

realise the potential of sex. With Pedro, it wasn't just a matter of particular tasks and reaching

particular levels of satisfaction. The way that the sex changed shape and took different turns

made me realise how much sex could be a conversation. Something would begin and we'd

change it into something else, sometimes in a surprise to both of us. There was a real to and

fro between us and we had no idea where we were going next.

However close we were, we were not sexually monogamous. We were also open with each

other about our other partners but we never had any threesomes. This was the world we lived

in in 1972. It seemed to be sexually open in a way that I had never imagined before.

One night I was walking back home alone from Earls Court through Holland Park. It was a

busy walkway and there were always men cruising there and sometimes leaping over the

fence to have sex in the park itself. I was getting into a conversation with a guy when we

were interrupted by another man who introduced himself as a police officer and showed us

his ID. He sensed that we did not know each other and, ever so politely, encouraged us to

walk home. I began to walk north and he said that he would accompany me. This seemed

strange but there was nothing that I could do to stop him.

'This is where I live,' I said, outside a house near mine. 'I am going in now.' I paused and

waited. He paused and waited too.

Eventually, he said, 'Good night' and walked back in the direction that we had just come from.

It was days before I realised that accompanying me back home was probably one stage in a

plan to entrap me. He was a good-looking guy, about my own age, and he was reasonably

amicable when we were walking back. But what other reason was there for him to make this

circuitous journey except to entrap me? If I had asked him in for a coffee or anything else, he
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could have arrested me for procuring for immoral purposes. On this occasion, my good sense

had been stronger than my sexual opportunism.

*****

Sometimes, it can be easier to come out if you have a boyfriend with you as a form of

evidence. Pedro agreed to take on this role when we went along on the demonstration about

the Bloody Sunday killing of Irish civilians in Derry in January 1972. To help clarify things,

we both wore the bright purple Gay Liberation Front badges. We met up with seven of my

work colleagues – five women and two men. Everyone was introduced to Pedro and there

was much smiling and kissing all around. For some of them, my coming out was no surprise

and might even have been a relief because they knew, now, that they knew the score; there

was no longer any need for duplicity about my sexuality. For one woman, however, it was a

total shock. Edith came right up to me and peered in closely to look and see what my badge

was. 'Oh!' was all she said. And in the remaining years that we knew each other, she never

spoke to me again, other than the kind of 'Could you pass the salt?' remark that you might

make if you were eating at the same table in the college refectory. What made it even more

remarkable was that in the six months when we had known each other, she had expressed

great admiration for the work which I did for the Anti-Apartheid Movement and had come

along to a couple of events which I had organised. Then, that all stopped. Once, I was an

advocate of a great cause; now, I was just a shameless queer. Silence! She would have been a

student at the time of the 1968 events around the world; she declared herself a feminist; she

was, evidentially, against apartheid and in favour of civil rights in Northern Ireland; but

somehow, the gay liberation movement had passed her by and she made sure that that

remained the case. 'Pass the salt, please.'

*****

Much of the time we spent together was in our flats and those of our gay friends. I enjoyed

meeting and spending time with his South American friends, even if I didn't speak any

Spanish, and it's still a compliment with a homoerotic tinge if I say of a man that he looks
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South American. We almost never went to pubs, apart from The Elgin, a massive Victorian

gin palace which was, for a time, colonised by gay liberationists. There weren't many public

spaces that were open and welcoming to gay people but the area near where we lived, around

Powys Square and Westbourne Park and Portobello Road, was a very easy place to be openly

gay; physical affection did not have to be hidden away.

We went along to the occasional demonstration in support of gay rights. On 1st July, we took

part in the first Gay Pride demonstration in this country. There were around seven hundred of

us there and we had no sense that this was to be the first of a series of annual Pride events in

the following decades. There were police there but I have no memory of them being

intimidating. The day was about Pride and Respect. There was a strength and a joy to be felt

in being together in such numbers. The critical mass was what mattered. There is a

photograph of me frowning on that day but that seems to be a matter of me questioning

Pedro's photographic skills rather than the political goals of the event.

It could be described as a countercultural life that we lived, dodging our way around some

laws and finding opportunities and loopholes that worked to our benefit. I was able to get

Pedro enrolled on some courses at my college. He never went along to any of them (because

he was working for a company that made decorative glass artefacts) but his enrolment

certificates did enable him to get a student's visa so that he could stay legally in the country.

He sought to make that even more secure by marrying an English woman friend and that, in

turn, enabled him to get some sort of resident's visa. On the way to the registry office, he had

an attack of Catholic guilt and nearly didn't make it there. I didn't imagine that he was doing

this just to be with me but I was pleased that he wanted to stick around. It helped me to feel

as though I was loved and cared for.

*****

We liked to go on holiday, too, but we were happier to go abroad rather than stay in this

country. I never even thought of suggesting we go to Scotland together. He was rather more
ambitious in his plans for us to go to Chile.
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He hadn't been back to Chile since 1970. He had voted for Allende and then caught a plane

the same day, with his mother protesting about his politics right up to take-off.

'We can fly to Argentina and then take a bus over the Andes into Chile.'

'Can you really do that? Over these mountains?' I was incredulous.

'There are buses making that journey all the time. We can go to see my family in Santiago.

But we can also do some travelling. Valparaiso is a very interesting city – very artistic.

Neruda lives there.'

'Pablo Neruda? The poet?'

'Yes, one of Chile's Nobel prize-winning poets.'

'One of the prize-winning poets? How many are there?' I could feel a rush of Chilean cultural

patriotism might be about to come my way. He often despaired about the level of ignorance

among the British about South American writing. He once told me that he nearly gave me a

novel by Gabriel Garcia Marquez as a birthday present but he decided against it because he

thought I might not be ready for it.

'The other one is Gabriela Mistral.' He sighed.

In fact, we never did take the bus across the Andes. Had we gone ahead with this plan, we

would have been there in the summer of 1973 while the army was drumming up support for

the military coup against President Allende. But the change in our relationship meant that we

didn't go anywhere together that summer.

*****
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In the summer of 1972, however, we had made our way to Italy where we wandered around

the country, spending the nights in a tent which he had bought by saving Embassy cigarette

coupons. The highlight was our trip to Florence. I had been there a few years previously and

had decided that it was the most beautiful city in the world. We were in a campsite on a hill

on the edge of the city and we walked in and out of the city at will. One day, we visited an

exhibition of Henry Moore sculptures in the grounds of a medieval palazzo. I associated his

work with the windswept terrain of places in Yorkshire and they were magnificent there.

They related to the Florentine surroundings and climate rather differently but they were

equally magnificent. We sat together in the shade of one of the sculptures during the heat of

the day. My memory tells me that we were eating strawberries but I think my memory is false

here. I never came across fresh strawberries in Italy and I think this is a case of me

transposing a perfect fruit on to what was, in every way imaginable, a perfect day.

My diary is not helpful here. From the end of June through to Christmas, I made virtually no

entries at all. It is possible that I did not take my diary with me to Italy but I could have

written it up on my return home. I did not make the time or the space to reflect on this

wonderfully happy period in my life. New York had been an amazing experience, too – and a

busy one – but I had made entries in my diary then. Things took a different turn once autumn

came along; I was very low and I made no record of my reflections on that process. Had these

months of happiness been too much for me? Had my inner Presbyterian made a comeback

and waged a struggle with my joyful new openly gay self? Was I some kind of Jekyll and

Hyde character – and there were lots of such characters in Scottish fiction – swinging back

and forward between joy and fear? I had been singing the praises of openness about my

sexuality for a year but I was, I think, overcome by a deep sense of emotional inadequacy.

My back was clenched tight.

A new member of staff was being shown round the staffroom and introduced to her new

colleagues in a fairly perfunctory way. I waved politely from my desk and she moved into the

next room and the next round of introductions. I heard her say: 'Is that guy alright? He looks

like a coiled spring.' I was the only guy in the room and so it was me she was talking about.

But her colleague closed the door and I never heard any discussion they might have had.
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She was right. I was like a coiled spring, waiting for the strain to become too great before I

burst.

Pedro and I went up to Yorkshire for a weekend and he came up with the idea that we should

move in together. He had friends who lived in a commune near Bounds Green and he often

entertained fantasies about us moving into some such setting, with shared rooms and no

personal space. By this stage, he and I lived in different flats in the same building and while

we spent almost all our time together in one or other of these flats, there was some separation.

When we wanted to be away from each other, there were spaces where we could do that;

there were keys that had to be used before gaining entry. He was suggesting something new

for us, by proposing that we should live as a couple in one flat. There would be no other

flatmates; no communal partners. Just the two of us.

He found a flat in the part of North London known as the Harringay Ladder, which is in the

North London Borough of Haringey. It was convenient for me in terms of travelling to work

and it was just over the hill from my socialist workmate, Joe. It was only three stops away

from Bounds Green where Pedro's friends were living in the commune and that was one of

the things that attracted him. For both of us, it was a big move to go away from the

countercultural, gay welcoming bubble that we had been living in near Westbourne Park. We

were focused on our project of living together in what would be our own space. We gave little

thought to the area that we were moving into. It was called the ladder because it was a set of

parallel streets, bordered at each end by two major roads, Green Lanes and Wightman Road.

The houses tended to be in two or three-storeyed terraces and they were mostly let to tenants.

Some of them were white English working class, some were Irish, some were African-

Caribbean. The largest recently arrived minority communities were Greek-Cypriots. All of

these population groups were in flux; there were very few households where the occupants

had been there for generations. Although there were no gay venues in the area, there were, in

my experience, very few gay venues outside the West End or the part of West London which

we were just leaving. It would be different for us but we were both optimistic about it.

We had been there for less than a week when Pedro fell ill with hepatitis. It was hepatitis A

rather than the more serious hepatitis B, but he was ill. I took care of him as best as I could; I
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shopped, I cooked, we watched television together. I had been due to go back to my parents

for Christmas but I cancelled that so that I could stay with Pedro; my father denounced me as

an ungrateful son and threatened to sell the farm. After six weeks, Pedro had recovered

enough to go back to work. Two or three days after that, I too fell ill with the same type of

hepatitis. Three months of illness was not what we had been hoping for in our new home.

Once we had regained our health, we resumed our lives in the ways that we wanted but it was

becoming clear that we were pursuing very different interests. I had always been interested in

politics and had been further politicised by my time in Tanzania and my involvement in GLF.

Pedro was more interested in exploring the spiritual dimensions of his being.

I started to go to more meetings now that we were living in Harringay; Joe was keen that I

become more involved in political activities there as well as the trade union at work. Pedro

and I both came in one evening around ten o'clock.

'Where have you been tonight?' he asked.

'I was at a meeting about the 1905 Revolution in Russia – I didn't know much about it before.

So, it was interesting.'

Pedro was filling up the kettle with water.

'I thought the revolution in Russia was in 1917.'

'This was another revolution – it wasn't successful.'

'OK. It is good to learn from mistakes before you try something again, I guess.'
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'And where have you been?'

'I was at an encounter group tonight. It was very creative. We were exploring issues about our

fathers and that is not something I do very much. There were several other people there who

opened up about their relationships with their fathers, too.'

The kettle had boiled by this time and we took our coffee into the front room and looked for

something to watch on TV.

We were both aware of the different directions in which we were moving but neither of us

tried to persuade the other to change track. While I was spending more time going to political

meetings and giving out leaflets, he was becoming more absorbed in a world that was

influenced by Eastern spiritualism.

It was around this period that, for the only time in our relationship, he said something very

critical about one of my friends. I had been on the phone with Joe when he said: 'I do not

know why Joe phones you almost every evening when he can talk to you anytime at work. He

knows that this is the only time that you and I have together.'

I hadn't thought about it but he was quite right. Joe's girlfriend wasn't living in London at the

time and he probably did feel rather isolated in the evenings. I apologised to Pedro.

'He does not really respect our relationship. He lives quite near to us now and I know that you

visit his house sometimes but he never comes here. Never.'

He remained cool while he was saying all this but it stunned me. Not just for the substance of

what he was saying but for the fact that he was saying it at all. He often criticised me but he

had never before criticised any of my friends. I apologised again but it was just one sign of

the rift between us.
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After some time, we realised that the rift was not something that could be patched over or

even healed. We were developing in completely different ways and we agreed to stop living

together. There was no acrimony but there was a lot of sadness. We had to give a month's

notice on our flat and so we continued to live together. We moved out on Friday 13th April,

1973.

Pedro was, as I said, a couples sort of guy and he had already met Major Boyfriend Number

Six by then; someone interested in the same kind of spiritual issues as he was.

I wasn't sure where to go but Joe offered me a room in the house where he lived with two

other adults and a young child. I wasn't sure how long it was going to be for but it was a kind

offer and I accepted it. There were also other mutual benefits insofar as I would get a regular

lift to work each day and I could also be an additional babysitter.

There was a very friendly lively atmosphere with lots of coming and going. Everyone seemed

to be a member of IS [International Socialists], the organisation to which Joe belonged. After

about a month, I realised that there were no openly gay visitors. I had taken on the role of the

token gay. I had agreed to live there because it was a friendly socialist household but perhaps,

I had chosen more than I realised I was choosing.
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Chapter Nine

The politics of coming out

'It must be a lot easier now that the laws about homosexuality have changed.'

Gerry was a fairly new member of staff and we hadn't really had a chance to have a proper

conversation. But we found ourselves alone in the staffroom, reading our newspapers.

Something in the news had triggered his remark. I hadn't come out to him but clearly

someone else had done that on my behalf. I might have been miffed about being outed but the

tone of his remark was friendly and so I decided to reply in the same tone.

'Well, yes and no,' I said.

I felt that I would have to do quite a bit of explaining but time might not make that possible

and so I must choose my words carefully. Did he know about the Wolfenden Report which had

recommended decriminalising homosexuality as far back as 1957? Or was he thinking about

the Sexual Offences Act of 1967 which had decriminalised some homosexual activity? Or was

it a jumbled mix of the two?

'It's certainly good not to have the threat of criminality hanging over us but it was quite a

limited reform and so it doesn't apply to everyone that we would like it to. That's why there's

a campaign to make the age of consent for gay men equal with the heterosexual age of

consent.'

'You mean eighteen?'

'No, the age of consent is sixteen. Surely, you must …'
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'Yes, of course, it is. It's a long time since I was sixteen! And also, I don't really remember

thinking very much about legality. My hormones were probably more sensitive than my

awareness of the law.'

'I don't suppose most sixteen-year-olds think about the law but, if you're gay, and you get

caught with another man at that age, you could end up with a criminal conviction.'

'Yeah, I can see that's not fair. Surely something can be done.'

'You would hope so but it's nearly ten years since the law was last changed and, at the

moment, there's no sign of it happening.

Stop there, I said to myself, just stop there. No point in giving him the full works about the

armed forces and so on. Never mind the fact that homosexual activity is still totally illegal in

Scotland. Never mind the whole colonial legacy, hovering around and messing up the lives of

people who thought they'd struggled for and won their freedom.

'I must admit that I haven't really thought about it but I suppose it makes sense to have the

same age of consent for everyone,' he muttered.

Gerry seemed to be thinking aloud rather than making a statement of principle. Consent

really is a big one. Where do you start with that? There'll be other people coming into the

staff lounge at any minute and do I really want to be caught half-way through an exposition

about the historical and cultural shifts in approaches to consent? Probably not, Bob,

probably not.

'There is some confusion about the idea that teenagers need protection from older predators.

It seems strange to me that people who are opposed to equalisation think that teenage boys

need more protection than teenage girls do.' Gerry nodded his head, perhaps in agreement
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but perhaps not.

'It's none of my business but have you told your family that you're gay?' Rather off tangent

there, Gerry.

'No, I haven't come out to them. I don't feel good about it but it's difficult when you live so

far apart. When I visit them, I am only there for a few days at a time and, whatever their

immediate response might be, they need time to digest the news. The grandchildren question
would probably come up. I had a friend who came out to his family one Christmas; it wasn't

planned but it was just after the turkey and someone brought up the issue of grandchildren

and all hell broke loose. There weren't any buses either on Christmas Day and so he was

stuck there for forty-eight hours of misery.'

'I've heard that phrase that you used before but I'm not sure what it means. Coming out?'

It's a complicated one and maybe I should just pass on the comparison between debutantes

coming out at the court of the monarch and coming out into the wider world as gay. I'd like to

say that I see it as a social process rather than a disclosure of something that was previously

hidden. Coming out does, to some extent, change the relationship between the people

involved. But I'll just concentrate on keeping it simple. I probably haven't got more than

about five minutes to explain things.

'It's really quite straightforward,' I lied. 'It's just a way of saying that people want to be honest

about their own sexuality. The whole phrase is coming out of the closet and it seems to have

developed in the States.'

'It's not the water closet, like the one that my grandfather used to have in his garden?'
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I'm not sure if he's trying to be funny here. Is that a wry smile or just a minor twitch on his

upper lip? I'll try to smile gracefully and assume that he's not.

'No, it's not like that.'

Gerry then changes tack again. Sometimes when people decide to discuss homosexuality, they

jump all over the place as though they've been storing up these questions for decades.

'Don't you think, Bob, that some people might not want to come out. They might feel that

their private life should remain private – it's really no one else's business.'

I don't know why he's going off in this direction. Was it just a casual remark or something

more deliberate? Whatever his motivation, I don't want to get into an argument about the

right of people to stay in the closet and so I steer the discussion about coming out nearer the

thing which we both have in common – the workplace.

'One of the tricky things is that it still feels unsafe to come out at work. People are

increasingly open in most parts of their lives but they're still not sure if it's OK to come out at

work. We spend around a third of our lives there and it can be quite a strain either dodging

questions or even pretending to be something that you're not. Some of us would like to know

that if we were honest about our sexuality at work, there would be no negative consequences.'

For the first time in the conversation, Gerry pauses. Is he thinking through the implications of

one of his colleagues coming out or has his attention shifted to his next lesson plan? I am to

be exploring the Hobsbawm debate about the standard of living in ten minutes time and my

mind is wandering towards that. But any thought of continuing the discussion about coming

out is interrupted by the arrival of the ever-cheerful Lorna into the staffroom.

'Well, we've got two serious faces here,' she says, disapprovingly. 'What have you two been
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talking about? Shall I lighten the tone?' She looks at both of us, now silent. 'Well, maybe not.'

'We were having a very interesting conversation about law reform, actually,' says a slightly

sanctimonious Gerry. 'But I have to go now. Thanks, Bob.'

Lorna raises her eyebrows and decides to concentrate on her sandwich. I allow the question

of the cost of living in nineteenth-century Manchester to rise to the top of my consciousness.

*****

Coming out really was the core of gay liberation politics and if time had permitted, I would

have told Gerry more about it. It exemplified the whole notion of the personal being the

political. It wasn't a matter of asking the state to do something for us; in fact, coming out is

absolutely something which the state could not do for individuals. Individuals could choose

where and when to come out, as they saw appropriate; I came out in some settings and not in

others and that was quite common among people I knew. Some people came out entirely on

their own, without any support, but that must be hard and I think that it is more creative and

more secure for individuals to come out as part of a wider political movement. For me, it was

partly a rejection of authoritarian values but it wasn't a statement of victimhood or a litany of

complaints about the terrible things I had endured. Coming out was a statement of strength

and, at its best, was an expression of joy in my own sexuality. It was not just a matter of

lifting a veil on something that was previously hidden. Lots of assumptions were altered and

it had the potential to change the dynamic in the relationship between the person who was

coming out and the friends to whom they had come out.

Winning law reforms is important and I support the Campaign for Homosexual Equality

(CHE) for what they are doing. I wish the Scottish Minorities Group (SMG) good fortune in

their campaign for decriminalisation. These law reforms will be far more meaningful if they

are part of a wider social change that enables people to be open about their sexuality and

enjoy the benefits of the reform. Some of the parliamentarians who had helped change the

law in 1967 expressed the view that homosexuals would integrate into mainstream society,
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grateful for the fact that they were now free of criminalisation. There was an expectation that

we would just assimilate into society and perhaps into obscurity. But assimilation is a

complicated process and while it may lead to some harmony, it often proves only to be skin

deep.

Having spent decades ducking and diving to avoid the worst effects of the law, gratitude was

not foremost in my consciousness about my sexuality. Had I personally met Leo Abse MP, I

would probably have expressed my gratitude for his efforts in taking the legal changes

through Parliament but that sense of gratitude does not impact on the way I go about my daily

life. I am too busy making choices and making mistakes to have time to spend thinking about

the time when what I am doing now would have endangered me. I am far more likely to

reflect on the factors which inhibit people like me from exercising my choices as fully as I

might wish. And I mean social factors as well as legal factors.

Once I have come out, I am able to make common cause with other out people about ways of

improving our situation. You too? I know what you mean. Sharing of stories with others is, in

itself, empowering, whether it leads to an improvement in our wider social situation or not.

I would like to be able to come out to my students, whenever that seemed appropriate. I am

aware that that changes the dynamic between me and my students in a way that is different

from any changes resulting from me coming out to my peers. There are times when a teacher

is faced with the choice of being honest about their sexuality or of lying. The case of John

Warburton is a good example of that and it would have made sense to discuss that with Gerry.

John Warburton was a geography teacher in a girls' secondary school in the Inner London

Education Authority (ILEA). In July 1974, CHE had held a meeting with the leader of ILEA

about the position of gay teachers and they were assured that the authority did not

discriminate against gay teachers, even if they came out. In November, a group of John's

students told him that he had been seen on a march in support of gay law reform. He could

have requested them to be quiet and to resume their work; he could have claimed it was a

case of mistaken identity; he decided to be honest and to answer their questions. It happened
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the same way with several classes; someone asked the question; there was a fifteen-minute

discussion before they went back to the work they were supposed to be doing. Fifteen

minutes was probably more than long enough to spend talking about your teacher's sexual

identity. When word got back to the management, he was eventually asked to sign a statement

to the effect that he would 'not in future discuss homosexuality with pupils, except in the

course of a completely structured programme of sex education of which the

Headmaster/Headmistress has full knowledge.' He argued that, in the event of prejudice being

expressed, he would comment on it and should any prejudice be expressed against him, he

would defend himself. His contract at that school ended at Christmas and he had been offered

a post at Holland Park School but because he was still unwilling to sign the statement, the

authority informed him that it was unable to offer him a teaching appointment in any of its

schools.

John's situation had a particular resonance for me as a teacher and I was familiar with all the

dilemmas that he faced in the classroom. Coming out was at the core of this case. ILEA

prided itself on its progressive reputation and they insisted that they were dismissing him not

because he was gay but because he had come out to his students. They behaved as though

they thought it was preferable for gay teachers to lie rather than be honest about their identity.

They expected him to hide his sexuality during any discussions with his students in a way

that was not required of other members of the teaching staff. This all struck a particular chord

with young teachers in London who had recently been politicised by their involvement in the

gay movement. They expected to be able to be as honest about their sexuality in school

settings as they had been while they were students. Individuals make their own decisions

about the extent to which they want to come out but this case suggested that the local

authority felt able to force gay teachers into the closet. This was not acceptable and many

teachers, both gay and non-gay, were willing to show their solidarity with John. The union of

which he was a member, the National Union of Teachers (NUT), suggested that he should

take the course of action proposed by the authority and sign the statement. Union members, at

the grassroots level, were rather more supportive and were able to persuade the national

leadership to support their member fully.
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I was involved in this campaign to reinstate John in a number of ways but the most

memorable one was collecting signatures for a petition. Increasing the numbers on the

petition was clearly important but the conversations which I had with people who were

considering signing were more valuable. We had time then, in a way which I had not done

with Gerry, to explore the wider context and the nuances surrounding the employment of gay

teachers. Lots of people associated coming out with talking openly about sexual practices

rather than sexual identity. Most of the people I spoke to were trade unionists and were

opposed to people being dismissed from their jobs but many of them had never before

verbalised their thoughts about sexual identity in the context of the workplace.

'I don't think that people should go to prison for who they go to bed with but I just don't see

why they want to talk to pupils about what it is that they do. Call me old-fashioned but there's

a time and a place for these things. It should be left to the parents to decide what their

children need to know about these things. I know for a fact that …'

I felt that it was important to keep hold of the clipboard with the petition on it so that, if the

worst came to the worst, I could walk away.

One career-minded guy signed the petition but expressed reservations about the business of

coming out at work.

'Of course, gay teachers shouldn't be sacked but they need to learn to be a bit more

professional. I know some of them wear badges when they go into the classroom and that's

not right. Teachers should maintain a kind of anonymity about their private lives.' As he

brushed his hand through his still longish hair, I could see a gold ring on his wedding finger.

'It's essential for teachers to be in control of the classroom and they should not allow anything

to detract from that.'

'I don't have any gay friends and so I don't know anything about homosexuality but
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employers should not allow people to express prejudice against people when they're at work,'

said a nursing lecturer. 'I have Jamaican friends who work in the NHS and they won't put up

with people sounding off about their prejudices; this guy should not have to put up with kids

expressing prejudice against him when he's trying to teach Geography. Mind you, I always

thought Geography was a really boring subject, the kind of subject where I used to play up

when I was at school. But I'll sign your petition.'

*****

I was involved in the making of a film, Nighthawks, about the double life of a gay teacher,

teetering on the edge of coming out to his colleagues and to his secondary school pupils.

When I say 'involved', I mean that I took part in the community consultations which the

director, Ron Peck, organised in the early stages of the process; I also took part in a disco

scene where the top of my head can be seen, if you know what it looks like and you are

looking for it. It was not based on the John Warburton case but that led to there being an

enormous amount of interest in the film and the message it gave out. Even although Jim, the

central character, begins the process of coming out, his life remains divided. While he is no

longer dishonest about the venues where he spends his leisure time and the people he spends

it with, the world of the commercial gay venue is a place apart from the world of the

classroom. He had moved on from the closet that had previously shaped his mind but that felt

as though it was only one part of the journey. The film leaves him in a place where he is

happier about his sexuality but it does not – and perhaps cannot – answer the questions about

how he should present his now undivided self to his pupils.

*****

Although I only came out to a minority of my students in the Seventies, word about my

homosexuality clearly got out. Many years later, a middle-aged man contacted me through

social media to tell me that, when he was a teenager, he had been a student at the college

where I worked. I never taught him but he knew of my reputation and while he was

struggling to come to terms with his sexuality, he took great comfort from the fact that he

knew of a teacher who was living a life that he could relate to. I had, I suppose, been an

unconscious role model to him and perhaps to other students there as well. There were far
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fewer books and films and TV programmes on gay issues than there are now and so the sight

of someone going about his everyday life in the same world as everyone else could be very

powerful.

*****

There were several cases in the mid-Seventies, away from the world of teaching, where

people were dismissed for being openly lesbian or gay at their place of work. The employers

generally focused on the open-ness of their employees about their sexuality rather than the

sexuality itself. Many people were much more open about their sexual identity than they

might have been ten years previously and, while some employers might once have been

prepared to let sleeping dogs lie, now that the dogs had begun to bark, they were frequently

moving at a different pace from that of their employees.

Louise Boychuk was dismissed by a London insurance brokers company in 1975 for wearing

a ‘Lesbians Ignite’ badge to work. Lesbianism had never been criminalised but, as her letter

of dismissal explained, she was being sacked for 'displaying a wording at our place of

business which is distasteful to others and which could be injurious to our best interests if

observed by clients whose goodwill results in the earning of large amounts of overseas

currencies beneficial to our country.' Louise was not a member of a trade union but, with the

support of the National Council for Civil Liberties (NCCL), she took her case to an industrial

tribunal. She lost her case and the tribunal went as far as to cite the Book of Genesis to justify

their decision.

Mary Winter was similarly sacked from her job as a bus driver in Burnley for her refusal to

remove a ‘Lesbian Liberation’ badge while she was working. Mary organised a campaign

against her dismissal; having failed to get any real support from her union, she turned to local

women's groups who held a demonstration outside Burnley bus station which featured on the

front page of the Burnley Express. She did not succeed in getting her job back.

Tony Whitehead was dismissed from his post as a trainee manager at the Worthing branch of

British Home Stores in 1976 following his participation in a TV programme in which he was
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seen to kiss his boyfriend. In the Gay News account of the story, his manager is reported as

having asked him if he was 'a practising member of CHE'. Coming out on TV was too much

for BHS but when they dismissed him, they probably had no idea about the level of support

which Tony would get from demonstrations outside their stores. The personal pressure on

him was, however, enormous and eventually he decided to resign. He was not a member of a

trade union but it was not clear how much support he would have got from them if he had

been.

Julian Hows was a train guard with London Transport who was dismissed for wearing a skirt to

work. He had argued that, in view of the Sex Discrimination Act (1976), he should be allowed to

do so but his employers had told him, during negotiations, that the only way he would be permitted

to wear a skirt was if he were female. As he put it, 'It seems a bit drastic to have to undergo a sex

change to wear the clothes I want to.'

Coming out became the core value of the gay movement. It was a principle to be aspired to

and promoted rather than a requirement expected of all gay individuals in every aspect of

their daily lives. All of the five individuals, above, had been penalised for coming out and

various groups from the lesbian and gay communities had supported them. But it was to take

the trade unions, the organisations which were supposed to support working people in their

workplace, some time to understand the political significance of coming out and the part that

they could play in supporting their members who were experiencing discrimination because

they refused to remain in the closet.

*****

The conversation with Gerry had triggered all kinds of thoughts about my own coming-out

process. My holiday in New York had been really important in helping me cross the line away

from the closet and into a more open world. My friend, Milton, and I continued to write to
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each other after the holiday but we were rather sporadic correspondents. He also liked to put

more drawings into his letters than words and so I felt that whatever I wrote was bound to

sound more formal and less cool than what he had been saying. Nonetheless, I decided to put

pen to paper that evening.

Dear Milton,

It's an age since we've been in touch and I am sorry about that. I hope things are going well

with you and all the guys – and also that you're selling lots of pictures. Perhaps, you'll pop

over to London sometime for an exhibition.

I was thinking about you all today after I had a conversation at work about coming out and all

that kind of stuff. It was with a straight guy – a married guy with a wife who still uses her

own name rather than his. I suppose I thought he would have had lots of conversations about

sexual politics with her and maybe he has but they don't seem to have ranged beyond the

boundaries of heterosexuality. He wasn't uptight but it felt a bit like teaching a new language

to a toddler. So, I edited it for him. Kept the complicated parts till later. But that is what work

is like – if you're the only gay, they expect you to explain everything or they ignore you or

they make jokes when they think you're not around. How I wish it were not so!

It must be five years now since I spent that summer with you in Manhattan. And one of the

things which I remember is that circle of friends you had around you. Everyone, of course,

seemed very sexy but there also seemed to be a bond among you that went beyond sexual

desire. The way you were living your lives just seemed so natural and guilt-free. You seemed

to have an understanding of each other's backstories and, although I remember hearing some

arguments about Vietnam, I don't remember hearing any grand expositions about coming out.

It was taken for granted that that was a good thing; I felt that some of your friends were more

open than others but you all seemed to be on the same starting line. I know I am in danger of

romanticising the whole thing. Do you remember that song from West Side Story about

America? There wasn't a line that said ‘Everything's better in America’, but that was part of

the gist of it. I know some gay people here who subscribe to that view and they spend their
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whole lives looking forward to their next holiday in the States or showing everyone their

slides from their last holiday there. I don't really feel that but I would like to see more of the

open friendliness here that I saw among your friends. I have started going along to a Gay

Teachers Group and I get some of that shared sense there. It can be wearing being expected to

explain yourself all the time. It tends to be easier with women because they have some of the

same sort of experiences but it can be hard with straight men who act as though you're giving

a lecture on an obscure topic which is testing their attention span. It's also never-ending; you

don't just come out once; it has to be repeated, again and again, each time you meet a new

person. But you know all this.

One of the things that I like about the Gay Teachers Group is that you can share similar

experiences there. There is some overlap between people's stories. Stories can be really

helpful in giving you strength when you're feeling a bit isolated. I was interested to read in

Gay News about a book of stories that's to be coming out in the States. I can't remember the

name of the author but it's called Gay American History and it's composed of stories from gay

people over the last few hundred years. I'd like to see something like that over here.

I am going to pause now, Milton. I'm off to the cinema to see The Best Years of Our Lives,

with Dana Andrews and Myrna Loy. I have seen it several times before but it never bores me.

I will resume this letter tomorrow.

*****

In fact, I didn't return to the letter; it's still lying around in a box of photographs and postcards.

Nor did I ever continue the conversation with Gerry; he and I had lots of other conversations

about less challenging topics but we never revisited sexuality.

And I just went on coming out, again and again.
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Chapter Ten

Demanding the impossible

My political awareness had been transformed while I was in Tanzania. When I had gone there,

I had been a mainstream Labour Party supporter; when I returned I came back with a sense of

the continuing power of imperialism. It was a global problem and it needed a global solution.

Harold Wilson may have saved me from going to Vietnam but the Labour Party was no

longer enough for me and I found that it was not enough for many people of my generation. A

revolutionary spirit had been set in motion by events in France in 1968 and I observed a

mood for profound change all around me. One of the slogans which had emerged from

France was 'Soyez realistes, demandez l'impossible'/'Be realistic, demand the impossible.' I

could relate to that and I allowed myself to search for a space where I could demand the

impossible. The wild card in this search was my gay liberation politics and that proved to be

difficult in an environment which claimed to be emancipatory but was either anti-gay or did

not understand the issues. If there was any difference between the two.

In the short term, my main political activity was in the Anti-Apartheid Movement (AAM).

Many would have argued that political change in South Africa was impossible but the AAM

was building up solidarity in the UK with those who were working directly to remove the

apartheid regime. Fresh from my experience of living in an independent African country, I

was involved in producing educational materials and I went to speak to community groups

about the nature of apartheid and the organisation of activities against it. There was a friendly

functional atmosphere in the campaign's office in Central London. Perhaps it was friendly

enough rather than actively friendly and I was surprised when Grace, one of the permanent

staff, asked me to go for a drink with her in a pub round the corner. She seemed a bit agitated

and I sensed that she had something important to say to me.

'I feel that I owe you an apology about something I said when you first started to be one of

our volunteers here.' She paused and cleared her throat. 'I didn't know you very well then and

I told you that I wasn't a member of the Communist Party (CP) but, in fact, I am and I have

been for years.'
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This was really no surprise to me because I had realised over the months that many of the activists

were members of the CP. I knew that the liberation movement in South Africa contained people of

differing perspectives working alongside each other whether they were Communists or Christians or

liberals or black nationalists or trade unionists. That broad-based ethos was reflected in the UK. The

overriding goal of AAM was opposition to apartheid and I was working alongside others who

shared that aim, without asking any questions about their particular politics. I also understood that

the USSR was a close ally and funder of the African National Congress and, while I was aware of

the history of the USSR, I was able to separate my views on apartheid from my views on the USSR.

I liked working with Grace and had grown to respect her, regardless of which party membership

card she was carrying.

'I had actually guessed that. I understand why we need to prioritise our work around apartheid over

our other political views. Apartheid is the thing that brings us together,' I said, trying to focus on our

common ground, 'and we mustn't let ourselves become obsessed about any differences between us.'

She looked rather quiet. She seemed to have geared herself up to divulge her membership of the CP

but she looked uneasy about where to go next.

'What I wanted to ask you about is why you are becoming so close to the International Socialists?

You've done valuable work with us here and IS seems to stand for something very different from the

broad based more gradual approach taken by the African National Congress.'

'I think that there's a great desire for change at the moment.' I was trying to sum up the political

maelstrom that we were living through – Ireland, the miners, the Middle East. ' There's a bigger

picture than just the particular campaigns we might be involved in at any particular time. IS seems

to engage with all that far better than any other organisation around.'

I went on to talk about the intellectual curiosity among IS members and that was something I found

very attractive.
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'There's a real willingness to discuss new ideas and people are ready to share different points of

view.'

What I didn't do was contrast that with the secrecy that I observed among CP members. Grace was

not the only one concealing her politics from her colleagues. While I could understand that in South

Africa, it felt excessively secretive and counterproductive in the London context.

Once we finished discussing our political differences, we moved back to the more familiar and

more comfortable territory of organising meetings. We laughed about the time when she had sent

me down to speak to a group in Exeter but there were such serious delays on the rail track that by

the time I got there it was too late to go to the meeting and so I just crossed the platform and came

straight back to London. By then I had finished the book I was reading and while I might have

enjoyed looking out of the window at the countryside it was becoming so dark that I couldn't see

anything. Exeter had become a kind of code word between us for the kind of mayhem that was

often involved in making these meetings happen. Repeating the story that night indicated that we

still hoped to remain friends.

Shortly after that, early in 1973, I did join IS. I was acknowledging that I wanted the impossible. I

had become a historical materialist and saw societies as emerging from material circumstances

rather than any set of ideas or values. I wanted to belong to a Marxist organisation but I was

unwilling to be in a group where theories and policies were handed down from elsewhere. I

expected to be able to take part in the wider debates and that seemed to be possible in IS.

My general curiosity seemed to be welcome in IS. Through reading their weekly paper and their

theoretical journal, I was able to gain insights not just into workers' struggles in this country but

also into developments in the wider world. I was particularly influenced by the writings of David

Widgery who provided me with new insights into the revolutionary potential of cultural and

political movements everywhere. One minute, he could be writing about the counter culture of

Sixties London, the next, about Sylvia Pankhurst. He wrote about the USA in ways that I had never

considered before and he was the one who introduced me to the history of the Industrial Workers of

the World (IWW). Better known as the Wobblies, they were a multilingual anarcho-syndicalist
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movement based among working-class migrants before the First World War. The diversity which

they espoused in the way that they organised themselves really fascinated me; it was a long way

from the stereotypical view of the trade unions being only about the interests of white male

breadwinners. Widgery was a one-off but the fact that he had found a political home for his

optimism and enthusiasm in IS helped to convince me to join it. I was sure that I wanted to be part

of an optimistic movement and I believed that I had found it.

I joined my local branch in Tottenham and found myself selling newspapers, distributing leaflets,

standing on picket lines and debating with people about the state of the world. Most of us were in

our twenties and thirties and we came from a variety of backgrounds and types of employment. It

was hard work and there were political disagreements; it was far from being an obedient happy

family but I did feel a sense of comradeship and trust there.

I was pleased to discover that the gay debate was also rumbling away in IS, as it was in most parts

of the Left. GLF was particularly strong in Lancaster then and the IS branch there was deeply

engaged with gay politics. I attended a national get-together there for gay members of IS with Iris

and Jenny, two women friends from London. That was the occasion when I first met Arthur, the

man who has been the most longstanding friend of my life. He says that we met in a pub called the

Bowland Bar and, while I am not sure about its name, I am sure that it was a venue which sold

alcohol.

The first words we spoke to each other may very well have been, 'Would you like a pint of bitter?'

My commitment to gay politics took up more of my time and energy in IS than I had anticipated. It

had argued, at the time of the Wolfenden Report in 1957 that, under socialism, homosexuality

would 'disappear naturally'. There had been no substantial debate since then but it felt as though that

was a view still held by IS members. Those of us who had joined after being in the gay movement

knew that we would have to struggle to bring about any change but it was to be a struggle that was

more draining than I had anticipated.

The focus of the debate was not so much about the politics of sexuality as about the right for us to

meet and discuss our politics together with other gay people in IS. A key moment for me came on
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19th October 1973 when Iris and Jenny and I went to meet with the Executive Committee to discuss

the possibility of setting up a gay group, the production of an article for any of the group

publications and the nature of our relationship with GLF. My first impression, as I walked into the

room where the meeting was taking place, was that I had stumbled on to a film set. Ten men were

sitting solemnly at a table and they were all wearing black tops. Perhaps we had interrupted their

discussions to plan the storming of the Winter Palace and we were made to feel about as welcome

as if we had done so. There was one woman in the room and she was taking minutes, of course.

It wasn't long before one man came out with the phrase which characterised the meeting for me.

'Homosexuality is a cancerous growth,' he fulminated. None of his comrades challenged him or

disassociated themselves from that remark.

'Your demand for the right to set up a group is no more than the thin end of the wedge. Soon, you

will be asking to set up gay branches – and that is something which would divide the working class.'

Homosexuality is a cancerous growth. Was this the last word of these self-styled revolutionaries on

my sexuality and that of my comrades, not to mention millions of people around the world?

'The kind of separatism that you are advocating is more like the Bund and we are in the Leninist

tradition rather than the Bundist one.'

I wasn't quite sure what the Bund was but at least he was addressing the kind of organisational

themes that we thought we were there to talk about. But he still left the question of the cancerous

growth hanging in the air.

'This Gay Liberation Front is a middle-class organisation and the kind of things it is involved in are

of no interest to the working class.'

It's a cancerous growth.
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The committee did not change its position on any of the central issues of setting up a group, of

publishing an article or relating to GLF. Their overall conclusion seemed to be that we must remain

isolated and apart from each other.

There were several good things, however, which did come out of this meeting. Iris and Jenny and I

had not been intimidated, we had all spoken and we all remained friends thereafter. I was interested

in the Bund and I then discovered that it had been a Jewish Socialist party in Russia, Poland and

Lithuania at the beginning of the twentieth century; they were not Zionists and favoured working

for social change in the Jewish communities as well as collaborating with mainstream socialist

parties. It did not treat the working class as one homogenous monolithic bloc and I felt quite pleased

about being compared with the Bundists.

But I could not forget the image of those men sitting together as if they thought they looked like

Bolsheviks in 1917. Was this an audition? Or was it a dress rehearsal? Were they reading from the

scripts which they appeared to have in front of them or were they just improvising? What was clear

to me was that, although these men styled themselves as historical materialists, their bigotry was

more important to them than their revolutionary politics. Rather than engage with what we were

saying, they fell back on old stereotypical prejudices. At that moment, I knew that the Winter Palace

was safe. If this was the vanguard, there was no chance that it would ever be stormed. In fact, the

people who owned the Winter Palace could safely buy new curtains, stock up the wine cellars and

redecorate the front door. These comrades were so entrenched in their bigotry that they would never

be a threat to anyone, except some of their own members.

One of the other bizarre IS situations occurred when I was at a conference and bumped into two

women comrades; they were friendly but I did not know them well. They seemed to know, however,

that I placed great value on coming out and on the self-organisation of gay groups. I felt a dual

political loyalty – to IS and to the gay liberation movement. But to them, my dual loyalty was a

divided loyalty and I had to be educated out of it.

'You must meet Eric,' they said.

'Who's Eric?'
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'He's a gay man who's in the same union as you but he doesn't give priority to gay issues in the way

that you do. Have a chat with him.' They both smiled in unison.

I went along, politely rather than enthusiastically, to meet Eric. One of them went ahead to forewarn

Eric of my arrival; the other one stayed with me to escort me to Eric's seat or perhaps to prevent me

from absconding. He was about the same age as I was and he looked about as enthusiastic as I felt.

'Hello, Bob,' he said.

'Hello, Eric,' I said.

Our two women comrades stepped back to observe the encounter between us, as if they were

zookeepers observing a couple of pandas to see if they would mate. The mating didn't even reach

the stage of foreplay and Eric and I went our separate ways forever. Our two women friends would

have been offended if I had called themWolfenden liberals but that was what they were; while they

didn't want to see homosexuals being persecuted they didn't really see that there was a place for us

to shape our own politics.

I remained a member of IS for two years after these encounters. I felt the need to prove that I was a

hard working comrade as well as an activist on the gay question. Some of us continued to battle

away to open up some debate on sexuality but eventually, it all just got me down; I became

increasingly moody, irritable and ill. There was no big moment of departure; I felt overwhelmed and

decided to fade away without fanfare.

*****

I took part in lots of the activities generated by GLF and attended countless demonstrations in

favour of various reforms. After the collapse of GLF, I was open to finding another organisation

where I could focus my new found energy. I felt that the Campaign For Homosexual Equality (CHE)

was rather too reformist for my taste. I approached my local group and when they sent me their

newsletter, which was promoting a beetle drive, that confirmed my suspicions. I talked with friends
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about creating some kind of framework for gay liberation politics and socialist politics. In one way

it did feel as if that would be impossible but it was a sign of the times that I was not deterred by

conventional notions of impossibility. Some of us were very impressed by Red Rag, a publication

which encompassed both feminist politics and socialist politics. We were able to learn from that

experiment and I was delighted to become part of a collective which began to produce a journal

called Gay Left. The first edition appeared in autumn of 1975. The opening paragraph makes it

clear what we were all about.

'This is a socialist journal edited by gay men. We have a two-fold aim in producing this magazine.

First, we hope to contribute towards a Marxist analysis of homosexual oppression. Secondly, we

want to encourage in the gay movement an understanding of the links between the struggle against

sexual oppression and the struggle for socialism.' No one could accuse us of lacking ambition.

There were nine men in the group which produced the first issue. We were rather similar to the way

the Gay Liberation Front appeared to the rest of the world. We were all white, we all lived in

London; most of us were products of the Higher Education system and owed a lot to the 1944

Education Act. At least four of us were actively involved in our trade unions as openly gay members.

Two of us went on to become internationally renowned potters. We were familiar with each other

through personal, sexual and political links that had been forged either in the Gay Liberation Front

or in its aftermath. It was a closed group insofar as no new members were invited to join while we

were producing an issue of the journal. We had a strong work ethic and we met at least once a week

for discussions, formulating our joint editorial pieces, planning distribution of the journal and so on.

It was a lively, intellectually stimulating group and I felt lucky to be a part of it. The discussions and

the disagreements were vigorous but the silences often concealed other difficulties.

We met in our front rooms, or at least the front rooms of those of us who had such rooms, and we

usually had a midway break, not for alcohol, but for tea or coffee. It's the only group I have ever

belonged to where a tea tray could take on the role of an olive branch or a stop watch or a weapon

of war, as well as being an instrument for carrying cups.

Gay Left engaged with topics which were not covered elsewhere, either in Left publications or in

the emerging gay press. Unlike my experiences on the Left, where we never seemed to get beyond
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organisational issues, here we engaged with questions of sexuality. The most important feature of

this was the production of the editorials which were the result of collective discussions and crafting

over many weeks. I particularly remember the editorial on the gay scene which we wrote for Issue

number 2. We discussed how the pubs and clubs had become more open since the emergence of the

gay movement but they had not been transformed by the movement's politics. In talking about the

increasing assertiveness of the scene, we used the phrase, ‘The ghetto has come out'. I was the

person who actually uttered the phrase but I only did so because I was participating in a collective

discussion. We believed that the collective could be more than the sum of its individual parts and

this editorial article is one example of that.

To say that we were all Marxists was rather an over-simplification. Some of us were Marxists as a

noun, while others wore their Marxism in a more adjectival sense. Some of us also followed – or at

least doffed a cap towards – different schools of Marxism. Having been influenced by The Making

of the English Working Class, I was very much in the EP Thompson camp and I saw class as a

relationship emerging from history rather than something that was static.

There was no doubting the significance of the group in opening up new areas of debate and

facilitating news forms of fusion both on the Left and in the gay movement and between the two.

There were things which I would not have written had I not been part of Gay Left and these same

articles would have been unlikely to be published elsewhere. I was particularly pleased to have

written an historical analysis of Gays and Fascism, as well as an account of the making of

Nighthawks, a film about a gay teacher. The most significant of my articles was about Gays and

Trade Unions and that forms the next chapter of this memoir.

I was involved in the collective for five of the ten issues. I left, in a peculiar twist of personal

politics, insofar as I felt that I did not receive enough support after I was arrested and charged with

gross indecency. (I will discuss the case later in the memoir.) I was very angry at my situation and

that made it difficult for people to approach me and that, in turn, made me feel more desolate and

more angry. I had expected more from the Gay Left group than I was receiving. I might have chosen

to take leave of absence from meetings but some kind of inner Presbyterian voice told me to keep

on going. I can't imagine that I contributed anything useful and I just hated being there. I had been
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one of the founding members of the group and I had imagined that this was somewhere that I

belonged. I had been close to several members and had also slept with a few of them. It had

felt like a kind of home but it was no longer that. I decided to leave.

Had I misunderstood the idea about the personal being the political or had I really wanted

the group to be a family? I had felt very at home in the group and perhaps I had looked to it

to offer more than it was able to do. There were individuals who were supportive of me but

the group, as a whole, never engaged with the fact that one of its members was being

criminalised on account of sexual behaviour. I did not want to turn the group into a

consciousness-raising forum; I was as strong on task completion as anyone else in the group

and that would not have been my wish. I was allowed to feel that the arrest was my individual

problem. I have no doubt that if the group had turned its collective strength and wisdom to my

situation in the way it had done to the gay scene, it would have found new insights to help us

understand the scenario better.

I did not break all ties with the group or with individuals in it after I left and I continued to

have articles published by it, but I had become an outsider.

I had been a very energetic member of both IS and Gay Left. I took on responsibilities in

both contexts and was a very reliable participant. I did feel as though I belonged to both of

them for a time but perhaps I had expected to find perfection in my pursuit of the impossible.
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Chapter Eleven

Gays and the Trade Union Movement

(Gay Left No 1, Autumn 1975, gayleft1970s.org)

The idea of gay work in the trade unions seems to many people absurd and irrelevant.

Traditionally, most gays in this society have accepted the division of life into private and

public, home and work, and they have been only too keen to conceal their homosexuality

from the people they work with. When the gay movement was at its height, there was a

strong spontaneist element in it which tended to be opposed to work, but which, more

importantly, saw the trade unions as part of the anti-gay mafia which included the family, the

education system, the media, the bosses, the police and so on.

Now the situation is somewhat different in that many more gays are no longer prepared to

hide their homosexuality and the economic situation does not really allow for the existence of

a free-wheeling-peace-and-love-let's-all-make-love-in-the-streets-mass-gay-movement. As I

see it, most gays who have been influenced by the movement are working in jobs which they

do not wish to lose; their social life is likely to be more open and fulfilling than it would have

been several years ago but they still feel a great deal of unease and/or oppression at work

about how far it is possible to express their homosexuality.

It is as an expression of this unease/oppression that groups of gay workers have been formed

in the past two years. Many of these have been among workers whose job actually makes

their sexuality an issue such as teachers, social workers, journalists. But there have been other

attempts to form gay groups among workers whose sexuality would not seem to be so

important to their jobs – such as printworkers. It is interesting that those gays whose jobs

have a strong ideological role tend to have formed themselves into groups outside their

unions whereas others tend to relate much more closely to their union. No doubt, this is a

reflection of the lower level of union consciousness which exists among the more middle

class, white-collar workers. But it also raises questions about the nature of trade unionism.
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Many people see trade unions simply as bodies which negotiate wages with employers. But this is,

of course, a very narrow interpretation and also one which suits the employers. Increasingly, the

union comes to be identified with the negotiators – i.e. usually full-time appointed officials – and

the worker adopts an apathetic, passive attitude to his membership. Revolutionary socialists argue

that the union is much more than this, that the membership of the union must be actively involved

in decision making, that officials must be regularly elected and recallable by the members and that

the union should protect the workers in all aspects of their lives.

[Section on historical practices of TU issues such as rent strikes.]

Women and Blacks

The two groups of workers, however, whose situation is nearest that of gays are women and blacks.

Ten years ago, if anyone had suggested that they should get any special protection from the unions,

they would have been laughed at. 'Women only work for pin money' 'Blacks don't belong here – so

they don't deserve as much as the rest of us' are the best of the comments that might have been

made at the time. Basically, both groups were expected to put up with less money, more tedious and

menial work because of who they were outside their place of work. Now the situation has changed.

Women and blacks are tired of waiting for action from hostile trade union officials and have begun

to take action themselves.

Women workers have long been thought of as not proper workers. The fact that they became

pregnant and were expected to do housework put them in a weak position – they were not able to

attend meetings in the evenings, they were usually on the lower grades, they were laid off first,

maternity leave was seen as a privilege, the demand for creches was a joke. Since the strike of

women textile workers at Leeds in 1969, there have been more and more examples of militant

action by women. Most of these recently have been over the implementation of the Equal Pay Act.

Many women began to realise that employers planned to make use of job evaluation schemes to

create a category of badly paid jobs which would leave them as badly off as ever.
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[Two examples of other strikes]

In this atmosphere of increasing militancy, the fact that many union branches and trades councils

have adopted the Working Women's Charter (which includes abortion on demand, maternity leave

as a right and free nurseries) hopefully points to further action by all trade unionists to win these

demands for women.

Black workers have met the same kind of hostile inertia from trade union officials. Two examples of

this are the strike at Imperial Typewriters, Leicester and the Sikh turbans dispute among Leeds

busmen. In both cases, the trade union officials gave little help and did nothing to prevent a great

flare up of racism among white workers. Indeed, at Imperial, where the blacks had been prevented

from electing their own shop stewards, the strikers felt they were being opposed by a united front of

management and trade union officials. The fact that the unions have been allowed to run down in

this way, so that white workers do not see blacks as their fellow workers, is tragic. The only

solution is an active union with full participation by all members.

[Summing up the lessons that can be learned from the experiences of other marginalised groups

in trade unions] … and Gays

What demands do we raise in our unions and how do we go about it?

The National Union of Journalists (NUJ) seems to have gone further than any other union in that its

annual conference at Swansea this year [1975] passed a motion against discrimination on grounds

of sexual orientation. In view of the fact that most of the country's newspapers are written by

members of the NUJ, this should augur well for press treatment of stories concerning homosexuals.

Perhaps. The Gay Rights Media Group points out that the TUC circular no 100, which is concerned

with equal opportunity in employment, mentions sex, marital status, creed, colour, race and ethnic

origin but not sexual orientation. It would clearly be in the interests of gay trade unionists to

campaign for the inclusion of sexual orientation in this circular – as well as being educative for their

fellow trade unionists.
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However, even if it were included, it doesn't mean the end of problems for the gay trade unionists.

In the SOGAT (Society of Graphical and Allied Trades) journal for September 1974, John McPhail

of Glasgow wrote of the need to support homosexual law reform in Scotland where all male

homosexual activity is still criminal. He went on to say, 'To my mind, the union has an obligation

for the welfare of its members not just in their working lives but also in the social sphere. The

problems of the homosexual may not be your problems but that does not mean they are unimportant.

One of your workmates may be homosexual; if so, he or she will need your understanding – not

hostility.' A gay printworker is unlikely to be paid less than other workers because he is gay but he

is entitled not to expect attacks from his fellow workers. An active union would make sure such

attacks did not happen – because it would realise the dangers of dividing one worker from another

and it would understand the tragedy of worker oppressing worker.

Such hostility does exist as any gay worker knows but this hostility was, for once, expressed in print

in Public Service, the NALGO (National and Local Government Officers Association) journal

following a letter which gave details of a self-help homosexual group in NALGO. One member felt

that reading the letter was like being importuned in a public lavatory; another seemed to think that

homosexuals should not be admitted to NALGO; and another said sodomy was indirectly

responsible for the bombing of property, hijacking, murder and various other evils, right down to

empty churches. If this is the response that comes to the setting-up of a union gay group, there can

surely be little doubt of the atmosphere in which most gay people have to work. Most of us don't

expect to be faced with the above kind of hostility but we all know the hypocrisy and the

condescending smiles and the demoralising effect they have.

Raising the matter openly, in the context of a union, is really the only way to deal with this

prejudice at work – but this can only be done if we have a support group which understands the

meaning of the phrase, 'Glad To Be Gay'. If you have come out then this is the most important thing

to do for other gays in your union. Set up a gay group which will act as a focus for them and enable

them to withstand the hostility and hypocrisy of other trade unionists and draw on the support of

those who accept gayness.

One problem about a 'sexual orientation' agreement is that it is not specific enough. It is quite easy

for an employer to say that he will not discriminate against anyone who is gay but in practice, to do

just that. The cases of John Warburton and Veronica Pickles are good examples of that. John
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Warburton was taunted by his pupils about being queer so he spoke to them about it and answered

their questions. He was then banned from teaching in Inner London Education Authority schools,

although the leader of ILEA, Ashley Bramall, had said he would not discriminate against gay

teachers. Likewise, Veronica Pickles, a Buckinghamshire midwife, found herself withdrawn from

an assisted training scheme for health visitors. Bucks Area Health Authority denied this was

because of her homosexuality but because of the publicity which her gay activity had involved her

in. Both authorities were quite adamant in their denials of anti-gay discrimination but both also

seemed to expect their gay employees to keep absolutely silent about their sexual orientation and

even to lie about it. So, clearly, any clause which opposes discrimination must be very specific.

Once again, this depends very much on an active union which is concerned about the real interests

of its members and not just in passing token resolutions.

Conclusion

The idea of a Gay Workers' Charter – along the lines of the Working Women's Charter – has been

raised recently. This would provide a focus of specific demands around which we could organise.

This is clearly an excellent plan although I will be accused of being too cautious when I say that it

seems to me too early to do this.

At the moment, the crucial task is the organisation of gay groups within the unions such as those in

NALGO and NUPE. Only with this kind of support can most gays hope to come out and win

support for our demands – support for victimised gays, a real end to discrimination at work, support

for gay workers harassed by landlords and the police. Each group should draw up specific demands

as they relate to their situation and the kind of problems that are likely to arise. This will be

particularly important in the so-called caring professions where people are expected to support and

propagate the ideology of the ruling class.

The proposal by a prominent member of CHE for a union of professional homosexuals, which

would then affiliate to the TUC and raise gay demands, is a nonsense. Not only is it a ghetto

approach to politics but it is also the kind of manoeuvre that eases the passing of token resolutions.

It is only by sheer hard slog in our own unions that we can achieve anything meaningful. For it is

only with a strong base of support in an active trade union movement that we will move anywhere.
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Of course, it is only in that situation that the whole working class can move anywhere. Our

interests are one.

We must not, however, expect everyone to understand it immediately Few non-gay trade

unionists bothered to turn up at a lobby in support of the gay teacher, John Warburton.

Presumably, they failed to see that the case of a victimised gay worker is just as significant as

the case of any other victimised worker. If he is reinstated, it is a victory for all workers; if he

is not, it is a victory for the bosses. We have a hard task ahead of us to educate the trade union

movement but it is only by being a part of it that we can do so.

Gay workers will meet all the hostility and prejudice – and more – that has faced militant

women and blacks over the past few years. There is no point in kidding ourselves that it will

be an easy fight – but there are no easy alternatives. Our task at the moment is twofold:

(1) We must build union gay groups to provide confidence and solidarity to gays and to

encourage others to come out;

(2) We must support the reconstruction of a strong active trade union movement which

will defend all its members, wherever and whenever they are attacked.
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Chapter Twelve

Grassroots politics

I did not leave my grassroots politics behind when I left IS. I had given up hope of finding

some overarching organisation to provide a home – or even an umbrella – for the whole range

of my political dreams, but I was clear that I did not want to be any kind of separatist. I was a

gay liberationist; I was an anti-racist; I was an anti-imperialist; I was a trade unionist.

Everything informed everything else. One common thread that ran through everything was

that I expected to start from the grass roots; I did not expect any authoritarian figure to help

me on to the ladder. I knew that, whatever setting I was in, we had to self-organise. But I took

on different roles in different settings; sometimes I was a leader and sometimes a foot soldier;

always at the grass roots.

My trade union work began to take up a lot of my time. As a supporter of Rank and File, the

left-wing trade union network, I gave priority to my own workplace and I was pleased when

all ninety full-time lecturers in my college had joined the union.

I had no experience of trade union casework but I did accept that it was much more the bread

and butter of trade unionism than finely worded policy resolutions. I was soon put to the test.

I didn't know Olga very well but I knew that she was a law lecturer with a sharp sense of

humour that would stand her in good stead if ever she was called to the Bar.

'Well, Bob,' she said. 'I am outraged and I want to know what you are going to do about it.'

I was sitting at my desk and she was standing in front of me with her arms folded. She was

pausing for effect.
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'What's the particular cause of your outrage?' I said.

I was smiling in a way that I imagined supportive trade unionists should do. There was also a

nervous edge to my smile, as I wondered what the nature of this challenge was going to be.

'You have probably heard that I am pregnant and I have just discovered the kind of terms that are

available to me in relation to maternity leave. It's outrageous.'

I hadn't had to deal with any maternity cases but I had heard that our local authority had a good

reputation for their treatment of women who wished to return to work after their pregnancies. I also

knew that the Labour government had introduced legislation that gave all women entitlement to

maternity leave provided they had worked for a certain length of time.

'What I have been told is that I must choose between the local agreement and the national

legislation. Choose! One or the other! When did you ever hear of a man being asked to choose in

this way?'

I hadn't but I didn't get the chance to reply.

'It's outrageous, Bob. That's what it is. And I am going to leave it in your capable hands to sort out.'

She smiled, in a slightly scary way.

She didn't scare me but her theatrical performance did make me look more closely at the situation

she had outlined. It wasn't long before I was outraged too.

When word got around that I was seeking the best of both worlds for Olga, other women came

forward too to tell me about their pregnancies. It all took months to sort out and, with Olga's

encouragement, we did succeed in winning a fair settlement for these women lecturers and for

others in years to come.
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Senior managers were soon outraged too. Previously, all that had been expected of them when a

colleague became pregnant was to sign a card and slip a fiver into a collection for a bunch of

flowers. Maybe even a suggestion of a couple of hours of part-time teaching when the baby was

settled. 'We'll see what we can do for you.' This was another story altogether. Patronage had gone

out of the window and entitlement had walked in the back door, when no one expected it.

One manager was heard to say, 'I am not going to employ any women of that age again, if they're

going to spring pregnancies on me.' I had an image of a college staffed entirely by grumpy old

white men, administering pregnancy tests to female job applicants.

I had learned a great deal about how to balance varying factors in these casework disputes. While it

was important to acknowledge the injustice faced by these union members, it was essential that the

branch membership was well informed about the general thrust of their case; it was also essential

that the managers were aware of the level of support for what the union was doing. We had to

engage with both a locally negotiated agreement and some parliamentary legislation and, although

these might be open to different interpretations, they provided a framework within which to argue

our members' case. I am sometimes told that I have a frame of mind that is described, to use a Scots

word, as thrawn. I do not give up easily and I was very thrawn around the benefits due to these

women lecturers.

A few years down the line, we had another incident of casework involving, once again, women

lecturers. An agreement had been reached nationally between our union and the employers’ national

body that anyone who had been employed for at least twelve hours a week, for at least a year, was

entitled to apply for security of tenure which would enable them to access sick pay, maternity leave

and a pension. We publicised this, offering to support anyone who wished to make such an

application and eight members of staff did so. Some of them had been employed on a casual basis

for years. Once again, the combination of a national framework, a strong, well informed branch and

a thrawn union officer saw this out and all those who applied obtained security of tenure. The

patronage system had been further weakened.

In this case, as in the previous one about maternity pay, all the people who had benefitted from our

campaigns had been women. The Rank and File approach had taken these campaigns well beyond
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the norm of what was expected of traditional trade unionism. An external factor, in both cases, was

the strength of the women's movement then; more and more people were acknowledging the

inequity experienced by women in the workplace and our campaign in one small college benefitted

from that change in consciousness. The wider trade union movement had also begun to re-evaluate

who its members actually were and to take on board that they were there to represent more than

white male breadwinners. Our branch was just one small part of that process.

*****

Throughout this whole period, openly expressed racist politics seemed to be gaining in strength.

Grassroots campaigns against the National Front and against racism popped up everywhere. The

college where I was working had a considerable number of black students, although it was in an

almost all-white area, and there was a concern that local racists might use that as a focus to generate

support for the NF. The union branch organised educational activities for students and staff around

themes of racism and fascism. The emergence of the Anti-Nazi League and Rock Against Racism

late in 1977 proved to be a useful focus for this kind of work and generated a whole anti-racist

culture. It was a culture which anyone could belong to and live in without having to sit through
meetings. The Tom Robinson song, Glad to be Gay, was one of the important anthems of this

particular movement and it added a new dimension for me. It was good to be made to feel welcome

in this way and it went way beyond the kind of patronising tolerance which had been the best I

could expect on the Left.

Another focus of grassroots anti-racist work was around the strike of low paid Asian women

workers at the Grunwick film processing factory in North West London. Over a hundred workers

came out on strike, initially about working conditions, and when they were all sacked, the situation

escalated. Busloads of scab labour were brought in every morning and increasingly, large mass

pickets tried to turn back the buses. One of my work colleagues, Sylvia, had a van and she used to

take some of us there to join the picket first thing in the morning. I went there as often as I could

and in July 1977, I took part in a day of national solidarity, which was supported by thousands of

trade unionists from all over the country.

*****
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The most innovative aspect of my grassroots work at this time was the promotion of gay politics in

my trade union, NATFHE. For some time, I had been attending meetings of the London Gay

Teachers Group. It was an energising experience to spend time discussing shared experiences and

planning activities. Most of the members were school teachers and belonged to the NUT. My friend

Brad and I, both NATFHE members, decided that there could be a place for a gay group in our

union. We were becoming aware of other trade union gay groups but we were rather naïve about

how to go about things. There was no way of contacting people in other unions unless they

happened to be personal friends. London Gay Switchboard had been set up in 1974 but at this time,

its archive contained more information about social venues than anything else. We had no idea that

in the USA, there were similar attempts by gay people to set up groups and campaigns to protect

and promote the interests of gay workers. Most of these groups were being established by people

who had come out in the gay movement and expected to be able to continue to be openly gay at

work. We felt rather isolated but our experiences in the gay movement had been of setting up things

from scratch and so we didn't feel daunted.

We placed an advert in Gay News and we sat in the kitchen of my house one Sunday afternoon early

in 1976, waiting to see if anyone would turn up for the inaugural meeting of the unofficial NATFHE

gay group.

'Is that the doorbell?' I asked nervously.

Brad jumped up and was back within seconds.

'Next door,' he said.

We sat there fiddling with imaginary objects, sometimes, we were silent and sometimes, we talked

over each other.

'Is that clock right?' asked Brad.

'A couple of minutes fast but there's still plenty of time for the masses to arrive.'
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'Maybe the Victoria Line has been playing up again.'

'The bell!' we both said at the same time. Brad leapt up again to welcome whoever was on the other

side of the door. He brought in a nervous-looking young man and introductions were exchanged.

'Would you like some tea?' I asked.

'Or coffee?' said Brad.

We waited for the kettle to boil. Eventually, we gave up speculating about faults on the Victoria

Line and reconciled ourselves to the fact that this inaugural meeting was going to be very small.

We didn't really establish what our visitor wanted from this group but we never heard from him

again. We realised that our plan to set up this group was going to require a long haul but it had to be

our first key step. If we had no such base, then gay politics in our union would be going nowhere. A

tradition of Sunday afternoon gatherings began to take shape.

Our second key step was to find allies in our quest to persuade our union to represent the needs and

aspirations of its gay members. We were both supporters of the Rank and File network, most of

whose members were white heterosexual people but they were in favour of the extension of social

justice. We knew that it sought to advance its policies through policy resolutions at the annual

conferences of NATFHE; we decided to look for support there. We discovered that there was a

proposal for the union to promote the development of an anti-discriminatory structure within our

terms and conditions agreement. We both felt that this should include reference to gay people, in

view of the growing number of cases where people had been dismissed solely on account of their

homosexuality. We wanted people to be able to come out without fear of the consequences. We

thought that the union should come out about its support for its gay members. Brad and I went

along to a planning meeting of Rank and File and we spent most of the afternoon involved in a

discussion about whether or not to include sexual orientation, along with race, gender and disability,

within the anti-discrimination structure. We discovered, not for the first time, that many of our

comrades, who could deliver lengthy revolutionary orations on the war in Vietnam at the drop of a

hat, turned into stumbling teenagers when they tried to talk about sexual politics. Many of them had

never spoken about sexuality before in a political context and lacked the grammar and syntax to do
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so. They did not understand the concept of coming out and they seemed determined to keep us in a

policy closet.

One of the problems which we had not foreseen was the re-emergence of Leninism. Many of the

supporters of Rank and File were also members of IS and that was on the point of becoming a

Leninist party. I was no longer a member of IS but the kind of open-mindedness which had attracted

me to them in the first place was being jettisoned in favour of democratic centralism. While there

were many signs of centralising, there were rather fewer of democracy. Gay politics was not on

their agenda. I was astounded to see people whom I had regarded as good friends, people who had

allowed me to buy them a drink, abstaining on our proposal. As these self-styled revolutionaries

raised their hands to vote for abstention, they seemed to look downwards, in the hope that no one

else would note their shame. Fat chance! I was too polite to tell them that I thought that, when it

came to sexual politics, they behaved like a bunch of Wolfenden liberals, indistinguishable from

their sparring partners in the Communist Party. If I had been malicious, I might have said that IS

and the Communist Party were like Shakespearean twins separated at birth. We did, however, win

our argument and sexual orientation was included in the proposal about anti-discrimination at

NATFHE's annual conference that spring. Our third step would take place at the conference itself.

Union conferences can feel like a hot air bubble and the 1976 NATFHE conference became

particularly heated on the question of anti-discrimination. Brad and I had put together a leaflet, in

the name of the almost non-existent gay group, calling for support for the amendment to include

sexual orientation in the anti-discrimination policy. We referred to the line in the Tom Robinson

song which said: 'The buggers are legal now, what more are they after?' We distributed this to

delegates as they made their way into the conference chamber. No one actually spoke to us about

the contents of the leaflet but some people gave us supportive smiles. One red-faced gentleman

screwed up the leaflet in front of us but many people were left speechless by the sight of a leaflet

that mentioned the word, gay; it was clearly not something they had come to expect at a union

conference. Brad made a fine speech to the conference and that was probably the first time that the

word, gay, had been mentioned publicly in this union's history.

The National Executive members were sitting behind a table on a raised platform at the conference

and that made it easier for them to dominate the proceedings of the day. They were all besuited

white middle-aged men and the dominant clique within this bureaucratic formation were supporters
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of the Communist Party. They had far more experience of waging Leninist tactics than the budding

Leninists from the Rank and File meeting, and they had decided that there was no need to list all the

categories of discrimination; a more general recommendation was as far as they would go. The

Executive was clearly in favour of the closet. On the other hand, those young Leninists who had

been willing to force us into the closet at the Rank and File meeting were now falling over

themselves to make sure that sexual orientation was openly included in the anti-discrimination

framework.

Conference papers were being waved in the air and the atmosphere was thick with words like

'betrayal' and 'prejudice'; briefly, gay people had become the left-wing flavour of the moment. There

was such uproar that there had to be a card vote; a card vote on an amendment to a resolution which

previously everyone had imagined would go through on the nod!

*****

Standing at the back of the conference, listening to all the shouting, I find myself in conversation

with a red-haired woman whom I have not met before.

'It's all so amazingly predictable,' she said. 'In ten years’ time, these older Leninists on the platform

will be replaced by the younger Leninists who are making so much noise now. They'll be middle

aged by then and using the same kind of procedural arguments to stop the next generation of

activists from advancing whatever cause they are trying to advance. Mark my words. Just so

predictable.' She is shaking her head.

I am not quite sure where to start? Should I tell her that I am not a Leninist? Should I tell her that

gay politics is a new kind of politics which questions the very foundations of political life?

She must have sensed my hesitation. She puts her hand on my arm. 'Don't upset yourself too much.

There is a kind of inevitability about the conflict between generations. It's all a question of group

dynamics. I should know because I'm a Christian. We have a long track record of splitting away
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from people who were once our friends and fighting them to the death – and beyond.' With that, she

sweeps off, never to be seen again.

I sometimes wondered if she'd been a ghost.

*****

It was agreed, by a majority of four, to include sexual orientation on the list of categories to be

discussed in relation to anti-discrimination. People were (almost) hanging from the rafters in their

excitement. I didn't allow myself to think too much about the fact that this vote was just one foray

in an ongoing struggle between different generations of Leninists. But on that day, the younger

Leninists had been useful allies for us. Brad and I allowed ourselves to have a quiet celebration

about this leap forward in sexual politics in our union. The fourth step would be the presentation of

the gay issue in negotiations with the employers.

*****

I no longer expected to find any overarching framework to provide a home for my politics and its

diversity but I did take comfort from the fact that there were traditions which were less monolithic

in their approach to sexual politics than the Leninists were.

I had been pleased to find that activists in earlier periods struggled to engage with the complexities

of the real social world in which they lived. I had discovered that the Bund engaged with the fact

that Jewish lives were not exclusively shaped by national boundaries and so drew upon the common

traditions experienced by Jewish people throughout Eastern Europe. The Wobblies were also open

to engaging with the life stories of the people who were their members and they were particularly

influential among the migrant populations who had arrived in the USA at the beginning of the

twentieth century. Many of them did not speak English well and the Wobblies, far from seeing this

polyphony as a barrier, incorporated it into their structures. In some of the disputes in which they

were involved, they held separate meetings for people of different languages before agreeing on the

next part of their action plans. Both the Bund and the Wobblies were rooted in their particular

historical circumstances without being trapped by them. The traditions of the British trade union
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movement were similarly shaped by their history but some of the holders of these traditions saw

them as fixed and immutable and sacrosanct. They were like people holding a valuable piece of

crystal who were afraid to touch it in the wrong way in case it slipped out of their grasp and fell and

broke. Any suggestion to change the Labour movement traditions was seen as a threat rather than an

attempt to adapt them to the world in which they are based.

I was not surprised not to come across any working-class movements which accommodated and

built upon gay experiences but I had already learned that stories of gay history are all too easily

ignored or eliminated. It was many years later before I discovered the story of Harry Whyte, a

thrawn gay Scottish communist journalist who wrote to Stalin in 1934 to try to persuade him to

include gay emancipation in his view of world revolution. Stalin described Whyte as 'an idiot and a

degenerate' and he was lucky to have survived at all. In the 1970s, I was beginning to realise, first-

hand, how history can reflect the prejudices of those who are telling the story rather than telling the

whole story of what happened.

It wouldn't be true to say that I went to sleep each night wondering if I was a Bundist or a Wobbly,

but I was inspired by my knowledge of them to continue to pursue my grassroots activities in an

interconnected way. It wasn't just a matter of obtaining a few well-meaning policies or getting a

couple of malleable token folk on to the occasional committee. I wanted nothing less than different

voices to be heard in the shaping of the politics in which I was involved. A poet had already

identified the fact that people marched to different drummers. If your politics is based around

carefully co-ordinated military metaphors and armies marching to the front then that image might

be inconvenient but if your politics is based upon ideas of mass movements reaching out to the

everyday lives of all their members, an image that reflects diversity is an empowering one. I wanted

to see that poetic vision of different drummers translated into a politics that related to the social

differences around us; a politics that promoted the necessity of mutual respect.
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Chapter Thirteen

Learning how to be a gay man

'A last drink before closing time?'

I was surprised. We had only been chatting for a couple of minutes but why not? I may even have

said, 'One for the road!' He was a handsome, fit-looking West Indian man, probably a couple of

years older than myself, and there was some mutual attraction buzzing around. Meeting a man, after

all, was one of the reasons I had gone to The Champion.

Some time later, when he was asking me to go back to his place, I was surprised that he seemed to

know I lived in North London. Perhaps I mentioned it inadvertently; it's not as if it was a secret. But

then it dawned on me that I had got off with him about two years previously and on that occasion,

he had come back to Haringey with me. Perhaps he had made it into my diary. But we had not

exchanged phone numbers; it had been very much a one-night stand.

The sex was good and lasted longer than the previous occasion. Francis (for that proved to be his

name) was friendly the next morning and he cooked breakfast for us. We kissed and I went off

home, with no promises about the future. But the next time I saw him in The Champion, we hooked

up again and spent the night together. At some point, phone numbers were exchanged but that was

the way we went on for the next few years. Good, relaxed, increasingly vigorous sex every few

months with a friendly man and no commitments.

But it wasn't quite as simple as that. Learning how to be a gay man was, like coming out, a process

that never came to an end. Five years after I had first come out, I was still staggering around,

sometimes backward, sometimes forward. Writing this from a distance is an attempt to make sense

of it but at the time, it felt like a kaleidoscope where things didn't always end the right way up.

*****
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As I came out and entered the gay world in 1971, I found that casual sex was readily available. And

I made the most of the opportunities which were presented to me. GLF was involved in organising

activities like dances and conferences and demonstrations and picnics and I went along to these as

often as I could. There was a lot of joy in the atmosphere. Men in the gay movement were, for the

most part, pleased about being in the movement and pleased to meet other men who were enjoying

life as much as they were. There was also a point of view that encouraged us not to be too

possessive about sexual partners. Live for the moment was one of the catchphrases of the hippy

movement and some of that lived on in GLF. We were encouraged not to treat relationships as a

form of property and that is a view that sexually active young men generally find easy to embrace.

For years, I had hidden away my sexual desires but now it was possible to be open about them and

to celebrate them.

Learning and relearning how to be gay was much more than learning how to behave sexually. There

was a whole language to learn about how to approach other men, how to respond to other men who

are sexually interested, how to deal with rejection, how to understand your emotions, how to

express yourself in non-sexual ways, how to live with the sense of isolation that could occur in

many situations. Homosexuality had been surrounded by silence and stigma and while these had

been shaken by the process of coming out, there was the legacy of the years of darkness to cope

with.

As well as meeting men through the networks in the gay movement, I also met men in various gay

pubs. After London GLF began to crumble, they became more important as meeting places. The

first men I had met in London had been in The Coleherne in Earls Court. After some time, I realised

that, just next door, there was a late-night disco called The Catacombs in what felt like an extended

underground tunnel. Alcohol was not available and the DJ played slow sexy music constantly. It

was only a few years since men had, because of the law, been forbidden from touching each other

while dancing but here, it felt as though close dancing was almost compulsory. Some men stood

against the wall while others cruised around in search of dancing partners. It was horny but I didn't

feel comfortable about the fact there was no talking. I don't know what I wanted to talk about but

the absence of speech almost induced a sense of desperation.
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I lived between Notting Hill Gate and Westbourne Park at that time and I soon realised that the best

way of getting home late at night after the tubes had stopped was to walk along a path at the edge of

Holland Park. Men cruised up and down there, alongside and unbeknown to 'normal folk'. There

was a lot more talk there than there was at The Catacombs but it was all very coded. Saying 'hi' in

itself might be no more than a conventional greeting but saying 'hi' to someone who had observed

you standing in the same spot for some minutes, was much more than just a pleasantry. If things

were going well, there would be some smiling and shuffling around until some kind of invitation

was issued. It might be an invitation to go back to one of our flats but it might just be a suggestion

to jump over the low fence into the grounds of Holland House for a bit of relief. We would be

unlikely to be alone there and there was even a sense of security about the fact that other men were

enjoying themselves alongside us. It was about a year before I left this part of West London to

move to Haringey but I had been a diligent student and was quite proficient in the language by the

time I left.

I didn't make any conscious decisions about it but most of the men I met were around my own age

and looked as though they might be earning a living. There didn't seem to be any colour bar or

nationality bar. Unlike the area around Piccadilly Circus, there was no rent at all. About a year later,

I went back and there was almost no activity at all. The cruising had moved elsewhere.

The Champion was nearer my home than Earls Court was and gradually, I began to go there more

often. It was a well-run pub with a number of regular customers, fairly comfortably-off chaps, on

first-name terms with the bar staff. There was no sense that they had been involved in the gay

movement and some of them expressed considerable hostility to it. There were other customers

whose roots in London were less deep than those of the regulars and those were the people with

whom I found myself mingling. The fact that they had come to London from another country or

another locality often meant that they were more willing to be open about their sexuality than the

regulars; they were also possibly, like me, more open in London than they might have been in their

place of origin. While we were interested in getting off with someone there, we also expected to

have a conversation with our potential partners. There were all fairly highly educated and I recall

getting off with men from Argentina, Cuba, Hungary, Germany, Italy and the USA, all of whom

were fluent in English. They might not have been part of the gay movement but they were all aware

of it as an international phenomenon. Mostly, these were one-night stands; we were reaching out for

pleasure for the moment; the next time we met, we often chatted with each other without
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necessarily expecting a repetition of the sex. I always wondered what happened to the Venezuelan

guy who told me about the films he hoped to make. Alcohol was consumed but I don't remember

any of us being drunk. Nor do I recall getting off with any white British guys there.

My relationship with the scene began before my time with Pedro and it continued while we were

together, but with less frequency. We were both into casual sex and we were honest about it to each

other. We had separate places when we were in West London and so the business of taking back

sexual partners was easy to manage.

I had learned a lot about how to be an openly gay man during my time with Pedro, but, after we

split up, I had to start learning how to be a single openly gay man. I didn't really know what I was

doing and I had four short relationships over the next three years. They never lasted longer than two

months and I was usually the one who brought them to an end. They were all likeable white British

men whom I had met through the networks of the gay movement; they weren't similar to one

another and it was definitely not the case that I was avoiding a particular type. I was just avoiding

commitment. On one occasion, I got on a train and travelled three hundred miles to avoid being

with someone, who had, only the previous day, thought things were going so well. I was polite, of

course, about the way I brought things to an end. But I often felt that I was rather like an electric

lightbulb; sometimes, I was on and beaming; other times, I was off and just dark. Having unspoken

arrangements like the one that developed with Francis suited me fine. It was only when the bulb

was on that I saw him.

I didn't really allow myself much space to reflect on what I really wanted.

In 1974, I went to my first disco in a room above a pub near King’s Cross called The Prince Albert.

It was run to raise funds for, I think, a counselling and support group called Icebreakers. Many of

the men who went there were people I either knew or recognised from the gay movement. It was a

friendly atmosphere where you could dance and chat to friends and find sexual partners, if you were

lucky. The fact that it was in an atmosphere which I found friendly and relaxed made the quest for

sexual partners less intense than it had been in some other pubs. People sometimes talked about gay

politics and so there was less division between the different parts of my gay life than there had been

elsewhere.
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Moving to North London was like moving to another world and that was especially true after I

moved in with Joe. There were no gay pubs North of The Black Cap in Camden and I had to travel

back to The Champion or to one of the West End pubs if I wanted to meet anyone. A few months

after I moved there, I was pleased to discover that gay discos were being run in rooms above North

London pubs by a DJ who called himself ‘Tricky Dicky’. It was a simple formula for a DJ to set up

a turntable in a pub with a friendly landlord. Some of the meeting places in the West End had

membership rules that made it difficult to go there if you didn't have the right class connections;

others preferred to see themselves as theatrical rather than gay. Tricky Dicky discos were open to

any gay men and groups of friends went there rather than just meet up in their own homes. These

discos were not part of the gay movement but they were possible because of the way in which the

movement had brought homosexuality out into the open. The first one of these I remember going to

was in The Hornsey Wood Tavern, a well-known music venue near Manor House tube.

It was also around this time that I learned the meaning of the term ‘cottaging’. When I heard it at

the first GLF meeting which I attended, I had no idea what it meant. The thought that it might be a

term about property management flashed into my mind but then flashed out again very quickly.

Somewhere along the way, I discovered that it referred to the pursuit of sex in gents’ toilets. I had

first become aware of the practice (although not the term) when I was a teenager visiting Dundee.

There was a gents in Whitehall Street, quite near the centre, and I began to wonder why there were

always men in there when I went to use it but none of them ever left before I did. It was all

absolutely silent, apart from men moving from one urinal to another. I wasn't exactly wearing my

school blazer but I was considerably younger than all the other clients and approaching me might

have been quite a challenge. In fact, I never was approached but the memory of what felt

mysterious and ritualised and definitely sexual remained at the back of my mind. These memories

came into the foreground of my memory in London.

There was a cottage at Notting Hill Gate station and there was another at the changeover at Baker

Street station. In North London, I became aware that there were a number of such cottages,

particularly near railway stations and on the edge of parks, probably because there was a greater

likelihood of anonymity there. I never found a walkway to compare with Holland Park but I did

visit a number of cottages in my new borough. There was more movement in these than there had

been in Dundee; there was looking and showing off, but patience was of the essence. No one ever
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rushed. In those days, most gents’ toilets were open all hours and so you could go there after the

pubs had closed and more mainstream men had gone elsewhere.

One of my favourites was an underground Victorian toilet near Seven Sisters station. It was a

magnificent memorial in honour of public health. There were urinals along one wall; cubicles along

a second wall; fine handbasins along the third wall. In the middle of the area was a circular

centrepiece of six urinals around a pillar. Some wag called it ‘a pancockticon’ but I doubt that was a

name its Victorian builders would recognise. Men would move from one area to another in a way

that could have been choreographed. If some unsuspecting men came in talking to each other to

have a genuine pee, the movement stopped until the strangers had gone.

One night when I was in there, two or three policemen arrived and walked in and out fairly quickly.

A couple of the guys went to wash their hands vigorously, as though to present an air of normality.

Nothing illegal was happening, as far as I was aware, but that, in itself, was no protection against

police activity. There was only one exit up a stair to the street and it would have been easy for

police to contain everyone who was there.

Cottages were, for me, not places to have sex. I met men and we went off elsewhere to one of our

homes. This was the time when I began to have sex with white working-class men, particularly

from Hackney and Tottenham and Waltham Forest.

The Euston Tavern, one of the Tricky Dicky discos, was one of my favourite meeting places in the

second half of the Seventies. I remember dancing with total delight to the sound of Sylvester

singing, You Make Me Feel Mighty Real. He made me feel that the world outside did not matter and,

in those moments, it did not. Bangs disco opened near Charing Cross in 1976 and while opening a

venue of this size in Central London must, initially, have seemed to be a great financial risk,

thousands of gay customers proved that it had been a risk worth taking. It was difficult for me to go

there very often because it was held on a Monday evening when I had to be thinking about teaching

A-level History the following morning.
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A club called The Rainbow opened that same year at Manor House pub. The pub had been well

known as a music venue and there was a lot of space on the first floor. It was organised very

professionally by a locally educated man called Nicky Price and the music ranged from soul to

disco. It generated a party atmosphere and often had daft competitions, like a tango championship,

which made everyone laugh together. It opened for three evenings every weekend and men and

women flocked there from all over North London. I was able to walk there from my home. Then,

suddenly, there was a change of landlord and, despite the money it must have been bringing into the

pub, it closed down overnight. There was talk by some of its more political customers about

organising a demonstration to save what had become a community venue. The closure was just a

reminder about the fragility of our social situation.

*****

There were lots of separations in my life and lots of points of stress. However spectacular any sex

might prove to be, the circumstances surrounding it took their toll. Two or three days after I had sex

with a man, who said he lived in Holloway, I met him on the tube and said hello. He responded

minimally but as we were getting off the train at Holborn, he warned me about the need to be

careful; his tone was not unfriendly but my greeting had taken him aback. When we got to the exit,

I said, 'See you around,' and he laughed and shook his head. We were all expected to police our own

warmth away from the bedroom and I had got too close for comfort.

Stress also played a big part in the rest of my life. I was a full-time teacher and I tried to do my best

for my students. I was the only out gay person at my place of work and it was difficult engaging

with the expectations and fears of well-meaning liberals, closeted members of staff, the traditional

conservatives and the bigots. As a trade unionist, I was negotiating regularly with the management

in my college and I know they found me a pain in the neck. There were lots of demands on me, over

and above the business of trying to lead my mundane everyday life.

I was sometimes reluctant to acknowledge that I was actually experiencing stress. I was often not

very assertive and allowed my resentments to build up until such time as they spilled out into what

seemed like disproportionate and often unfocused anger. There were occasions when I had the

lightbulb experience, switching on and off between the articulate bright shining me and the dull dim

and slow me; but, more than anything else, I was not in control of the light switch. I was aware of
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these problems but I neglected to think deeply about them or to find a solution for them. I

increasingly sought a solution through alcohol which was not, of course, a solution for longer than

about ten minutes.

Eventually, I took the advice of my housemate, Arthur, and decided to look for a therapist. A

colleague at work suggested someone who might be appropriate for me. In the late Seventies, there

were still lots of therapists around who saw homosexuality as some kind of illness or an

underdeveloped sexuality. The therapist I decided to go and see was gay and, therefore, unlikely to

belong to the school of identifying homosexuality as something underdeveloped.

I was naïve about what I was letting myself in for. He did make it clear that the first session was

scene setting and, therefore, different from those which would follow. I understood that as being an

introductory occasion but he saw it as an occasion to set the terms of the agreement between us.

The differences of understanding soon became obvious.

'I won't be able to make our session in two weeks’ time because I want to go to hear a talk by the

Kenyan novelist, Ngugi wa Thiongo. I am not sure if you know that I used to live in East Africa and

so I am very interested in his work.'

'Our agreement is that we will meet every Thursday at 7pm and so if you break that agreement, you

are liable to pay for the session which you missed.'

I went to hear Ngugi and paid for a session which I did not attend.

A couple of weeks later, I brought up the issue of the lightbulb metaphor in relation to my changes

in mood.
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'That was not something that was part of our agreement and so it would not be appropriate to

discuss it here.'

I was beginning to feel rather excluded by the terms of the agreement and regretted the fact that I

had not written them down; it had not occurred to me that it would be necessary.

A couple of weeks later, the agreement reared its head again when he remarked to me: 'Last week,

you mentioned feelings of heterosexuality in your youth and I wondered if you have thought that

you might be in denial about these feelings now.' This had very definitely not been part of the

agreement and I wondered what made him think it was appropriate to discuss it now. What I had

said was that I had learned about sexuality within a heterosexual framework and that that

framework still influenced my judgements about my sexually-related expectations. I stumbled

towards saying this but there was no communication here. It felt as though I was required to remain

bound within a rigid interpretation of the terms of the agreement but he was entitled to go where he

wanted. I began to feel that I didn't know what I was doing there. I had not been prepared for this

lack of flexibility and, shortly afterwards, I gave up these sessions. He advised me that there was

still a great deal of work that needed to be done.

I was back where I had been before, still living with patterns of behaviour which I did not

understand. I had, however, learned two important lessons. To share the same sexuality as a

practitioner is not a guarantee that you will receive a practice that is sensitive to the way in which

you are attempting to live with that sexuality. Had I been less naïve about therapy, that is the kind

of issue which I might have raised at the important scene-setting introductory session. The other

lesson which I learned, in a confirmatory kind of way, was that my sexuality was not itself a

problem. There were all kinds of factors surrounding it which were problematic but I was not in any

doubt about my sexuality and indeed, I rather liked it.

So, I was back to coping with my living situation as best I could. I might have become more relaxed

about it had I talked to more of my friends but I didn't.

*****
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I continued to see Francis every few months. One day I bumped into him in a department store in

Central London. He was very excited because he had finally bought his own house with a small

garden and he wanted me to visit it and meet his new housemate. It was right at the end of a tube

line but I wasn't doing anything that day and so I accepted the invitation.

We were chatting away about nothing as we went there but I was thinking to myself about the

connection between us. It was now around five years since we had met and we both enjoyed the

undemanding nature of the arrangement. We had never gone any further in the way that we related

to each other. I knew that he had a non-medical job in a hospital but we never talked about work.

There hadn't been any question of us becoming boyfriends. We just jogged along.

I wouldn't have imagined that this kind of arrangement would have been possible when I first came

out. While I enjoy having regular sexual partners, I find the boundary between the sexual and the

non-sexual connections difficult to manage. I can't articulate what I am doing because I don't know

what I am doing. Or maybe my difficulties of articulation come about because there is no name for

what I am doing. Francis and I never articulate to each other what we are doing. There's a

boundary of sorts that prevents any greater intimacy between us but it feels like a boundary that we

both accept. Francis isn't the only man with whom I have this sort of connection – occasional sex,

friendly chat, but no more than that. One of the others is called Darren and I see him quite often,

because he's a bus conductor on a route which I use frequently. Whenever I go on that bus, he

always comes to chat to me if I am on my own. If I am with other friends, he leaves us alone and

doesn't collect any fares from us. Phone numbers are usually exchanged with these guys; some of

that is about making it easier to arrange a catch up, but it's also about a sense of responsibility

about STDs. Throughout the Seventies, I have had fairly regular check-ups at sexual health clinics;

I've begun to go to one near Warren Street tube which doesn't stigmatise you for being gay.

Sometimes, it feels like the waiting room there could be a cruising spot. We call our regular

partners up if we have any sexual health issues to suggest that they have a check-up too. I have

never had to do this with Francis but I would if I had to. Francis is chatting away amiably and I am

not really concentrating on what he's saying because I am wishing that there was a word to

describe the kind of relationship we have with each other.

We reached Francis' new home and I was shown round. He had been there a few months and

already it was furnished with paintings and cushions and other decorative objects; unlike my own
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home which still had the traces of studentdom about it, it felt like somewhere rather settled. I was

introduced to Trevor, his new white housemate, and I wasn't sure to what extent he was showing off

his past to Trevor or showing off his future to me? Whatever it was, Francis was in control.

We sat down to have a cup of tea. When Francis realised that there were no biscuits on the table, he

called out, in a bossy tone I had never heard him use before, 'Trevor! Fetch some biscuits through

here, Trevor'. Trevor duly did so – and quietly.

I realised that I wasn't cut out to be a biscuit-fetching guy. Better just to jog along as I was, even

though I often stumbled on the way.

It was to be the late Eighties before I heard a name for the kind of occasional connection that I had

with Francis and Darren and the word was ‘fuck buddy’.
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Chapter Fourteen

Living with indecency

‘London Gay Switchboard, how can I help you?’

‘I am in such a mess and I really need your help and I wasn't sure if anyone would be there at 7 in

the morning ...’

‘We're here 24 hours a day. How can we help? Tell me what's going on.’

‘I was arrested at half past three this morning in a cottage near Finsbury Park and they want to

charge me with gross indecency and I'm going to plead not guilty and I have to appear in court this

morning and I wonder if you know of any lawyers that might be able to help me because I have

heard about lawyers who are supportive of gay men and I would like to be put in contact with one

of them rather than someone who is going to believe everything the police say and …’

‘OK. Perhaps, we can go through everything that happened and that might make it clearer for me

about what kind of advice I can give you.’

‘Sorry, I am racing so fast – probably not making much sense. I'll take a deep breath and try to calm

down a bit. I was at the Rainbow Club at Manor House for much of the evening and I had a lot to

drink there – in fact, I had quite a lot to drink all evening and after it closed, I walked home – I live

at the top of Crouch Hill – and so I walked down to Finsbury Park – I needed to have a piss and I

went into a cottage just under the bridge next to the station and that's where it happened ...’

‘You mean, that's where you were arrested? Were you arrested with other guys?’

‘It's a very small cottage – it only has six or maybe eight urinals and there was one other man there

when I went in and we were both arrested but it all happened so quickly that it makes me think they
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must have been waiting to make an arrest as soon as they saw that there were two men in there

because it is quite well known as a place where cottaging happens but …’

‘OK. OK. We don't need to go into that now. Have you got a date to appear in court yet?’

‘Eleven o'clock this morning. That's why I'm phoning you so early.’

‘And you say that you don't have a solicitor yet?’

‘That's right.’

‘I can give you a number that I have for a solicitor who has been very helpful with a lot of these

cases. He's given us an emergency number that you can phone. He knows that these cases can

happen at any time and that's why he's given us this out-of-hours number. Good luck and try to stay

calm.’

I was laughing inwardly about staying calm but I thanked him for being so calm with me.

The solicitor was calm too even although I was phoning him at eight o'clock on a Saturday morning.

He was also friendly and I felt comfortable talking to him; I wasn't gabbling as much as I had been

with Switchboard and I was able to talk in sentences once more. He explained that I would be given

the option of appearing before a magistrate or going for a Crown Court trial. As I had said that I was

planning to plead not guilty, he recommended that I opt for a Crown Court trial with a jury.

There were quite a number of people waiting at Highbury Court when I got there. I remember some

of them looking at me curiously. 'Just what are you doing here?' Sometimes class tells. With my

long henna-ed hair and an air of scruffiness that was more a matter of style than poverty, I was an

oddity in the Saturday morning round-up.
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I wasn't sure if I would recognise the man I was arrested with, but I did look for him and there was

no sign.

By the time I had to appear in court, I was feeling much more assertive and declared that I wanted

to plead not guilty. I had never had sex in a cottage and I wasn't having it when I was arrested. I

knew that it would take months for my case to be heard but by this time, my politics resurfaced and

I was determined to fight my case.

In fact, my politics must have kicked in sooner than that because when I was being searched at the

police station, I told the officers to stop referring to me as ‘a queer’. That could have been the false

courage of alcohol but it did at least suggest that my gay politics was more than skin deep. I was not

going to be overwhelmed by the state.

Focusing on my case was one thing but trying to go about the business of everyday life was

something else.

Fear became my predominant emotion. Fear of going out. Fear of spending too long choosing food

in the supermarket in case I was accused of shoplifting. Fear that the footsteps behind me on a street

were of someone who was about to pounce on me and rob me of everything that was of value. Fear

as soon as I woke up in the morning. Fear of going to sleep at night because of the nightmares that

were awaiting me. Fear of my students finding out that I was awaiting trial. Fear of my parents

being informed that I had been arrested. Fear of my story being sold to a tabloid newspaper. Fear of

my own desires and fear of facing up to the fact that I had been in what I had known to be a

notorious cottage. There was so much that was unknown in the world and I felt afraid of it all. I

could rationalise the extent to which any of these fears was likely to materialise or not but however

much I was able to see my situation more positively for a moment, the fear swooped back.

Sometimes, it felt like a cloud enshrouding me; other times, it seemed like a dark hole of emptiness

with no bottom to the pit. It never left me. It could appear from the TV screens; it could be triggered

by a kind gesture; it always seemed to be lurking nearby. I often felt as though I wanted to crawl

into a ball so that no one could see me but if they didn't see me, that would add to my distress that

no one was aware of my pain.
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I was glad when I realised that Arthur was there with me and for me. We weren't a couple and there

was none of the obligation associated with that that allowed me to expect support. But he was my

friend and right from the beginning, his friendship expressed itself through supporting me, even

when I was a total pain. I never stopped talking about my arrest and my trial but we never really

analysed it. It was just that he was there – with me and for me. Arthur was the one who suggested I

make notes of what had happened.

'You should write down everything that happened, from the time you went out in the evening until

you were released the following morning. You might have to wait months before the trial happens

and it'll be useful to have all the details as you remember them now.'

'I'll never forget it. It keeps going through my head, again and again.'

'Something keeps going through your head but it can easily develop a life of its own. If you take my

advice, you'll record it all now.'

There was no reason not to take his advice and so I did make notes and just the process of doing it

helped to get it out of the obsessing part of my head.

I made the decision to tell as many people as possible about it. This was not to be an unmentionable

secret. When I got into work on Monday morning, I called a lunchtime meeting of my Rank and

File friends and told them about my plight. Good vibes but I could feel that they were struggling to

understand what was going on. Until now, I had been the brave gay activist – maybe irritating but

definitely brave – this was something else.

It could have been much worse. One guy was given to asking colleagues how they would feel if

their children turned out to be gay; he never discussed this with me but he only started doing this

after he discovered that I was gay. After my arrest, he took me aside to speak to me, with much

shaking of his head: 'But your arrest, Bob, is a very serious situation. There could be lots of serious

consequences. Serious implications for your students. Gross indecency is a very serious charge.'
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Had others agreed with this Jeremiah, I am not sure what might have happened. I am not sure what

it would have done to my faltering sense of self.

By the time I saw the principal, he said he was disappointed that I had gone so public with my story

but he didn't take any action against me. We were all swimming in unknown waters and it would not

have surprised me if he had decided to suspend me; some managers would have been unable to

resist taking revenge on their trade union rep, but he didn't.

Work in itself proved to be very helpful because of its routines. If I had to teach an A-level class at

11am about the 1832 Reform Act, then that is what I did and I did it as competently as I might have

done any other year. My entanglement with the law did not lead me to reconsider my views on the

proposals to extend tenure to the urban middle class. Although I was very volatile in other situations

and prone to anger and/or tears, I was like a rock of stability in the classroom. There were no

complaints from students about the quality of my teaching and they all seemed unaware of the

calvary that I was going through.

The union gay group, which had been set up a couple of years previously to campaign for changes

in union policies, was meeting on a fairly regular basis by this time. We met on Sunday afternoons

at each other's houses and, while we may have been short of cucumber sandwiches, there was an air

of afternoon tea about the proceedings. I was a regular attender of these meetings and so I was a

known quantity with an identity beyond the one that I had acquired when I was arrested. The group

continued its regular discussions and there was an atmosphere of sympathy towards me when I

spoke about my situation. I am sure that I was as impossible there as I was everywhere else but I did

feel much calmer there than I did in some other group situations. Several of them said that they

would come to the trial to support me, and they did.

I also found comfort at The Rainbow itself when I took up dancing there with a vengeance. I had

always danced in clubs but this was on a different scale – perhaps even on an obsessive scale.

Dancing away one night, I met Stuart, another dancer who seemed as driven as I was. I wanted to

have sex with him but over the following weeks, he played me and no bodily fluids were ever

exchanged. He did introduce me, however, to his two regular Rainbow companions, Pete, who

seemed to be a very long-term friend, and Robin. Robin wanted to have sex with me but I played
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him, without any exchange of bodily fluids. Once or twice a week, I spent hours with them on or

near The Rainbow dance floor. We all had jobs but never spoke about them; I talked about politics

everywhere else but never with them; they never discovered that I was awaiting trial. Our

conversation focused very much on the Here and Now. We all went on an outing together to the

Holloway Odeon to see, very appropriately, Saturday Night Fever. They came to my house for

dinner; I went to Stuart's home for dinner with them. I felt very volatile and quarrelsome in many

other situations but never with them. Our group dynamic was a kind of infatuation, away from time,

and it really only existed in The Rainbow. It went on for four months but there was a pause from the

routine for about six weeks. Arthur and I went away on holiday to the Lake District and on our

return, there was the trial and its aftermath to contend with. When I went back to The Rainbow, they

were nowhere to be found. I thought nothing of it at first but eventually began to realise that they

really had gone. Because we had related to each other solely through the club, we had never

exchanged phone numbers. Our group had just disappeared. Some months later, I bumped into

Stuart in a pub in central London; it was the first time I had ever seen him on his own. He had lost

the glow that he had displayed while we danced together in The Rainbow. He had a small puppy

concealed in his jacket and that was all he was willing to talk about. That meeting marked the end

of that particular Saturday Night Fever.

I spent a lot of energy preparing my case for the trial. I constantly dreamt about it. The barrister

whom my solicitor found for me was a left-wing rising star and he spent time talking with me about

the politics of the case. There was to be no reference to the possibility of police harassment but he

understood that it was important to me to be open about my homosexuality, as I was in every other

part of my life. He would not to be making a closeted case for my defence; the jury was to be left in

no doubt that I was openly gay. That said, the persona that I was to present was of a normal sort of

guy – with a normal job, a normal friendship circle, a normal flat share; the kind of gay man that

you might want to take home to your parents. People agreed to testify to my good character, either

in court or in writing, and they all made it clear that they knew I was gay. Nobody would be able to

believe that such a normal, well-functioning guy would partake in something as gross as gross

indecency. The crucial evidence proved to be much more raw and much nearer the core of the

charge.

Max was the person who found the evidence that saved the day for me. He had been running the

trade union branch before Rank and File took over and, although there was political disagreement

between us, there was also a clear sense of mutual respect. He had been a member of the Young
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Communists in Berlin in 1933 and he and his mother escaped because they had been given a tip-off

by a friendly member of the police force. He loved to tell edited stories of his time in Germany and

I was one of those who loved to listen. He asked me if he could see the statement of the police's

case and he went through it forensically. He had clearly known several homosexual people in the

forty years since he had left Berlin and showed no embarrassment in talking about my sexuality. He

surmised that my salvation might lie in a medical solution and he arranged for me to visit a Harley

Street doctor with expertise in medical jurisprudence.

On the way to Harley Street, I bumped into a man whom I had not seen since we had been at school

together, fifteen years previously, a rugby player with whom I had very little in common. The fact

that we had spent several years in the same classroom meant that we recognised each other easily.

Neither of us had turned into Londoners, to the extent that we might have pretended not to see each

other. Forfarshire politeness led us into conversation.

'You living down here?' he asked.

'Yes. I'm teaching in a Further Education college. And you?'

'I'm in the police. I'm a station sergeant now.' He paused. 'In East London.'

'This is my stop now,' I said, truthfully, although I would have been willing to get off anywhere.

'Nice to see you,' he said, with as much a sense of relief as I had. Even if there had been time, I

don't think there would have been any exchange of addresses. The ghost of Forfarshire past was

looming rather too closely over my rendezvous with the ghosts of London present.

*****
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The doctor wasted no time in getting to the point.

'Max tells me that the police are saying something factually inaccurate about your erection.'

'That's right. They say that I had an erection at the time of my arrest and they also say that I am

uncircumcised; it's true that I am uncircumcised but when I have an erection, you can't tell, one way

or the other. If I had had an erection, they wouldn't have been able to see anything about my

circumcision.'

'I think we need a photograph of that erection.'

I was aghast. 'A photograph! Can't you just write a report?'

He looked at me, very professionally but with a dash of exasperation.

'I'll go into the next room while you get an erection ready. Don't worry, no one will come in while

you are preparing yourself. Just give me a shout and I'll come through with my instamatic.'

He took just one shot and said, 'That will be perfect. It's the kind of clear evidence that you need for

your case.' He was totally cool throughout the conversation, almost as though he were

photographing penises every day. My erection removed itself politely, almost as if it didn't wish to

overstay its welcome.

'See you in court,' he said.

And it was the erection that saved the day for me. The trial actually lasted four days and most of the

first three were taken up with hearing the police case, my response and testimonies to my good

character from sundry friends and colleagues. My appearance was ultra respectable and I was

wearing a tie for the first time in over a decade; the henna had been allowed to grow out of my hair.
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I felt that I came over strongly and clearly in the witness box and later, the prosecuting counsel

congratulated me for being a good witness. It could not have gone better but I have no idea what

impact it was having on the jury; multiracial and half women and half men. I suppose that there was
a bit of Stockholm syndrome going on and everyone who was there every day showed signs of

general affability. One juror even went so far as to ask me how I was doing as we stood next to each

other in the gents. I almost bolted out of the room.

When my medical witness was making the case about my erection, one of the court ushers was

required to show the photograph to the jury members. She held one edge of the photo in such a way

as to suggest that she might have become infected if she had held it more firmly. The jurors didn't

get long to ponder on it or to become aroused by it, but at least no one laughed.

As a result of that, the judge dismissed the case against me as 'unsafe and unsatisfactory'. An

enormous wave of relief swept over me and I was ready to jump out of the dock and go to the pub

immediately. But it wasn't so simple and the prosecuting counsel argued for another hour that my

co-defendant could still be guilty of the charge.

There had been very little communication between the two of us during the year when we waited

for the trial. I had been shocked, however, to discover that while the court was willing to give me

bail, he had not been so fortunate. He was a catering worker whose summer job had just come to an

end when we were arrested and so he didn't even have a fixed address in London. He had been

detained in Brixton Prison for several days until a family member was found to stand bail for him. A

police officer led me to believe that he already had a previous conviction for gross indecency. He

allowed me to take the lead in the preparation of the case and during the trial itself. But he, too, was

reacting to the Stockholm syndrome situation of the trial and began to exchange pleasantries with

those friends of mine who came along regularly to support me. After the judge finally dismissed the

case against him too, he looked both surprised and relieved. But we couldn't persuade him to come

to the pub with us, so, I have no idea what he had been doing in the year when we were awaiting

trial nor what he was going to do now it was over.

Word got out about the outcome of my trial and I was congratulated in all different kinds of settings,

by all kinds of unexpected people. Among gay men, my prowess was widely acclaimed and

outrageously exaggerated. My cock was the talk of the town. A community playwright in Brixton
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was writing a play called ‘GENTS’ about police harassment and he planned to write a scene where

my cock would be represented by a model of the Eiffel Tower being handled lovingly by judge and

jury alike.

I tried to reflect on the implications of the case and my acquittal. Who had won the case? The nice

white middle-class man, who proved to be a credible witness? The gay liberationist who would not

compromise with the state? My cock – or the medical representation of it? Whose voice did the jury

hear when I spoke from the dock? Whatever my rational thoughts were, my body and my sub-

conscious made their feelings known and I fell into some kind of ten-day collapse, where I hardly

left my bed. Arthur saw it as the culmination of the nervous breakdown that I had been holding at

bay for the previous eleven months.

I had learned a lot about friendship waiting for the trial. Arthur's friendship and support had been

sound from day one. No one else gave as much commitment as he did, but there were others whose

support was absolutely reliable although it may have been on a smaller scale than Arthur's. They

could not rescue me from my torment but their behaviour could mitigate it for me. I could see

where the boundaries to these particular friendships were but I was in no doubt that whatever had

been promised to me would be delivered. I learned to be less judgmental about friendships and to

appreciate the quality of real gestures.

There was so much for me to consider both in terms of my innermost feelings and desires and the

way that I acted upon them. Although I had come out about my sexuality, there were still other

aspects of my being which needed my attention. There is a tradition in literature of Scots dual

identity and I sometimes wondered how much that was true of me. I was aware of ongoing inner

conflicts but the Presbyterian part of me felt that it would be self-indulgent to focus on them when

there were bigger issues in the world to address. I knew that I did not understand some of my

emotional responses but I really only engaged with them in emergency situations. I wanted to get

back into my own world without any further delay. I was keen to be doing something that was

practical, public spirited and rewarding.

Eight or nine months after my arrest, I applied to join London Gay Switchboard. On the morning of

my arrest, they had been very helpful and had put me in touch with a politically attuned solicitor. I

felt that I owed them a lot but, perhaps more than anything else, I had begun to appreciate the fact
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that they were always there, twenty-four hours a day, fifty-two weeks a year. And they were there

for everyone who was gay, thought they might be gay or had friends who were gay. My experience

with the law had helped to make me more aware of the complexity and the diversity of the social

networks that comprised the gay world. While the fact that Switchboard was there was the result of

political organisation, its very existence represented something more than a political achievement; it

exemplified the omnipresent nature of gay existence and the unpredictability of gay narratives. I

wanted to be part of that scheme. After several weeks of training and sitting in with other volunteers,

nearly one year after my arrest, I did my first independent shift on the phones.

‘London Gay Switchboard, how can I help you?’
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Chapter Fifteen

Part of the union

Coming out was at the core of my gay liberation politics and it was not long before I was focusing a

lot of political energy on coming out at work. I spent such a large part of my life at work that it

made sense to seek the right not to be forced to remain in the closet there. There was so much

pressure on gay folk to be dishonest at work; having come out in other parts of my life, I was not

prepared to continue living dishonestly in the way I might have done several years previously.

Much of that struggle was situated in my trade union and other trade unionists sometimes perceived

me as only being interested in that issue rather than other bread and butter trade union concerns.

While I often felt defined by both the successes and the failures of the gay campaigns, it was also

the case they could crowd out some of the more personal, more joyful expressions of my sexuality.

One of the most memorable of the campaigns in which I was involved focused on the location of

the 1980 NATFHE conference in Scarborough. The council there had over a number of years been

refusing to let out its conference facilities to the Campaign for Homosexual Equality (CHE). A call

was made for other organisations, including trade unions, to show solidarity with CHE and to

boycott the town until such time as the ban was lifted. The principle of solidarity was one that

everyone in the trade union movement understood but putting it into practice requires considerable

commitment because there is often no short-term benefit. It's all about shared aims and shared

visions, underpinned by the expectation of mutuality. I had what could be described as rather a

romantic view of solidarity which owed rather a lot to the Wobbly song, Solidarity Forever.

We can bring to birth a new world

From the ashes of the old

For the union makes us strong

Solidarity forever

Like many other gay liberationists, I was definitely in favour of birthing a new world but that may

not have been the view of many trade union leaders in 1980. When the gay movement called on

trade unions to show solidarity with them, that raised questions not just about the principles of
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solidarity but about trade unionism itself. When it came to trade unions joining the boycott, it was

far from being an open and shut case. There was no difficulty in supporting the right to assemble

but what did homosexuals need to assemble for? Trade unions had begun, rather reluctantly, to

discuss gay rights in the 1970s and though things had moved on from the time when the leader of

the Bakers' Union had asked CHE if they wanted equality with 'dogs or pigs', there was still some

unease about the topic. Homosexuality was largely seen as an individual issue rather than

something that required collective action. Coming out was barely understood as being a political act.

Why should a trade union express solidarity with a group of individuals who were widely believed

to be weird? With a group of middle-class people who were not known for being interested in the

lives of working-class people and their families? Someone might throw one of the well-worn jokes

into the discussion, everyone would have a laugh and they would move on to next business.

Things were different in trade unions where there was some kind of organised gay presence. It was

more difficult to dismiss calls for solidarity if they came from people who were already members of

the union. One of the public sector unions, NALGO, was the first to decide to boycott Scarborough
following pressure from members of its unofficial gay group. When NATFHE decided to hold its

conference in Scarborough, the question of a boycott was first raised by its gay group. We were told

it was too late and too expensive to change the venue and the regional council, of which I was a

member, agreed to produce a leaflet to explain to conference why they should not agree to go to

Scarborough again. I agreed to write the leaflet and I did so in the language of trade unionism about

an injury to one being an injury to all. It was supposed to be an awareness-raising exercise but I

sometimes wondered if it was no more than a face-saving gesture.

On the previous occasion when gay rights had been discussed in NATFHE in 1976, it had felt rather

like talking to the conference delegates in a foreign language. There were puzzled faces all around.

Things had moved on since then and the Anti-Nazi League had done so much to change people's

attitudes. It made gay people feel welcome in the struggle against racism and fascism and the

singalong quality of the Tom Robinson song, Glad To Be Gay, made everyone in those circles

realise they had gay friends. That was particularly true in the big cities and it shouldn't have been

surprising that the suggestion to use gay liberation tactics at Scarborough came from within London

Rank and File.
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Beryl was a very active Rank and File member and, seeing as how I was the best-known face in the

gay group, she made contact with me to discuss the idea of zapping the conference.

'We can print off stickers saying ‘Glad To Be Gay In Scarborough,' she said, 'and give them out to

delegates to wear on their lapels as soon as they arrive at the conference.'

'That's a great idea. It'll familiarise everyone with the topic even though it's not officially on the

agenda. One of the problems about the 1976 conference was that our demands seemed to come out

of the blue to lots of the delegates.'

'When the mayor gets up to welcome us all to Scarborough, that's when we can make our voices

heard. We'll give out leaflets with the words of Glad To Be Gay on them and we can start singing as

soon as he opens his mouth. We may not be very tuneful but we'll be able to make a noise.'

This was all terrifying and I was terrified.

'We'll want some people heckling him from the balcony, I guess.'

'You guess right, Bob.' She was looking me straight in the eye.

'OK, OK,' I said. 'I can borrow the banner of the London Gay Teachers’ Group, as long as there's

someone else to hold the other end.'

'I can do that but I'll try to find someone else because I'd like to take some photographs as well.'

On the day when the conference opened, it all went very smoothly. The stickers saying ‘Glad To Be

Gay In Scarborough’ were given out to all the delegates as they arrived and most people took one.

Some took them off as soon as they thought no one was looking but by the time of the opening

ceremony, over half the delegates were still wearing them. One woman told me, with some

amazement, that a bartender had refused to serve her a drink while she was wearing the sticker. I
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didn't ask how she had obtained the drink that was in her hand but the experience had been an eye-

opener for her.

I was up on the balcony, with a man whom Beryl had dragooned into holding the other end of the

banner, in good time for the mayor's welcoming speech. As soon as he began to speak, I began my

protest, still clutching the banner.

'Why is Scarborough discriminating against gay people? When will you allow CHE to hold their

conference here? You say this is a welcoming town but for gay people, it is a place of prejudice.'

I repeated the same few phrases several times. I just wanted to make sure that our case was heard.

Meanwhile, some of the delegates, with the sheets containing the words of Glad To Be Gay, rose to

their feet and sang.

‘Sing if you're glad to be gay

Sing if you're happy that way

The buggers are legal now, what more are they after?’

It took a few minutes for the people on the platform to realise what was going on. Members of the

union National Executive, to a man, turned puce and even from where I was, I could see signs of

agitated breathing and uncontrollable twitching. Their big day had been spoiled!

The mayor responded to the situation more imaginatively than the union leadership did. Perhaps,

Scarborough Council had sent him on a course on how to deal with homosexual hecklers.

'If you allow me to finish, you may find that I have something interesting to say.'

He didn't actually mention the discrimination we were complaining about but he did succeed in

taking the steam out of the zap. We, however, had made our point and everyone now knew about

Scarborough's ban on CHE.
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A journalist from the local newspaper was there and that afternoon the lead story read:

‘Gays are people too,’ hecklers tell mayor.

That was rather a misquote but I wasn't going to get upset about more coverage for our case. It

succeeded in touching on the point that many people did not really believe that homosexuals were

in the same league of humanity as the heterosexual majority; worthy of pity, perhaps, but definitely

not equal. Many gay people felt that, despite the law reforms, they were still treated as second-class

citizens. So, to the headline writer in Scarborough that day, I say, ‘Yes, that just about sums it up’.

I wasn't altogether popular with other delegates from my regional council. As one of the friendlier

ones said to me: 'They're very upset about you taking the law into your own hands that way. They

had supported you with the leaflet and this is their reward.' There was no point arguing about this.

No one who had seen the zap would have known that I came from that particular regional council;

their good name had not been sullied by my behaviour but they clearly felt the embarrassment of

possible association with the protest.

Everyone did agree, however, that the quality of the singing of Glad To Be Gay was lamentable. In

some parts of the trade union movement, particularly in Wales and areas where Methodism was

strong, there had been a tradition of choral singing but that tradition was nowhere to be heard that

day.

That night, while other delegates were still plotting in the bars, I met a man on the streets and he

came back to the hotel where I was staying and we had sex together. Some of that was because I

had been exhilarated by the zap; some of it was just simple horniness. He crept out quietly before

dawn and I got some sleep before the next day's business. My diary says that he was called Tony but

that's not what I remember. I do remember that I didn't mention this tryst to any of my fellow

delegates; some boundaries remained in place.
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The impact of the zap at my place of work was negligible. I told some of my more political

friends about it and, while they were impressed and amused, it strengthened their definition

of me as a political phenomenon rather than as a gay man with hopes and desires and fears. I

remained in the semi-closet that was permitted to me. I hadn't come out to any students
before Scarborough and I still didn't feel able to do so; years later, a former student told me

that he had been informed about my sexuality within an hour of arriving at the college. An

ongoing case of secrets and lies. A couple of colleagues were rumoured to be gay and while

they were pleasant enough with me, they were always noticeably wary. One evening one of
them, Colin, suggested we go for a drink together and I wondered if he was going to drop any

hints about his personal life. I left it up to him to raise whatever question he wanted to raise

but after two hours of exchanging banalities with each other, we made our way to our

respective homes none the wiser. I never understood his motive for this unexpected

sociability but, whatever it was, it was never repeated. I had to remind myself that it often

takes a long time for public events to filter through to the general mass of the public. It wasn't

so much that I felt disappointed as a sense of anti-climax.

A few weeks after Scarborough, I met a guy called Darren at a gay club in North London.

When we went back to my place we found that we were sexually very compatible. We also

found it easy to talk to each other and he told me a bit about his story of coming to terms with

his sexuality. It wasn't a political story and so he never used the term, coming out, but he was

explaining some of the personal development he had gone through before he found himself,

quite happily, sharing a bed with me. It was the day of the 1980 Pride celebration and I

suggested that he might come along with me. He just shook his head and said, ‘No way’*. It

was not something to be argued about; it's just the way it was. Political activity was not

something we were going to share. I remembered the lines of Cavafy about savouring the

intoxicating moments of sexual love for themselves –

The joy and balm of my life is the memory of those hours

when I found and held pleasure just as I had wished it.

I guess that this was a Cavafy moment. I savoured the time I had spent with Darren but I

recognised the presence of several obstacles between us. I may have been on the way to
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winning the right to be out at work but the pressure of the closet had not gone away; he was

living with the pressures of the closet in different ways from me but my campaigning could

not make these pressures disappear. He lived relatively near me and over the next few years,

he and I saw each other several times and while the encounters were never pre-arranged, they

were always pleasurable and affectionate. As well as transitory.

*****

The impact of the zap on the NATFHE gay group was immense. I had been disappointed that

I was the only member of the group who had been at Scarborough. Partly, that was because

none of the others were conference delegates and so would have had to pay all their costs to

go there; partly, it was also because people still felt unease about taking part in public protests

where their sexuality would, in a sense, have been on display. But the group seemed

energised by what had happened at Scarborough and decided to make more demands of the

union leadership.

The 1976 conference had agreed that the union should press for the inclusion of sexual

orientation into the anti-discrimination section of the conditions of service policy. This would

be a way of protecting gay members from discrimination by employers and ensuring that the

union supported people who were threatened with dismissal. There had been no progress on

this front. We were not clear if this was because of employers' resistance to the policy but we

suspected that the union had never raised the question at all. Group members felt that the zap

had had a positive impact; it had acted as a kind of coming out and helped some delegates

realise that there were gay members in the union. We agreed to take some more direct action.

We decided to organise a lobby of the National Executive when it was holding one of its

regular meetings in November 1980. There were probably around thirty people there,

leafleting rather startled Executive members. Gay group members were taking the lead on

this occasion but we also had support from members of London Rank and File including the

woman who had been outraged about being refused a drink at Scarborough; a young

Scotsman, who was later to become a famous countertenor singer, also made an appearance. I
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was able to persuade some of my work colleagues to come on the lobby with me; I say

persuade but they might have said bully. Arthur and some other friends from the gay

movement also turned out. We may have been a ragbag of unlikely individuals but it was a

good lively atmosphere and we all enjoyed being part of something that felt successful.

Interestingly, none of the Executive members turned puce. We seemed to have put ourselves

on the union map. Nearly five years of organising and, while nothing concrete had changed

for us, we were at last on the agenda. We were still Any Other Business but we had become

an agenda item for NATFHE.

You never know about the longer-term impact of protests like the one at Scarborough but,

twenty-five years later, I met a woman called Carol who told me that she had been sitting just

behind us when we unfurled the Gay Teachers’ Group banner. At the time, she was fifteen

years old, the daughter of one of the men from the National Executive who turned puce, and

this visit to the conference was part of a family holiday to Scarborough. She had already

begun to ask herself questions about her sexuality but this was certainly her first experience

of seeing a gay political protest. It hadn't scared her or embarrassed her; if anything, it had

encouraged her along the road to making the political decision to come out as a lesbian. Her

father, she said, had eventually proved to be accepting of her sexuality and when she entered

into a civil partnership, he had been very happy to take part in the celebrations.

Just a few years after Scarborough, the ground-breaking Lesbians and Gays Support the

Miners was set up during the miners' strike. Solidarity was offered by a group of openly gay

people to one of the most traditional trade unions and it was welcomed. There was a different

kind of dialogue from anything that had happened before. I am not claiming that LGSM came

about as a direct result of Scarborough but both reflect a change in the climate that existed in

the gay movement, the trade union movement and those places where there was an overlap

between the two. There were a whole number of campaigns to support people coming out at

work and the more gay people came out, the more there was, at the very least, an opportunity

for dialogue.

One of the things about collective activity is that a number of people do different things to

make something happen and they're not necessarily all aware of the part that others have
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played in the process. That's the way that a movement works. It's not a matter of a conspiracy

where people sit down and agree a set of aims and objectives in an inflexible way.

My generation of activists had tried, in the words of the Wobbly song, to birth a new world

where it was not necessary to lie about our sexuality at work and we had worked hard to

bring the union movement on side with us. It had been a slow process but we had reached the

point where more and more lesbians and gay men recognised that the union made them

strong. I had done what I could, despite all the conflicting demands of my daily life, to make

trade unions places where the voices of people like myself could be heard. We were on the

way to becoming part of the union.
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Chapter Sixteen

Afterword

The summer of 1981 was something of a turning point for Bob and lots of things that he had

been doing in the Seventies changed shape.

In May, he once again attended the NATFHE conference but that year, there was no direct

action. He was able to persuade his regional council to put a gay rights resolution on to the

conference agenda. It wasn't even discussed by the delegates but it was there and it marked

the beginning of a slow process of policy development on gay rights. By 1988, when the

Tories brought Section 28 into law, in an attempt to prohibit the promotion of homosexuality

and pretend family life, NATFHE was right up there in opposing this legislation. They really

had understood the issue.

Later that summer, Ken Livingstone, the Labour leader of the Greater London Council, made

a speech to Harrow Gay Unity in which he declared that he was opposed to discrimination

against lesbians and gay men; furthermore, he said that he wanted to see homosexuality

treated as equally valid as heterosexuality. His council had already brought forward policies

on race and gender, which Bob welcomed wholeheartedly. It began to seem as if the London

Labour Party was not only going to challenge the Thatcher government vigorously but was

also going to represent the diverse, multicultural city which had become his home. It seemed

like time to join the Labour Party and support these initiatives. He was one of a group to set

up a project, funded by the GLC, which engaged with employment issues experienced by

lesbians and gay men.

The things that Bob was doing were taking him further and further away from Tanzania. He

never forgot it but his Kiswahili became very rusty and he couldn't afford to go there on a

visit.
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He visited Scotland twice that year but the visits were only for two or three days. He

continued to phone his mother once a week.

In August, Bob and Arthur bought a house together on the Harringay Ladder and they were to

live there together for nearly ten years. They had already been sharing a house but this was a

joint mortgage and the building society insisted on meeting them together before agreeing to

give them the funds. The move marked a strengthening in their friendship.

Unbeknown to Bob and most of his friends, The New York Times published an article that

summer which identified the occurrence of cancer in forty-one otherwise healthy homosexual

men. It was to be 1982 before they began to read stories about these developments in Capital

Gay and to acknowledge that AIDS would have a major impact on the lives of every gay man

they knew. People were faced with all kinds of dilemmas and they had all kinds of different

ways of dealing with it, but AIDS was an inescapable presence in their lives.

The cultural highlight of that summer was a trip to see the Bloolips production of Lust in

Space at the Drill Hall. Ten years previously, on his first visit to a GLF meeting, he had been

puzzled by the sight of gay men in frocks. Bloolips was an empowering radical drag theatre

company that had been born out of the gay liberation movement which undermined the

notion that serious faces were a necessary feature of social change. Sitting in the audience
that night he reflected that being gay was not just about sex or about political action; it was

also about having a laugh with other people with similar narratives to his own.

He continued campaigning for the right to be out at work and he recognised that that would

be a long haul; he continued to come out wherever he could and all his friends were people to

whom he had come out; the gay movement continued to be a source of inspiration and

friendship for him; he continued to find and to hold pleasure wherever he could.


